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ABSTRACT 
Experimental aerodynamic wind tunnel tes ts  were  conductdd on a 370 
model of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDAC) Space Shuttle 
Booster in their St. Louis Low Speed Wind Tunnel during May 1971. The 
pr imary purpose of the tes t  was to define the static longitudinal, directional 
and la teral  aerodynamic character is t ics  as well a s  the control surface effec- 
tiveness of the unpowered version of the updated baseline booster and some 
of i ts geometric variations. Tests  were  conducted a t  a nominal Mach number 
of 0.26 (q = 100 psf) over a n  angle of attack range f r o h  -60 to 16O a t  00 side 
s l ip  and over a sideslip range f rom -100 to lo0  a t  0°, 4O, 6O, 80, and lo0 
angle bf attack. 
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SUMMARY 
The low speed wind tunnel test results presented herein on a 37" 
unpowered model of the updated baseline booster of the space shuttle a r e  
the third ser ies  tests on the single body canard configuration. Aerody-
namic force and moment coefficients in both the body and stability axis 
a r e  given in plotted form showing the static, longitudinal and lateral- 
directional stability characteristics. Data were recorded a t  a constant 
nominal Mach number of 0.26 ov,er a sideslip range f rom - l o0  to 10' 
a t  oO, 4O, 6'. so, l o 0  angle of attack and over a n  angle of'attack range 
f rom -6O to 16O a t  zero degrees sideslip. Reynolds nurnbir per unit 
length was 1. 76 million per foot. 
- - - 
CONFIGURATIONS INIrESTIGA TED 
The .030 scale Space Shuttle Booster model is a canard configuration 
with a highwing and fins on the wing tips. Figure 2 presents the general 
arrangement of the baseline design. 
- The baseline booster configuration incorporates a propulsive canard 
wherein the canard is provided with a trailing edge jet flap and houses the 
flyback jet engines. The jet flap can be rotated from a fully closed posi- 
tion to 60° trailing edge down in 15O increments. When operated, the pro- 
pulsive canard design requires an  a i r  supply distribution system that will 
simulate mass flow from eight F- 15 type .engines over the canard flap. 
Both the canard and wing a r e  fabricated of metal and wood and have 
incidence settings of 30. The wings a r e  equipped with elevons having de- 
flections of +30°, +20°, +lo0, and OO. The model has 2 sets  of vertical 
tails, tip mounted on.the wings. The wings have 7O 40' dihedral with the 
tip mounted 6ertical.tails fixed a t  an  angle of 25O outboard with respect to 
the vertical-and neither toe-in nor toe-out. .The model booster body is  
12.23 inch diameter and fabricated of wood and metal. Any mismatch of 
the various model component joints was faired to a smooth aerodynamic 
contour a t  assembly. A se t  of dual wheel landing gears was provided for a 
tricycle arrangement on the booster body. 
COMPONENT DESIGNATIONS (Ful l  Scale  Sizes.Given) 
I 
B3 241.5 f t  long body , 

W5 High Wing, includes ~ 3 ,  
PR= 3.53 
J6 10 engine canard, L.E. a t  s t a  1892, includes 7 2  
J 7  8 engine canard, L.E. a t  s t a  1892, includes F1 
J8 8 engine'canard, L. E. a t  e ta  2134; includes F1 
J9 10 engine canard, L.E. a t  s t a  2134, includes F1 
F1 J e t  flap on 8 engine canard 
F 2  J e t  f lap 0.n 10 engine canard  
E3 Elevon 
N11 Rocket nozzle and base  a r r angement  with ful l  s k i r t  
G1 Landing gea r  fo r  high wing config. 
V6 Wing t ip  fin, 437 ft2 each, includes R6 
V7 Wing tip fin, 655 ft2 each, includes R7 
R6 Rudder fo r  V6 
R7 Rudder f o r  V7 
V8 Wing tip ventral fin, 437 ftZ each, includes RB ' 
R 8 ,  Rudder f o r  V8 
V9 Wing tip "lazy-Y" fin, combines both V6 and 
V8 fins with rudders  
Pert inent  dimensional information on the above desc r ib id  configuration 
components is given in the section entitled "Model Component Description 
Sheets. " The Data Se t  Collation Sheets which follow immediately delineate 
I 
the various configurations tested. 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The McDonnell Douglas Low Speed Wind Tunnel a t  St. Louis was  
used in this test.. This i s  a closed c i rcui t ,  single re turn ,  continupus flow, 
a tmospher ic  wind tunnel. The t e s t  section i s  8.5 f t  by 12 f t  by 18 ft. An 
auxiliary a i r  supply (20 l b l s e c  a t  300 psig) i s  available. The tunnel has  
a contraction ra t ro  of 7.3511 and a turbulence fac tor  of 1. 16. ~ h dtunnel 
c i rcui t  i s  cooled by externally sprayed water.  This facil i ty ' includes a 
propulsion t e s t  ce l l  (20 f t  x 30 f t  x 15 ft) f o r  testing powered modeis under 
z e r o  a i r speed  conditions. A 1750 hp  ma in  dr ive  with var iable  r pm  pro- 
vides the tunnel power. 
This facil i ty i s  capable of force  and moment,  p re s su re ,  f lutter,  
inlet, two dimensional, and dynamic separa t ion testing. The tunnel i s  
equipped with a n  external  pyramidal  balance and internal s t r a i n  gage 
balances.  Model mounting consis ts  of ~ i n g l e ~ d u a l - t r i p l e  sting,s t ru t s ,  
and  other specia l  types of supports.  A water  sp ray  sys t em has  been used 
f o r  r a in  simulation testing. A pneumatic (using auxiliary a i r  supply) 
auxiliary model power supply is  available (6-70 hp; 30-200 hp). An  
auxi l iary  evacuation sys t em (13 l b l s e c  a t  112 a tmospheres)  f o r  drawing 
a i r  f r om  the'tunnel c i rcui t  i s  being used. Data i s  recorded with a Datex 9 
channel and GI S. C. 20 channel r eco rde r s  and reduced on a S .  E.  L, SlOA 
Digital Computer,  which is on site.  
TEST CONDITIONS 
Low speed testing of this model took place in the McDonnell Douglas 
, . 
8.5 f t  x 12 f t  LSWT a t  St. ~ o u i s ,  Mo. The p r imary  t e s t  conditions a r e  
those corresponding to the tunnkl maximum continuous operating condi- 
tions, and a r e  summar ized  in  Table I. 
A tes t  run consisted of a n  angle of a t tack (d)sweep f r om  -60 to 20° 
a t  a fixed s ides l ip  angle (IS ) o r  a,% sweep f r om  -10' t o  100 a t  a fixed& , 
thus providing longitudinal, dinectional, and lateral '  data. 
The model installed in the low speed wind tunnel was  supported by 
a single main  s t ru t  and a pitch strut .  Boundary layer  t r ip s  we r e  installed 
on the model body nose and on the canard, wind and tip fin leading edges. 
P r e s s u r e  instrumentation on the model consisted of (5) p res su re  or i -  
f ices  on the model base  and (2) orifices a t  the exi t  plane of each nozzle a s  
shown in Figure  3.  
T A B L E  I 
TEST CONDITIONS 
T18T MCAIR-LSWT-258 
BALANCE * 'Pyramidal External 
. , 
. . COEFFICIENT 
C~PACITY: ACCURACY': TOLERANCE : 
Lift + 3000 .lbs -+3 lbs. 
+ 1. 5 Ibs
SF + 750 lbs 
-
+ 0.75 Ibs 





The ,six component aerodynamic force and moment da& were reduced 
to coefficient form in the stability-axia' system using the foilowing reference 
values: 
SREF = model total planforrn a r ea  = 9.00 ft2 
lREF= bREF = body length = 6.00 f t  
Moments a r e  about a .reference c. g. location wfiich i s  61.74 inches af t  of the 
model nose (85.75 percent reference body length) and . 7 2  inch.above the model 
centerline (1.0% reference body length).. 
The measured base pressures  were reduced to coefficient form ' 
Cpx = (Px 7 Po)/.qo and then used to proeide an  axia.1 force coefficient incre-G 
ment a s  follows: 
where 
and 
Pressure coefficients 2 thru 5 are for base plate static pressuresand 6 thru 9 
are for static pressures at the nozzle exit plane; see Figure 3 for the locations 
of fhe various numbered pressure taps. 
SUMMARY aATA PLOT r n M  
. COEFE?CIENTS~ CONDI~ONS 
i m?l!LE 	 . , . S-.: , VARYING PAGES 
ConPigwation Euildup- 
- Longitudinal 	 (A )  onf figuration 1-10 
, -	 - U t e r a l  (B) onf figuration 11-13 
-. -
1 
(A j . ?. I 
, i Xevoir;.EefeXti%nZ;tis -WiUhoUtTip %i%sS- - - -"-- - Elevon 	 14-23 
' b 
: Lateral  Characterist ics - W/O 	Tip Fins (B) Elevon 24-26 
: - at, Vsrious ,Eleven E+lecUpns. 	 ' 
Elevon Effectiveness W i t h 2ip Mns Vp (A.j Qevon ' ! 	 - 3 I 
j etersr m ~ c t e r i s t i c s  ~9 '- with n p  ~ l n ~  , 

i a t  Various Elevon Deflections 

i .
' Elevon H f e c t s  - Configuration ~ a l l W p 6  .- . -- . -.1 	 Upha = -4 - Lateral  . ( c )  Ailezon ' 40-43 

! - Longifudinal . . (D) Aileron 44-50
Alpha = 0 - Lateral  ' ((3, Aileron, Etevon 51-54 -j , 
- Longitudinal 0) Aileron, %levon 55-63. 
Alpha = 4 - Lateral  (c)  Aileron, Elevon , 62-65I 	 - Longitudinal ( D l  Aileron, Elevon 66-72 
.-Alpha = 6 - - Lateral (c) AiIeron, Eleiron 73-76
! 
- Longitudinal (D) Aileron, Elevon 77-83

. i 
' A l p h a = 8  - L a t e r a l  . (c)' 'Aileron, Elevon 84-87 . * i 
- Longitudinal ' ( D l  Aileron, Elevon 88-94 
I
' Elevon Effects - Configuration BBllW5~6Vg \ Laferal - Alpha = -4 	 (c)  Aileron; Elevon 95-98 
Alpha = 0 (c) Aileron, Elevon 99-102 
Alpha = 4 ( c )  Aileron, Elevon 103-106 -
Alpha = 6 Aileron, Elevon 207-110i 	 (c)Alpha = 8 ( c )  Aileron, Elevon 111-114 
Alpha = 10 ( c )  A il e r  on, Elevon 115-118 
Longitudinal - Alpha = -4 (D) Aileron, Elevon 119-125i . 	 Alpha = 0 ( D l  Aileron, Elevon 126-132 
1 	 Alpha ' = 4 ( D l  Aileron, &levon 133-139 

Alpha = 6 (D) Aileron, Elevon 140-146
I Alpha = 8 ( D l  Aileron, Elevon 147-153 
(j 	 Alpha = 10 (D) Aileron, Elevon 154-160 
Note: Plotted Coefficients Schedule . l i s t ed  on naee PO. 
SUMMARY DATA PLCE INDM 
( C O ~ D )  
Rudder Effects - ConfigwaMon B3NllW5J6~9 
Lateral  - Alpha = -4 ( c )  . Rudder 161-164 

Alpha = 0 ( c )  Rudder 165-168 

Alpha = 4 ( c )  Rudder 169-172 

Alpha = 6 ( c )  Rudder 173-176 

, Alpha = 8 Rudder 
Alpha = 10 :! Rudder 177-180 
181-184 

Longitudinal - Alpha = -4 (Dt Rudder 185-1gi

Alpha = 0 ( D l  Rudder 192-198 

Alpha = 4 
 0 )  Rudder 199-205 

Alpha = 6 (Dl Rudder 206-212 

Alpha = 8 @I Rudder 213-219 

Alpha = 10 (Dl Rudder 220-226 

Aileron EPfec t s  - Configuration B ~ E L ~ w ~ J ~ v ~  
With Rudder = 10 
Alpha = 4 Aileron 
A l ~ h a= 6 Aileron 
~ l i h a= 8 Aileron 
Alpha = 10 Aileron 
Langitudinal - Alpha = -4 Aileron 
Alpha = 0 Aileron 
Alpha = 4 i ~ j  Aileron 
Alpha = 6 (Dl Aileron 
Alpha = 8 ( D l  Aileron 
Alpha = 10 Aileron 
Lateral. - Alpha = -4 (cf  Aileron 
Alpha = 0 ( c )  Aileron 
(Dl 
Effects of ~6 on Rudder Effectiveness With V9 

And Aileron = 0 

Alpha = 0 ( c )  Rudder 293-296 

4lpha = !k ( c )  Rudder ,297;300 

Alpha = 6 ( c )  Rudder 301-3& 

Alpha = 8 (c) , Rudder 305-308 

Note: Plotted Coefficients Schedule l i s t e d  on page 20. 
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, FSfects' of 'J{.,&lphgitF&nqL character is t ics  
. . . With' W..and Aileron = 0 
Alpha F 0 (a']1 Alpha = 4 
Alpha = 6 
Alpha = 8I 
" EfTect* of ~6, ~ i k hVg and. AZXefon = 20 ' 
Lateral  - Alpha ='0 
.(cf 
. Alpha = 4 ( c )
Alpha = 8 (C) 
. ~ong i tud ina l  Alpha = 0 (Dl
Alpha = 4 fDf 
Alpha = 8 (D) 
Comparison of' V8 and W.Without ~6 
'And Aileron = '0 
. Lateral  - Alpha = 0 ( 0  
Alpha = 4 ( c )  

Alpha = 8 ( c )  

~ong i tud ina l- Alpha = 0 (Dl 

Alpha = 4 (Dl 

Alpha = 8 (D) 

Comparison of V8 and V9 Without J6 

And Aileron = 20 

Lateral  - Alpha = 0 
Alpha = 4 
Alpha .= 8 C)
Longitudinal - Alpha = 0 D1 
Alpha = 4 D 1 
Alpha = 8 D) 
























SUMMARY DATA PLOT DIDEX 
( am- 1 
(A )  CL, m,LQ, L/D, CDB, CL~,CN,CAW. 
CL  vs. CD, 'CN vs. m 
(B) CY, CDT, Ck vs. cu 
(c) CY, CYN,.CBLvs. p, CYve. CYN 
(D) CN,CA, CL, m,~,L/D, CDB vs. P 
TABLE If. SAJXAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
Forebody Axial Force 
Total IhagForce 
Base I W g Force 
Forebody Drag Force 
Normal Porn 
Pitcmg Moment 
Lift-To-Drag ForceW o  







1. Fosi t ivf  ,directions of force coeff.icients , 
. 'momegt coefficients,  and angles are 

inilisated, by arrws. 

2: 	 For h l a r i 4 ,  origins of wind and stability: 
axesGltave been displaced fro& the center 
of gravity. 
Fig~:re 1. Axis systems, s l ~ ~ w i ~ ~ g  direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients,  angle of attack, and sideslip angle 
NASA-YSFC-MAF 
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FIGURE 6 .  WENG TIP FINS V.6, 9 
A . 
NOTES: 
ALL DIEWSIONS I N  INCHES 
' rmDEl DIENSIONS I N  PARENTHESES, 
ALL OTHERS FUU SCALE 
FUSELAGE NOSE AT F.S. 1030 
FIGURE 7. VENTRAL TIP FIN VgRg 
NOTES: 
ALL DIMENSIONS I N  INCHES 
MODEL DIMENSIONS I N  PARENTHESES, 

ALL OTHERS FULL SCALE 

FUSELAGE NOSE AT F.S. 1030 





MODEL COMFONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS 

MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS  
XIiERAL DESCRIPTION: Casically a nose-cylinder s l G e  faired to a. 
rectangular base. 
XOTE: FUII sczie nose -s tnt ibn is at Xl030 
. . 
DRA'n'IXG tlUHBER: IT-46651 ' 
D1ME:iSIONS: FULL:-SCALE ' MODEL SCALE(. 03) 
'C ' '  
Length ,in. 

Max. Uidth, in. 

Hax. Depth ,* in\. 





Hax. Cross-Sectional 908 -817
- * .  
Pianform, ft2 7513 6.76 
Vetted, ft2 22965 20.7 
B a ~ e , ~ l l ,f t 2  856 ,770
i
: c c ; o : ; r  .in, - w5 (*=. fq&c q)
--.-
. . 
GEliCRI\L DESCRiPTIOI;: >vkpt. t a p  a i r f o i l  aounted i~iciicbn a c t  end cf be?:- . 








Span (equivalent )  
Aspect. Ratio -
Rate o f  Taper 
Taper Rqtio 
Die1;edral Angle, degrees ' 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
.-.. Acrodyfimi c Trri st, degrees
,Toe-In Angle . 
Cant Angle ' 
-
S ~ , c c ~&LI.An$: e s ,  a'?,;-2: 
Leading Edge .. 
Tra i l i n g  Edge. 
0.25 Elezent Line 
chords:. /MCH 
Root (',!ins Sta.  0.0) 
Tip,  (equivalent )  
bNC. 
Fus..: Sta .  o f  .25 t4AC 
\I.'P.: o f  .25 I G C  
B.L. of  .25VkC 





Area, . f t2  I 
Spm ,  (equivalent )  ,inch 
Aspect Ratio 
Taper ,Re t i c  
chord2 , inch 
Root 
I?UZC 
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DIt.lFitS IOilS: FULL-SCALE kiODEL SCALE 
----- --- -.--- P----
! 
Area, ft2 &-t125~--
Span (cqs)valent) ,  in. 
inb'd equivalcnt  chord, in.  
Outb'd eqs iva l cn t  chor6 , in .  
Ratio c.wa::c s u r f s c e  chord/ 
t o t a l  s u r f ~ c e  c,hord . 
At Iqb'd equiv. chord 
k t  Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep 62ck hcgles ,  degrees 
Lezdiny Edge 
Ta i l i ng  ~ d g e '  
t i i n ~ e l i n e  
Area f.:o;ent ( E o r ~ a lto  hinge l ine)  
---- 





D:.;! ;;-; /:Li;:{ : ' 256-19-0001 .
-- --.------.- -
nr ;.:~i:s10::s: FULL-SCALE E:ODEI SCALE 
TOTAL 'DATA 
. , 
Arca,  f t 2  . 
Plallforsl 1656. 1.49





.-.- -Span ( e q ~ i v a l e n t ) ,  inch  846. 25.4 .
-..---
--7Aspec t  Ra t io  3 . 0 .  3 . 0  
Rate o f . T a p e r  . -- - - 
?--Taper  R a t i o  --.-1. 0 . l..O
----..-. -----Diellcci~:al Aiiglfi, degrees  0 0 
I n c i d e n c e  Angle, degf2es ' .  3.  3. .
. ---
' E,aroclyr,~~.:ic' h i s (;, d ~ ' g r e 2 ~  0 0
-Toe-111 Angle  -- . --
-.---
-Cant !!ogl2 ..- --
c...... n - - l .  :-,?.- J -,., -----
W M C C I '  " " ~ 1 .  ...2.J . C < ,  '63. L r r  
-. L.ea%ing Edge -0--.---o
T r a i l i n g  Edge o 
.' 0 
0.25 E I ~ a e n t  Line -. O  .
-- 0 :Chords : inch  . . - . 
ROOt: <?!.f cZ:2-t.~is:0;:r?i)<' -...282. - ' . 8.46 . 
7%Xb-
E L K ,  282. . - "8.46 




.W.P.. Of .25 I.RC 2231.

----.
,E.k:. o f  -25 Fj,C Y2r1.5 
Ai r fo i j l  S e c t i o n  -- r_l-
F w - ~ . L ~ Y ~  360 inctiieoret$caI 
- ,  :it) chord i s  XACA 63-018 . 
.EXPOSED DATA 
Area ,'..f t.2 

Span,  Icqu i ; / a lon t )  inch 

A s p e c t : R s t ~ o  







T ip ,  

r-xe 
Fus.  S t a .  o f  .25 ;Y\C 

t ! .P .  of .25 !+IC . 

B.L. o f  .25 'fGiC 
T i p ,  ( e q u i v a l e n t )  282-' 
- -- - 
I i iI' : .- ~7 _ ( d & p r ~ + >  	 -c f i ~ ~ ~ c l  	 . 
. . 
) ' 1CiJ,!.i:I,[. [)CSCl:iF l L O ; ! : , - . ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ - ~ . . . ~ ~ - $ ~ c - ~ ? tfor . 2 5  l~~~~:~~!,-~~~-p~~:j~-fc?-s ta  b 3 C  i i L  	 :. 
cc3r ~ ~ l ~ ~ l t ! : l l : ! ~ : : ~ ~ ~ r : < ! iti;l:,:L!;.  
-. ..--.- .--. ..---.-------.-
'--------- 9- ------ --- ---------
<XI;:'-
LIEF:i!li!G t:U:<:;I:R :- ITIIOGOG
-- -.-- -- --- - -
DI;:il:SIO:!S: FULL-SCAI-E -. .- SCALEI :ODEL -
--.-.--
TO1AI. DATA
-.- -.-- - .-





Rate of Taper 
Talicf Katio 
Diclledral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, d-'g rees . 
Aerociyna;;~ic Tvri s t ,  degrecs
,To?-In Angle
Cat:: i.?;le 
2,;;;;zx:; :,is:, dKji-2;: 
Leading Edge . , -
Tra i l i ng  Edge 
0.25 El.ernent Line 
chords: inch 
Root (kL%z~gSi~x . .@~ 
. 	 Tip, (equivalent )  
YAC 
Fus. S ta .  of .25 EiAC 
\1..P. .of .25 I4AC 
B.L. of  -.25 EiAC . . Y187.5 

-----....-Air fo i l  Section 
.as~$l~&,t&:?j$-~-l360 'in: 
- T i p  
EXPOSED DATA 
-	 Area, ft2 
Span, (equivalent )  inch 
Aspect Ratio 
Taper R: t i o  
Chords, inch 
Root 
T i  D 
b l ~ k  
Fus. S ta .  o f  .25 ElAC 
b1.P. of -25 :*IAC 
B.L. of .25 t,L;\C 
---- 
---- 
- - -- - - 
-- 
-- 
MODEL COMPONENT: Je t  Canard 38 (See Figure 4) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rectangular planform with 20qb chord flap.  Has provisions 

t o  regulate power e f f ec t s  with cold flaw jet .  Has j e t  f l ap  se t t ings  of -30,0,15, 

30, 45 and 60 degrees 
DRAWING NUMBER. " 1ThtiG06 
.'? ' 
.. . [)];;:i;>j$;;s:
---.- ---- ..*- -
IOTAL. OATA 
2 .  
Area  , ft 
P l  anrorn~ 
b!c tt <:I 
Span ( q u i v a l  cn t ] .  
Aspect Rhtio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper f:atio 
Di'th-dra) Anglf:, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degre2s 
Aerodylwmic Twist, d - j  rees 
Toe- I n  'j1.ngl.e 
Cant b.r:glc 
C , . , A - ~.. . P y G  An:? ,:,de2y2cs
- I  ' .  . 
I.eadi:ng Edge 
Tra i i i ng Edge 
, 0.25 Eleinent Line 
Chords: i n c h  
l4AC 
Fus... S t a r  df .25 NAC 
G1.P'. of .25 I-L\C 
B.L. of .25 b!AC 
A i r f o i l  Section;;$} 
EXPOSED DATA 
' 2 'Area, ft 
Span, (kquivalent )  inch 
Aspcct l lat io . 
Taper Ratio 
Chords , inch  
Root 
Tip 
i lAC ' 
Fus. SLa. of .25 NAC 
t1.P.. of .25 I.;AC 
B. L. of .25 l.!,C 
Front 353: of f % e b Y < ' i 6 E Z  




GEKLRLL  DCSCRIPTIO:;: J e t  f l a p  for 8-engine canards-(J?,'JB and JLO_)_.  
X ~ B Pc;ln be s e t  -30,  0 ,  15.  30. 45 and 60 degrxe-~~ J10 
DRA!.II IiG IiU:.lBER: IT 40647 
DlI',E:tSIOI:S: (each panel) 
--
ruci-SCALE KDDEL SCALF. 













Outb'd equ i va len t  chore 51 

R a t i o  c.ovablc su r f ace  cilorp/ 

t o t a l  su r f ace  chord 

A t  I n b ' d  equiv.  chord  

A t  Outb'd Cquiv. chord 





, T a i l i n g  Edge 

Hinge1 i n e  

Area I9:o;cent (l:or,xal t o  h inge lf ne) 

-- 
WODEL C0XPO:;EIT: & F l a p  F3 . 
---..---- --.. --
GE;tERAL DESCRIFTIOII: 'Jft-flap f o r  10-engine canard ( 3 6  and J 9 ) ,  
Con be s e t  a t  zero d e s ~ e e s  on ly  
--. 
-
DRhXI!;G I;U'{SER: IT. 40647 . 
DII~:EI{SIO;:S: (each  panel) -- --SCALEFULL-SCALE KODEL 
A-
Area(hinge l i n e  t o  t . e . ) ,  f t 2  86.2 f t 2  . . .0776 €c2 
Span ( e q u i v a l e n t ) ,  in .  243 7.30 
Inb 'd  clui;alcnt chord hinge line 51 1.53 
Outb'd e q u i v a l e n t  chord t'e" in' 51 1.53I 
--
R a t i o  n.ovabl e s u r f a c e  chord/  

t o t d l  s b r f a c e  chord  

A t  i n b ' d  equiv .  chord .I82 .I82 

A t  Outb'd equiv .  chord .I82 -182 

Swcep Back Angles,  d e g r e e s  
Leading Edge 0 . 0 
T a i l i n g  Edge 0 o 
Hinge l ine  o o 
Area :,:o;-ent (!:orma1 to h inge  l i n e )  239 i t3  . 
--




--..-	 t*:O!)EL. SLFI.! 
TOTAL
-.-------,DATA pe r  p ~ n c l  






Span (cquival e n t )  inch 

Aspcct R a t i o  

-. Rate of Tapcr 

. 	 Taper Ratio 

Di'ehcdral Angle, degrees 

Incidence Angle, degrees. 

-Aerodynai;~ic Fiji s t ,  degrees





S~.rnnr~q > r b  Ann1 n c ,  $o:mnq 
-- ~kadincj  ~ d ; $  
Trai 1f ns Edge 





T i p ,  (equiva len t )  
h'AC 

Fus. Sta: df  .25 PlAC

. . 
P . of .25 LZC 
B.L.  of  .25 t!AC 






EXPOSED DATA , pe r  panel
-

Area , ft2 





T i p  abwe 

-
..Fus. S ta .  of .25 f;AC 

9I.P. of .25 :.IAC 

B.L. of  .25. tGlC 
----- -- 
------ - 
NODEL CO!.;POI:EI;T: Rudder .n6 . 
---
. . 
GEi:CL$iL DCSCRIPTIOII: Rudder f o r  unswept ve-rtical f i n  V6. . . 
Area
-----.--
shown i s  for each r u d d e r  from the hinI:eli'ne aft. 
--- -
DII.~EfiSI O I g  FULL-SCALF: NOOEL SCALE 
Area ,  ~t~ 

Span ( e g u i v a l e n t )  , i n .  

Inb 'd  e q u i v a l e n t  c h o r ~ j ,  i n .  

Outb'd c q u i v z l c n t  chorC, in .  

R a t i o  rf.ovable s u r f a c e  ci~o~:d/  

t o t d l  s u r f a c e  chord  

A t  I n b ' d  equ;v, chord 

At  '0u tb 'd .equiv .  chord 

Sweep &ck ~ n g l e s :  d e g r e e s  
-20Leading Edge 
--.--
T a i l i n g  Edge. -17O
-.--.-
H i n g e l i n e  -3O 
340.6 i n .Area fio,nent (::orma1 t o  h inge  l i n e )  
---











GClif l:i,L Dc SCRl 18TIO;i':-3:xp.,?i~fr!IQ o_y-~::m~~~._r~I-!-- o:~,coch w f g L  t i ,> 
, -,-
-- -. .--- -- -
. . 
DILr\!.II i.:G /;?I: :!:Eft :
--.-..- .- --. 
lJiI*ii!/!SIQ;,S: 
' FU!.L-SCA1.E- :.:03EI. SC;.LE
-...-.-. -- .. . .. 
..- ---





Arcs , ft 
' -PIanf ol-iii 655. . .59
--.- ----\Jetted ' 1310.
---- ----
1.?8 
Span ( equ i l~a l en t )  333. 11.8
-.--.- -- --- ----Aspect Ratio 1.6!, . :. 1.65
- -.-.Ratc of Tapi:r . - -.. ' -- . 
Tapcr Ratio -60
--- 1.60 .Dict~cdrelA I I ~ ~ c ,degrees 6 5 .  .* 6 5 .  
Incidence Any 1 c ,  degrees .-... --
Aerodynsi;~icT w i s t ,  dcgrees :--.0 
--
' 0
-- -Toe-In Angle 
---0 i o
----- .-
'Cant Angle 25.--- -----.-SW?EP Back Angles, degiees 25. 
Leading Eclge 
---
. 34 .  . 
.3G. . 
Tra i l i ng  Edge' . 20.. 
-
;20. 
0.25 Elcxent Line 30. 30. -




-- ,9.0T i p ,  (cquiv3lcnt)  
--
180. ' 5 4  --
bV\C 
-245, . . 7.35 
- -Fus.  Sta .  o f  .25 ElAC X4153 ' 
t1.P. of  .25 I?AC 2804
E.C. of .25 f.NC 
'Y951 .A i r i o i l  Secti'on -- -
Root NACA OOC9-64 . S C A  C2CP-GF
T i p  . I I  I t  
EXPOSED DATA -
Arca 




Taper Pa t io  

Ct~ordj . . 

Root 
T i p  Same 
ElAC as  Above 
N.P. of .25 HAC 





GE;;E.S:t EES:;[f':IC:;: .Rudder for swept vertical Pin V7-
---I- -_._-. 
Area s!:ovn is For each rudder Prom the hingcline aft.
----------- L----
Arca , f e 2  

Spen .(equiv:f sot) ,  in. 

Inb 'd  e ;p iv2lcnt  chord, i n .  

CutC: 'd  ~ i ~ u i v a l c n t  in.
.chord, 
Ra tio.r.??~L:e s u r f  tc&5iu?-(lr 
, t ~ E . t s t i i % d o r d  
A,t. InS'd equiv. chord 
A t  Outb'd equiv. chord 
S;.,eep b c l .  Angles, dcgrccs 
Leading Edge 
Tailing Edge 
tt insel i n s  
Area : : x ? n t  (i;or;-a1 to hinge l i n e )  
200. ' .180
-.--- --
-- ---- ' 10.83361. 
- -..-
xJ8.7 '2.36 -,
-- -- . -------. -
6 l y ,1.8& 
/-----------





-- - ..7-so-.. -.. -- 2SO----.. 
3 3
--fiLQ-.f.t.- -.28,5_kr. 
-- -- - - - 
------ 
--- 
(;EI;EI:IIL DCSCRI J'TION: V e n t r a l  s tnbi l izerr t  .mounted on each win4 t i p ,  s t a t i o n s  . 
are  measured using f u l l  -scale fuselage--nose at FS 1030. in.  a d  fuaelage 
C, a t  W.P. + 400 and B.P.O. . I 
FULL-SCALE : KODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area ( p e r  panel including rudder-at  6 ~ .0):= 
Pl anfonn 	 437. n2 0.393 n22 
l-letted 874. ft2.' 0.7b7 fi 
Span (equival e n t )  .inches. 276. U.28 
Aspect .Ratio 1.21 1.21
--	 . --Rate of Taper 

Taper Ratio . 52 
_.-;."

Diehedral Angle, degrees.: . -65; - -.-Qj. 

Incidcncc Angle, degrees --- - ----

Arrodynan;ic Twist, degrees 0 - .' 0
---...-. 
Toe-in Angle .O. .. . 0  

Cant nngle -... - 33'3.- ...
1 ~ 6 .  
Sticep Sack, htigle; , ds j r ecs  
Leaiing Edga . . 4 5 .  ---li5. 
Tra i l ing  Edge . 25.6 . 25;6--
0.25 Element Line 	 41.0 .41.0 
..Chords : 
~ o o t  ( ~ i n g  ~ t a .  010) 300. 9.00' 
T i p ,  (equivalent)  156. I+. 68 
NAC 235.6 7.068. 
FUS. Sta.  bf .25 .MAC 4155. - '-3.65 
N.P.. of .25 IsRC . . >b.'14 
B.L. of .25 YAC' 	 927. 27.81 
A i r f o i l  	Sectjon -
8bot 1Ac& A.ooo9-64 ' IrAcn 0009-64 








Aspect Ratio . 





Root . ' .as 





Fus. S ta .  of .25 INC. . 

W.P. of .25ElAC . 
6.L. of .<..25 I.lAC~. 
.-
-.-=. 	 b5 ' 
GEh'ERt\L DESCRIPTIOI4: udder on v c n t r n l  f i n  V6 dimensions are merinured aft  
of rudder  h i n g e l i n e  
DI:.:EtISIONS: . -FULL-SCALE ElODEL SCALE 
Area 

Span ( e q u i v a l e n t )  i n c h e s  

I n b ' d  e q u i v a l e n t  c h o r d ,  i n c h e s  

Outb 'd  e q u i v a i e n t  cho rd ,  i n c h e s  

R a t i o  El evato'r  c h o r d / h o r i z o n t a l  

t a i l  cho rd  

A t  I n b ' d e q u i v .  c h o r d  

A t  Outb 'd  equ iv .  cho rd  . 

Sweep Back ~ i ~ l e s ,  d e g r e e s  
. . 
Lead ing  Edge . ' 
T a i l i n g  Edge 

Hinge1 i n e  









angle of attack, angle between thi projection 
of the  wind &-axis on the body X, Z-plane arid 
the body X-axis; degrees 
s ides l ip  angle, angle between the wind &-axis 
and the projection of t h i s  axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
yaw angle, angle of ro ta t ion about. the  body 
Z - d s ,  posit ive when the posit ive X-axia i s  
ro ta ted  toward the  posit ive Y-axis; degrees 
r o l l  angle, angle of ro ta t ion about the'body 
X-axis, posit ive when the posit ive Y-axis i s  
rota ted  toward the posit ive Z-axis; degrees 
a i r  density; ICg/m3, s lugs/ft3 
speed of sound; m/sec, f t / sec  
$peed of vehicle r e l a t ive  t o  surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, f t / sec  
dynamic pressure; 1/2~< psi,  paf 
Mach number; ~ / a  
Reynolds number per un i t  length; mill ion/ft  
s t a t i c  pressure; p s i  
t o t a l  pressure; p s i  
pressure coefficient;  (p-pm)/q 
N-CLRTLTRE (Continued) 




- wing i rea ;  m2, f t 2  
SREF reference area; m2, f t 2  
bing mean aerodynamtc chord or reference 
chord; mj  f t ,  i n  (see jrefor LREF) 
LREF reference length; m, f t ,  in.; (see E )  
HREF wing span or reference span; m, f t ,  in 
Ab base area; m2, f t2 ,  in2  
c. g. center of gcavity 
MRP MRP abbreviation f o r  moment reference point 
XMRP abbreviation far moment reference point 
on X-axis 
YMRP abbreviation f o r  moment reference point 
on Y-axis 





















r e f  
NCW3NCLATUK3 (Continued) 
Axis ~ i s t e m  ~ e n e r a l  
DEFrnITIoN ' 







a x i a l  force 
l i f t  force 
drag force 
force or moment about the  Y axis 
moment about the  z axis 
moment about the  X axis  
s t a b i l i t y  'ass system 
wind axis  system . . 
reference conditions 
f r e e  stream conditions 









S W L  DEFINITION 
Body Axis System 
CN normal force coefficient;  FN/qS 
CA a x i a l  force coefficient;  FA/qS 
CAB base ax ia l  force coefficient; [-I] [ ( ~ b- PLU)/P] ( ~ b / s )  
CAF forebody ax ia l  force coefficient;  CA - CAb 
(TYN yawing moment coefficient; ~ z / q S  bref 
CBL r o l l i n g  moment coefficient;  MX/~Sbref 
Common t o  Both Axis Systems 
CIM pitching moment coefficient;  */qS lref 
CY s ide  force coefficient;  Fv/~s 
S t a b i l i t y  Axio System 
l i f t  force coefficient;  FL/qS 
CD drag force coefficient;  Fn,qS 
CDB base drag coefficient 
CDF forebody drag coefficient;  CD - % 
C!Ui yawing moment coefficient;  %, s/qS bref 
CSL ro l l ing  moment coefficient;  MX ,/qS bref 

L/D l i f t - to-drag ra t io ;  cI/% 












it 	 horizontal  t a i l  incirlence; posit ive when 

t r a i l i n g  edge down; degrees 

symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees; 
poyitive deflections are: 
I 
AILRON aileron - t o t a l  a i l e ran  deflection; 
( l e f t  aileron - right aileron)/2 
CANARD canard - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
ELE??oN elevon - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
liT.mm elevator - t r a i l i n g  edge dam 
FLAP f l s p  - t r a i l i n g  edge d m  
RUDDER rudder - t r a i l i n g  edge t o  the l e f t  
SPOILR spoi ler  - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
TAB t ab  - t r a i l i n g  edge down with reapec 
t o  control surface 
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees 
pos'itive t r a i l i n g  edge down: 
AIL-L l e f t  aileron - t r a i l i n g  edge d m  
AIL-R r i g h t  aileron - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
ELVN-L l e f t  elevon - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
m - R  right elevon - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
SPLR-L I 1ef t .apoi ler  - t r a i l i n g  edge down 





a 	 a i lerop 
b 	 base 
canard 
elevator or elevon 
f l a p  
rudaer or ruddervator 
spoi ler  
t o i l  
TABULATED DATA LISTING 
A tabulated data Xisting, consisting of a l l  aero data se ts ,  both or ig inal  
and those created i n  arrivfng a t  the plotted material  t o  be presented subse- 
quently, i s  available a s  an addendum t o  this report. The'tabular l i s t i n g  i s  
made up i n  two sections: 
a br ief  summary l i s t  of a l l  data s e t s  containing the iden t i f i e r ,  
the descriptor,  and the resident dependent variables. 
( a )  
a f u l l  l ist of a l l  data s e t s  containing a11 res ident  or  
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data s e t s  a s  wel l  a s  
the above mentioned information. 
(b )  
The l i s t i n g  i s  currently sent on l i$ted dis t r ibut ion t o  the following organ- 
izations: 
NASA AMES &&.8. Stewns 
NASA MSC Nr. Ray Nelson 
MIIAC-E Mr. J. Hrenak 
MDAC-W Mr. T. J a r r e t t  
I f  copies of t h i s  l i s t i n g  are desired, please contact the  above or the cog- 
nizant.SADSAC personnel who, f o r  t h i s  data, i s :  
B. J. Fricken 
apar tment  2780 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division 










. ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. OLGREES 
DATA Y l  SIK~OL C Q l F f G U R I T l W  OESCRlPTlQl BETA ELEVDN AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF $.OD00 $4. F T:E:: :z*n:E kg2; $:%: %%6;: z5 g%:%C ::::: :% 	 6.0000o.!300 LREF FT. 

<ACZ1111 YCAIP LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT WDACIHUC 8 0 0 9 7  W3NllU5V9 0 . 0 0 0  0 .000 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  BREF 6 .0010 FT.
8 	 . 
l A C Z l e 6 1  UCAIR L S Y I  258 3.PPCT MOACIUHC B W S T  W3HllU5J6V9 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  	 lHRF Z!.85#5 R f F L  
YHRP 0.1000 FT. . 
ZYRF 0 . 0 1 0 0  REFL . 
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE
~ A C H  o.isa 
PAGE 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATlMl DESCRIPTIQI BETA ELEVMl AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lACZiO11 SREF 9 .0000 Sa. FT 
l HRP  0.OOOO FT. 
ZHRP 0.010D REFL 
HACH 0.261 SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 






. l S  





-10 - 8  - 6  . - 4  - 2  o . e 4 . 6 a i o  12 i 4  16 i e  no 
ANGLE OF- ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES-
DATA SET S V Y SQ  CCUFlCURITICIl  CESCSIPTICU BETA EEEVYO AatLRW RVODER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( 1 ~ ~ 1 0 1 19, YCAIR LIWT 258 3 . 0 ~ ~ :  UIACIHMC BOOST S~U:XIY-.JS . o.ooe e .ooo 0.000 SREF a.oooo sa. FT 
L A C Z l l L l  WCAIR LSWT 258 3.0PCT WDAC/HHC BoOST BIHHIYSVB 0.000 O.SO0 0.000 0.005 LREF 6.0000 FT.8
L I U l S l I  U E l f R  L S W  258  3.CPCI WOAC/WHC BOOST B3H l i Y3VB  5.500 0.000 O.Ol30 0.000 BREF S.0000 FT. 
I ACZ lC6 )  UCAfR L S W  250  3.OPCT F:OAC/UWC BOOST BJNliW5J6VS 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 0.857P REFL 
Y U I P  n.oa00~....-FT. 
ZHKP ~ . O S C O  REFL 
SCALE .0.0300 SCALEMACH 0.260 
PAGE ' 3 
ANGLE BF ,ITTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
ElTI YJJYUBC& CDIFSGURITSQI DESCRSPTSOH BETA ELEVON A I L RW  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHITION SREF 5.0000 SQ. FTLACZIO12 MCAIR LSYT a58  3.OPC) HOAClUMC BWST  B3Nl lW5J6 0.000 0.050 0.000 
(AUl1.1 HCAIR L S W  e 5 8  f.DPCt YDAVWWC BW9T B3N l l YSV8  0,000 0.000 0.8(18 0.DllO LREF - 6.0000 FT-
5 1 C Z t l t i  WCl lR  L9Y1 FJB O.OPC7 PiDhCIXWC -ST 8311%S3Y$ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6 .0000 FT.  
88 
lACZ1061 MCAlR LSWT 258  3.OPCT Y04CIYWC 8WST  B11111w5J6Y9 0.000 O.OG0 0.000 0.000 IMRP O.OCO0 FT.X  0.J575 REFL 
ZMRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.11300 SCALE 




S T *  ELEYW A l L R o t l  RUODER REFERENCE 'NFORSATION 
A&GLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYWBCL CQWFIGIIRAT~~?~ 8ETA ELEVW AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION OESCRIPTICH 
SREF 9.0000 SQ. FT::$:: B :8:: :$ E:: ::%::3:::::f;Z::EE:ZB ;:E E2Z o.ooo LREF 6.aoon FT. 
THRP 0,dOQO FT. 
ZMRP 0.0100 REFL 




.ANGLE  BE ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA E l  SIYBOC ' CCUFICURATICW OESCRIPTIOH BETA ELEVON. AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORWATION 
CBRiOi2 UC1IR LSUT 258 3.QPCT MVICIUIC EWST aSNlIU316 0.00G J.GGG 0.000 SREF S.DO0O $9. FT 
(84112> MU,. i.6, 298 3.OPCT WDAClYIC 80397. BlNllWSVB 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 LRZF 6.0000 FT.2 

ZRRP 0.OIOG 9EFL 

SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 

MACH . 0.2bO 
7 
.5 










.an . +ns .ID -15 .zu .so 
' 	CAT* =T sruaa CCNFICI~RATIQICESCRIPTICN ' a r A  ELEVOH AILRON RUCDER SEFERENCE INFORHATION 
fACZlOi2 WCAIR LSUT 298 3-OPCT WDAC/UIIC BOOST B3N11UJJ6 0.000 D.OOO 0.0UU SREF S.QOU0 SQ.  FT 
LACZiIZ) 8 MCAIR LSUT ZIII.J.OPCT UOACIUHC S W S T  83HliY5Y8 0.000 0.000 0.000 (1.000 LREF 6.0001) FT. 
YURP O.OJCO F T .  
ZHRP 5.0200 REFL 

U C H  0.265 
 SCALE 5.0300 SCALE 

. . P!TCHING MCMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
O*TA 6 E T S l * B a  CCUFIELIRATIM DESCRl?TiCii 
IBCZ%:SZ 
LBCZlD6J 
8 YC~ IR  LSUT 238 S.O?CI RUACIHUC BWST BSN~ IYSY~  
YCAll LJYT 058 J..OFCT WDACIWUC BWS? 53Nl lUSJ6V9 
o.000 
0 .000 













YURP O.OOSlV FT. 
ZHPP 0.0,OO l E F L  
.UCN  0.260 
SCALE 0 . 0100  SCALE 
. -'ANGLE 3F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
mTA Y 7  SYH60L CCUFICURATtCU CE~CRIPT~CN BZTA ELEVOH A I L RM I  RUDDER REFERENCE XNFORWATlON 




U C H  0.261) 
PAGE 12 
ANGLE UF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CAT* S T  SYXB- CONFICUSATIO( OESCRIPTION BETA ELEVrXl AILRrXl RUDDER REFERENCE fNFORWATION 
88
 $:: 2:: SREF 9.0000 SP. FT:% !%%E %:$ i:i::$:t . ::% ::% 0.000 LREF 6.OD.P F i .  t B C Z l l l i  XCAIR LSUT L38 3.0PCT WDACIU8C 5WST B 3 N l I W V 9  0.0DO 0.000 0.000 O.OE0 	 BREF F.0OO.r FT. 
(BCZ106> MC4IR LSYT 258 3-OPCT MDACIMWC B M S T  B 3 N l l W J S V 9  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 XHRP 0.8315 REFL 
YYRP U.@DZ!l FT. 
ZXRP 0.0100 XEFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEMACH 0.BliO 
PAGE 13 . 



























t l f f f l I H ! f t f I i 1 I I t I f ! t f f t t I f I I t t I t I I i i f f f I i f f f f f I I t t f i 1 j
-.t
-1U - 6  - 4 - Z  U Z 4 6 8 10 ,lZ I# 16 1s i?a 
A," ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$REF S.0000 SOr F i  
LREF 6.0000 FT. 

BREF 6.0nGa FT. 

XXRP 0.8575 REFL 

YMRP D,UOOO F I .  
ZXRP 0.01OG REFL 

SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
ANGLE (3F.ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CAT* ST suuea c c a r r c v * ~ ~ i ~  ETA ELEVW AILRON RUDDER. REFERENCE ENFORHATION~ESCRIPT~W 
:g. ;:;:; ,;: FT . 
BREF 6.0020 FT. 

IWRP b.8L75 REFL 
YWRP 0.0000 FT. 






ANGLE BF.ATTACK.  ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA E X  SIIIBEl. CQ I F I W R I T I W  OESCRIPTI61 S T A  ELEVW AlLROH RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
l ACZ l DS l  A I ICAIR LSUT 2Y8 3.OPCT WDAC/HMC 830ST B I N l l U 5 1 6  0.000 -1U.UUO 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SQ. TT 
CACZ iO l l  WCAIR LSW 256 3.OPCT UOAC/UUC S W T  63N l lW5JS  0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 Fi. 
<ICZI.ZI YCAiD LSUT 258 5.OPCT YDIClWWC B W 9 T  83N l l YYJ6  0,OOtl 1C.000 0.000 BREF 6.000) F T  
l A C t l D 1 I  WCAlR L SUT 2 3 8  3.OFCT UEAC/UWC BCOST BSNf lU5JS 0.000 20.000 0.000 XdRP 0.8575 REFL 
lHRP O.C@DO FT. 
ZXRP 0.a1OO l E F L  
SCALE 0.@300 SCALE 
MACH O.?SG 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





SQ. F T  
FT. 
BREF F.OOCU FT. 
XWRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRF 0.oS.ao FT .  
ZHRP 0 .0100 HEFL 
WICH O.i?SD SCALE 0.010D SCALE 
PAGE 18 
RUEDER REFERENCE fNFORYATlOU 

SREF 9.0000 90. FT 
LREF 6.SUnO FT.  
BREF 6.0190 FT. 
XXRP U.8575 REFL 
TURP OrC50D FT. 
ZURP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 19 
-
ANGLE 5F ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DaTA SET S.(WBc+. CCUFIGURATICH D E S C R I P T I W  BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORHATIOH 
0.01)11 -in.BDO 	 SREF S.OriOO SO. F'l  
0.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
0.000 10.000 	 &REF 6.00Cl FT. 
0.000 	 eo.000 XHRP b . 8 5 rS  REFL 
YHRP U.0000 FTI  
LHRP O.OiDO REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
1 	 ANGLE CIF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES DATA Y T  SYHSCL CWIFIGURATIWI D E S C R I ~ T I C U  BETA ELEVON AlLRON RUDDER MCAlR LSUT 230 3 a O P L T  UOAC/MRC E W S T  63NIIW%&B 0 . 0 0 0  -:3.0DD 0.0DO REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF  4 . 0 0 0 0  SQ. F T  LREF 6.OODD FT. < B C Z l O S l:,; XChZP L W T  25. 3 . W C 7  UMC/MHC 6 0 2 S T  8 3 H l % W 5 J S  O.OD0 O.LlO0 0.OllO 

UCAIR LBWT 2 5 8  3.OPCT Y!JAC/WMC BCOST B3N'IW5J6 0 . 0 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  
 SREF  6 . 0 0 0 1  FT. 
1 B C Z l O a l  HCIIP LSUT *5LtO.D.O?CT HDACIIUC S W S T  B3N12M26 0 . 0 0 O  BO.000 D.DOO 	 XURP 0.8315 REFL 
YURP O.CO00 FT. '  .' 
ZHRP D.DfDU QEFL 

SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALEWAC* 0.2dO I 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS WITH(IIUT TIP F 

.a I4 ! ! l l i ! l l ! l ! i ! l l ! ? ! l ! ! i W  
DRAG COEFFICIEN1. CD 
01TA S T  SIYBOC CfflFlC~'ZAT1all DEJG!IFTIall ETA ELEVOH A ~ L R O H  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHAT~ON 
SREF 9.0000 SO. FT 
LREF 6.0003 FT. 
BREF S.OCTO FT. 
XHRF O.CSTS REFL 
YWRP 3.0000 FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCILEMACH 0.260 
PITCHING MOMEFiT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA s€T COIffGU31TlaV DESC9fPTtaV BETA ELEYCU AILRW RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHAI'ION 
l B L t l O 3 1  
l BCZ lO l  ) 
LBCZfO2 ,  
I S C Z l O I  t 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  JIMBCC CCHFICURATIEH CESCRlPTiCH BETA ELEVGU AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
YCAjR LSUl E M  J.OPCl'ItDAC/UNC BOOST 83NltWSJ6 0.000 -1U.ndO O.OD0 SREF 9.0OOO SQ. FT 
LREF 6.0000 FT. 
ICAlR LSUT 158 3.OPCT YDAClYHC BDOST 83NllWS16 0.900 1O.ilOO 0.000 RREF 6,OOOL FT. 
XHRP 0.8573 REFL 

YMRP 0.OJDO FT. 

ZYFO 0.0100 PEIL- .... - .- - - ..  . 
SCALE 0.0300 S A L E  

W C M  0.16L1 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS Wf O TIP FINS AT VARIUUS ELEVON DEFLECT IONS 
.10 - 8  - 6  - 4  - 2  0 2 . 4 6 8 $ 0  1 2  14 16 18 ZD  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CAT* %?I SYHBOC COUFIGURATIP( CESCRIFTfCN BETA ELEVW AILPOFI RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATINI 
SREF 9 . 0000  SO. FT  
LREF 6 .0000 FT. 
8REF 6.D0OC FT.  
XHRP 0.8573 REFL 
lnRP D.OJO0 FT. 
ZYRP 0 . 5100  REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALEUACH S.260 
.*ACH 
PAGE 26 
;ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
YYRP 0 . 0ODD  FT.  
ZWRP O.OIDD REFL' 
SCALE Ll.03QO SCALEMACH (I.265 











l l l l 1 l i I l l l r l 1 l l l l l t l i l l i l l i l l l l t t l l l f f f l l l l i i l l i l t l l l l l l l l
--**L1I !:fl!!lt ! : l l  !!I I IJ6l I d!:j : I 1  I i l l:l i  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA O T  SVUBCh COHFICV3ATIffl DESCSIPTION BET* ELEVMl AILRON RUDDER 8EFERENCE INFORMATION 
::gi::i 8 :'Z& ~~~:~ g:::: z:: z!WF E:::;::Lz: ~~l~~ :gz: ~ ~ : : ~ $ ~ ~ ; ~-1::zi: g:::: ;: F T  
LACZ107t *CAIR L S W  2 5 8  3rOPCTYOAUYWC BOOST B3HflWSJ6V9 0 . 003  10 . 000  0 .000 0 .000 BQEF 2.OOC.3 FT. 
<*CZlOPI MCAIR LSWT 258 3.OPCT MDACIWMC 80097  83NliW5JSVS 0.000 20.000 0 . 000  0 . 0 0 0  XHRP 0 . 8515  REFL 
YHRP O.OUUS FT. 
.ZHRP 0.OiOO PCFL 
u~cn  0.a60 SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 
PAGE 28 
---  -- 
ELEVBN EFFECTIVENESS WITH TIP FINS V9 
- 4 0  
-35 































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DFGHFES 
DATA SET S Y H B ~  CCNFICURATICW DESCRIPTIPI BETA ELEVON AILRON RUODER REFERENCE 1NFORHATION 

CACZlDSt A SCAIR LSWT 2 5 6  3-OPCT EUAC/UHC 80057 63H%iWSJ6V9 0.000 -10.500 0.000 0.090 SREF S.ODO0 59 .  F T  

I * C Z l 5 6 2  8;YC l l I l  L%IT 85% 3.OPCT WQACIMC 800ST'BX%%WIJ6V9 D.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 

CACZ107) MCA1R'LSWT 258 3.OPCT YDACIUWC 80097 B3Nl IUSISVS 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000 	 8REF e.OOOt. FT. . 
CACZlG9I SCAIR LSYT s58 3.OFCT HDAC/WWC BCOST B3Nl iUSJSV9 0.000 20.000 0.000 0.000 	 XHRP 0.8575 REFL 

YHRP O.OUJV FT. 

ZHRP O.OiOO REFL 

MACH 0.260 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 29 . 
/ ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
BETA ELEVOH AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE 1NFORHATLON 
THRP O.0CIO FT. 
ZURP 0.01OO REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
RICH 0.26G 
ANGLE-OF ATTACK.  ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 9ET SYSBOL CCNFIGJRATICN DES<RIFTfCt( E T A  FLEVON ArLRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHAflON 
CACZlOSi A MCAIR LSWT 258 3.0PCT MD IC IWC  BOOST B3NlIU5JSV9 0 . 000  -1U.000 0 .000 0 . 000  SREF 9 . 0000  SO.  F I  
lACZlO6)  HCAIR LSUT 258  3.OPCT UDACIWMC BOOST 8 3N? iM J 6V 9  0.000 O.OOG 0 . 000  0 . 000  LREF 6 .00C0 FT.
::Z:Z # kg: :::::s::: E8::E %: ::i::z$:Z:Z 2: ::%:g:::: %E: E&L 
YHRP O.ODEO FT.  
Z#RP 0 . 0100  REFL 




-- ANGLE DF ATTACK, A LPHA *  DEGREES 
DATA SET S Y Y B ~  CCUFI~I~ATIW OESCRIPTIW BETA ELEVW AILRW RUDDER QSFERENCE INFORMATION 
<ACZfOa> - A WCAXR LSUT SS8 3.apC.I NOAC/IIUC BmST  83Hi lU5J6V9 0.000 -1G.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9 .0000 SO. F T  
115.1061 YCAlE L SW  256  3.0PCT YDAC/llHC W S T  Ci3PlliU5J6v9 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 LREF 6 .0003 FT.  
A YCAIR LSUl  258 9.OPCT YOACIYUC BCQST BJNiiU5J6Y9 0,000 10.(100 0.000 P.000 BREF 5.DGZO FT,  
f l U l l l P l  * Z l I R  LSUl  258 3.DPCT UBAC/UMC SmST  83HilYSJ6Y9 0 .000 2O.OGO 0.000 0 . 000  XWRP O.B5?5 REFLrnRP o.oaon FT. 
ZHRP 0.5100 RfFL 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
* BBTA E L EVW  d I L R W  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHI\TION 
YHRP. O.OCOO FT .  
ZHRP 0 . 0 1 00  REFL 
MACH 0.26G SCALE 0.0500 SCALE 
PAGE 33 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
0.414 	 ST SYMB?L' COHFIG'IRATICN D~SCRIPT~OH BETA ELEVON A ILRON RUDDER R E e R E N C E  lNFORHATlON 
HCASR L S W  2 5 6  3+OFCT HOICf lB lC  $COST W H l l W S J 6 V 9  0.000 -1D.000 ~3.000 5.000 SREF 9 .0000  SO. F T{i::;! 1 *C&SR LSUl Z5S 3.OPCT MOAC'MSC EGOST S 3 M l * W J W $  0 .000  0.000 0.000 0 .000  LREF 6.0000 FT. 
YCAXR LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT MDIClMRC B W S T  B 3 h l l Y S J 6 V 9  0 .000  10 .000  0 .000  0.000 BREF 6.OFlrO FT. 
I B C Z 1 0 9 I  MCAIR LSYT 2 3 6  3 rOPCT YOACIMYC BOOST BSNI lW5J6V9 0.000 20.000 0 .000  0 .000  XHRP 0.6575 R E F L  
YHRP O.OZUO FT. 
Z l R P  0 .0100  REFL 
MACH 0.260 	 SCALE 0 .0300  SCALE 
PAGE: 34 











\ DRAG COEFF 1CI ENT., co 
CAT4 S T  SYMBOL CCUCfGI'RATlCU OESCRIPTIOH BET4 ELEVMl AILRON RUDDER SEFERENCE IHFORYATION 
crczloar A ncrra rsur =a 3 . 0 ~ ~ 1  B ST e z l u ~ ~ w s ~ s v so.oao - lu .ooo  o.ooo o .ooo  SREF s .oooo  SO. FTUOACI~C 
I AQ ID r3 )  YCAIR LSY I  259 3.DPCT YOACIHHC B I63N~ lY5JEV9  0.000 0,000 0.000 D,OL?O L R r F  6.0003 FT. 
C1C910'11 YCAlK  LSWZ 256 3 OPCT IlOAC/WIIC 80097  63Nt fW516VS 0rOOD tO.050 5 .000  0 . 0 0 0  BREF 5.00-0 FT.  
h8'1521091 , WCAIR LSY I  2 5 8 .:OPCI YD*C/UYI: B W S T  B I H l I W 5 I 6 V S  0 + 0 0 0  70.000 0.000 0 .000  XYRP 0.8375 RSFL  . 
YYRP Q.USEO Fl .  
ZMRP O.OIOG REFL  
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE .MACH 0.260 
/ P!TCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
YHRP Q.OOO0 ST. 
ZWRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE D.0300 SCALE

M&CH 5.265 ' 
AkGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET STKDiY- CESC!3~PTlCII BETA E1.EVW AILRON RUDDERCUiFI~~~&TIFN EEFERENCE INFORHATION 

YHRP O.OOOU FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 XEFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE
SACS 0.060 
PNGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA YT srnew- CWFIT.UVATIW DESC~(IFTIW BETA ELEVDN AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
MCAIR LSUT 258 I.OPCT~UOAC/YUC BOOST BJNilW5J6VS 0 . 000  -iDtUOO 0 . 000  0 .000 SREF 9 .0000 $9. FT  
YXRP 0.B00D f T .  
ZWRP O.OiO0 SEFL 
MACH 0.P60 SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 














REFERENCE XNFORMATlON. . 
SREF 9.0000 511- FT 
LREF 6.00GO FT. 
BREF 6.0flLO FT. 
YHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP 0.S300 FT .  
ZWRP 0.9100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGt 39 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LATERAL CHARACT. OF CBNFIG. B3NllW5J6 AT ALPHA =-4 
SIDE SLfP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
O l r A  SET 97180-  CCUFIGUilATlW DESCRIPTYW ALPHA ELEVM) AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
<eczoa%>  3 uc&aff LSUT Z ~ ES.OPCT mc/unc SWST S~MI~USJ, -6.000. R.GOO B.OOO SREF 9.0000 $9. FT 
1 B CmO I l  MCAlR L W T  258  3.OPCT YOACIWWC BOOST 83H l lUSJ6  -4.000 0.000 20.000 LREF 6.0000 .TT.  
BREF €.DOC'. FT. 
iHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 .0030 FT. 
M R P  0.OiOO EEFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
w ~ c n  0.260 
PAGE ' 4 0. 
XWRP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRF B.OOY0 FT.  . 
ZWXP o.oloa TEFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 4 1  
SiOE SLIP ANGLE. EETA. DEGREES 
CAT* Y T  SYMBVL CWFlGLRATlaY CESCRIPTIOI AWHA ELEVON AILRON PEFERENCE INfORHITtON 
CRUOSZ> 
CBCZD(11) 8 WCAIR'LSYT 258 3.OPCT YCAIR L9WT 858 I.OPCT WDACIVBC ROOST BSNlSU9J6 HOICtUMC 8WST  B3Nl lWS6  -#.OD0 -4 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 90 . 000  SREF LREF 9 .0000 6 .0000 35 .  FT. 
eREF 6 . 0030  FT .  
XHRP 0 .P67f  R tFL  
YHRP 0.OOOB FT .  
ZHRP 0 . 0 t O O  CFFL 
UACH 0.260 SCALE 0.0.00 S ~ A ~ E  
YAWING SdMEt-: COEFFICIENT, CYN EBBDY AX I S 1  
V I TA  Y T  SYMBOL CWFICURATIW PESCILIPTIW .ALFHA ELEVCU AILRON REFERENCE INFORUATtON 








XURP 0 . 8575  REFL 
YHRP 0.GOOO FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 nEFL 
WbCH 0.860 SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 
PA& 43 
SIDE SL1.P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
RAT4 BET SVME0L CfflFICbRATfCH OESCRIPTIm ALPHA ELEYON ASLRMI ZEFERENCE INFORWATION 
I B C Z O O ~ ~  2 M-IR L, 256 ~ . O P C T  WDAC/HWC WST 0 3 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 6-4.000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0  SREf 9 . 0 0 0 0  SS. F T  
lBCZOO1) WCAIR LSW 25s 3.DPCT UO4C/UHC 803ST 83NllWSJ6 -4 .000 0 .000 2 0 . 0 0 0  	 LREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FT.  
PREF i.OUSD Fi. 
XIIRP D.aS75 REFL 
YURF O.OOG0 FT. . 
ZIIRP 0.DIDO REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
WACH 0 .260 
PAGE 4 4  
ELEVBN EFFECTS BN LBNGIT. CHARACT. BF CBNFIG. B3NI.IW5J6 AT ALPHA 1-4 
.08 	 I l i l l l l l l t l l l l l i !  
1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 

DATA 9ST SIh8U CCUFIGCRATICN DESTRIPTIBI ALPHA ELEYCU AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATIOX 
(BU(I(112 IICAIR LSYT 25s 3.0PCT RDACtWXC 80031 B3HllWSJ6 -4.000 0.000 0.000 $REF 9.0000 SO. F19CBCZDO72 UUIR LSYT 288 I.OPCT WDACIMWC 80097 B3NllW5J6 -4.000 0.000 20.000 	 LREF 6.0003 FT.  
BREF i.OG?O FT. 
XHRP 0.P115 REFL 
7HRP 0.0080 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
W ~ C H  II.260 
 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 

ELEVBN EFFECTS ON LONGIT.. CHARACT, OF CONFI G. BIN1IWSJE AT ALPHA =-4 
.s 

D&Th Y T  SY118N CCUFICVRATIffl DESCRIFTlffl ALPHA ELEYON AfLRON REfERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 9.01300 SO. F7::z:::E::: ::;::z:: z::::: +2:9 z::::;::::;::::::s  :;: LREF FT.6.0000 
BREF *.00"J FT. ' 
XYRP 0.8575 REFL 
lHRP 0.0OCU FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 lEFL 




ELEVflN EFFECTS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. 8F CONFIG. B3NllW5J6 AT ALPHA =-4 , 
. % n l l i l 3 l l t L , I I I 1 I I t ' , l l l , l t l l l l l t l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 
- SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OLTA 3ET SYHEOL CWFIGURATIW OSSCRIPTIP1  ALPHA ELEVW AfLRW REFERENCE I N F ~ W h T t O N  
IICZUDII YCkIR L W T  258 3.OPCT YDAC/UMC %COST S 3H l I U 5 J 6  - 4 . 0 0 0  ri.0.O 0 . 0 0 0  SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SOr FT 
.<ACIIJOT1 HCAIR LSVT 259 JIOPCT HOACIIIMC 8 0 0 9 T  B 3 N l l Y 5 J 6  -4.1100 0 . 0 0 0  2 0 . 0 0 0  LREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
BREF 6 . 0 0 0 1  FI. 
XARP B.EIP5 REFL 
YHRP 0.COOO FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  PEFL. ' 
SCALE O.OJO0 SChLF ' 
ELEVaN EFFECTS 8 N  LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3N1IYSJE AT ALPHA =-4 
.a0  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ I I 1 I 1 I I I I I 1 I I 1 I 1 I I l f l l l l  
! ~ ~ t ! i ~ t ; ~ ~ r ~ t . t ! ! ! J r ! t ! - ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! i ~ ~ ~ ! ! ! t  
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OAT* Y T  SIHBCL CUIFlbVPATIUI  DESCRIP'IIUI ALPHA ELEVQN AILRQN
*;:::;;::;; 
REFERENCE fNFORNATION 
SREF 9.0000 S5. FT  
LREF 6 . 0000  FTI  
BREF 5.00LL'J FT. 
XHRP G.8575  REFL 
YHRP 5.0OCV FT.  
ZHRP 0 . 0100  dEFL 
SCALE D.0300 SCALE 
:;:z;;; :g;; :: g:'::;: :;:j-j :;:zg'; g:E;:;::: 
MACH 0.260 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA; GEGREES 
DATA ST S ~ U B ~~ p r ~ l c l ~ 4 ~ 1 . mOESCRXPTIW . ALPHA 





S : : E  
REF£REKCE INFORUATION 
SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SQ. FT 
LREFB P 6 . 0 0 0 9I .OO?3  F.T..  
YHRP D.8575 REFL 
FnRP 0.0009 FT. 
ZHQP 0 . 0 1 0 0  REFL 
SCALE 0.OSDO SCALE 
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SIUE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OATA JET SVWBOL CalFIGLlATfal CESCI1PTICN ALPHA ELEVCU 4lLRON EEFERENCE INFORHATION 
IIUOOlI 9 UCAlR LSYT 258 3.OPCT WDAC/UUC BOOST BINtLVSJS -6.000 0.000 0.055 SREF 9.11000 SB. FT 
CACZOD~> K ~ I R  LSYT 23s O.OPCT n11*ctuncBOOST B J I ~ S ~ Y ~ J S  -4.005 o.aocr eo.ooa LREF B.OOD~I FT. 
89EF h.OOCJ FT. 
XHRP 0.8673 REFL 
YHRP 0.0OBJ FT. 
ZlRP 0.0100 XEFL 













-le -in - 8  - e  - 4  - e  n 4 6 
S IYSO l  CfflTtG&RATlQ1 SESrElFTICN l l  PYA CLFWU dtLRDli REFERENCE INFORY&TION . 
SREF 9.0000 SP. FT  
UIEF 6.0003 Ff. 
BREF 6.0000 FT. 
XnRP 0.6375 ' REFL 
YHRP 0.0000 FT .  
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 




ELEVON EFFECTS ON LATERAL CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3NllV5J6 AT ALPHA =O 
%e -lo --a . - e  - 4  - 2  e 4 6 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES' 

DATA SET SVME01 CCUF: i lRATIW DESCR IPTSW  ALPHA ELEVON AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( 8 C Z 0 0 2 3 .  MCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT IDhC/WHC SWST 5 3 R i l Y 5 J 6  0 . 0 0 5  i i . 000  0 . 0 0 0  JREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SB .  FT8
<BCZ01181 MCA1R L 9 M  258 J .OPET WOACIHWC BOOST B 3 H l I Y S J I  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  20.0.30 LREF 6 . 0 0 1 0  FT. 
l B U O L 3 I  WCAIR L8YT 2 5 8  3.nPC) WOACIWMC BOOST B l N l lW 5 J 6  0 . 0 0 0  5 .000  3 0 . 0 0 0  SREF F.OPOO FT. 
XHRP 0 . 6 3 7 5  REFL 
YWRP 0.OGOO FT. 
ZHRP 0 .OIGO REFL 
SCALE G . 0 3 0 0  SCALMACH 0.2(10 
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN IBBDY AXIS) 

OLTA Y T  S1WBOL iOHFICVhA7fffl  DESCl!IPTlUI ALPHA ELEYON AZLRON RiFERENCE IHFORWATrOH 
::z:::: 5'
 $::::: 2:kzEz:::: %::$I:: %%! 2% 2 2 %  SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SQ. FTL 6 -  F i r=$: !::I:: 
CSCZs l 3 2  0 XCAm LSWT 256 3.OPCT XOACIMWC BWST  8 3 4 1 1W5J6  0 . 0 0 0  5 . 0 0 0  313.0130 	 BREF 6 . 9 0UZ  FT. 
XYRP 0 .5*TS  REFL 
YURP O.OOOG FT.  
ZWRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  REFL 
SCALE 0 . 8 3 0 0  SCALE 
XhO1 Q . 2 6 0  
PAGE 54 

SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA S T  9 1WBU  CCUFI5CRATSCN DES'RIPTICN ALPHA ELEVON AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
:",:::z; a :.,::tx ::zz:;:;::: :;:::g: E::::e: 
L S W  158  3.0FCT HOACIMHC 80097 BSNLSUJJ6 
2:::::;::
O.lI00 5.0011 
SREf ,9.0[100 50. F T
,::;:: LREF 6 .0009 FT. 
18CZolSJ 0 MCAIR 30 .090 	 @REF J.ODl0 FT. 
XMRP 0 .8575 REFL 
YHRP O.OOO!l FT. 
ZUSP D.OIOO REFL 




ELEVEN EFFECTS UN LBNGIT. CHARACT. OF CBNFIG. B3NllW5J6 AT ALPHA = O  
.06  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
P*?A Y T  STSBOL CC*IF IWRATIW C E S U i I P l l C H  ALPHA ELEVW 	 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
ell:l:g SREF 5 . 0 0 0 0  SQ. F T
::gKZg:; B ::I::::%g5 :::AT:: :;;:::::yJS:Em3;;j: ;::A; y x l g  	 LREF 6 .0000 F T +  
t8CLLI ISJ  0 *<AIR LSUT 258 3.ttPCTf{IlAC/WHC 80097 SSN1LUSJ6 5 . 0 0 0  3 . 0 0 0  3 0 . 4 0 0  	 BREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
XUBP 0 .e575 REFL 
OURP 0.OLUO FT. . 
ZURP O.OIO0 REFL 
SCALE 0 .0100 SCALE 
n r c n  8 . ~ 6 0  
PAGE 56 
ELEVON EFFECTS BN LaNGIT. CHARACT. 8F CBNFIG. B3NilW536 A l  ALPHA =O 
.a 	 ! l I ! I I I I I I I I I I I l l l I I I I I I I  
i l l i i l  I I U I  I l l t i  I l l !  I l l  I I  
SIOE SL IP  ANGLE, 8ET4. DEGREES 
8 -. . ALPHA ECEVON A I L R W  REFERENCE INFORHATION l A U O O Z >  HCAIR L N T  2 5 8  3.OPCT YOACIYMC OWST B 3 N I l W 1 6  0 . 0 0 0  n .000 0 .000 SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SQ. FT f*CZSOt?> YCAIR LSYT 258 J.OPC1 WDACIYYC SCOST 8 3 N l l W J b  0 .000 9 .000 20 .000 LREF S.OOGO FT. 
lACZO131 MCAiII LSWf 1 5 8  J.OFC1 HClClHWC 6 0 0 9 1  BSH11USJ6 01000 5.000 30.nOO 	 EREF 6.OnCO FT. 
XHRP 0 .6575 REPL 
7YRP 0.4900 F T r  
ZWRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  REFL 
MACH 0 . 2 ~  SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
~ t j ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ 
ELEVBN EFFECTS BN LCNGIT. CHARACT. OF CBNFIG. B3Nl lW5J6 AT ALPHA = O  
~ 1 ! ~ ~ 1 1 1 ~ ~ t t 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PAGE 58 
































-12 -10 - a  - 6  -4 - e  e 4 6 10 i z  
WLTS SET SIMBQ 
I AUOOPJ  
IACZOS8) 8 
1 k U 0 1 3 1  
COIFXCIJRATIOI DESEIllPTICH 
MCAIR LSM7 2 5 8  3.OPCT MOAClMWC W S T  83Hl lW5J6 
YCl fO LSWT 2 5 8  3rOPCT #OAC/WWC BOOST WNllYJ16 














SREF 9.000O SIII FT  
LUEF 6 .0000 FT. 
BREF 2.003l2 FT. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
ISRP O.DDOO FT. 
ZMRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  XEFL 
U4CH 0.ZOD SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
DATA F*l SYMBOL
::g;~;: 9 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCUFSCURATICU IIESCRZPTIW ALPHA ELEVON AILRON gz ::;a:; ;;:gz:2::;:;::gig ;:g; z::;;:;w; 2;:; SREF 9.0000 SO. FT 
~tczoa>, Q MCAIR LSin 258 3.0PCT YDAc/YtIC 80331 83NIfUSJ6 0.000 5.000' 30-000 
LKEF 6.00S0 FT. 

BREF 6,0003 FT. 

XdRP 0.8575 REFL 
YURP OIGDOO Ffr 
ZDRP O.OiO0 lEFL 




SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYYBEL CfflFlCURATIffl  OESCRIPTfW ALPHA ELEVffl AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$REF 5 . 0 0 0 0  SO. FT  
LREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
l 6 C Z O l 3 t  0: MCAIR LSW 256 3 .OiCT %OAC/UUC B w 5 T  W3Nl?VSJ6 0 . 0 0 0  5 . 0 0 0  $ 0 . 0 0 0  	 WREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FT.  
XYIP 0.857a R E F L  
VIRP 0 . O C O I  FT.  
ZIRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
ygm;:; 8 :lc:: :;%& 2;: ::;A:; yy4g s;rJ;:;Jg:: ;:I:; ;:;mJ; =;:;:; 
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SIDE S L I P  AkGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA 'll SYMBOL CCNFICURATIP I  DESCRIPTICH 
lBCZOB31 MCAIR L S w  2 5 8  3.OFCT .IDACIMUE ems1 a s ~ t t b s i 6  
lBCZDO9> @ UCAIR L S W  2 5 8  3 -OPE1 HOACIHHC 8 W S T  8SHiSWIJ6  
l B U O l 4 1  MCAIR LSWT 258 S.OFCT MDAC/WHC BW S T  BSH11WSJ6 
' MACH 0.260 
ALPHA 
4 . 0 0 ~  
4.000 







20 .000  
30 .000  
REFERENCE INFORMATICU 
SREF 9 . 0 0 00  SQ. FT 
LREF 6.OOOI F r .  
BREF 6 . 0 0 0 1  FT. 
XHRP Y.85?5 REFL 
YWRP 0.COOO FT. 
ZHRP 0.OiOO SEFL 
SCALE O.OSO0 SCALE 
PAGE 62 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. UEGREES 
DATA SET SIYBCC CEltFZGURATIPI DESCRIPTIOH AIFHA ELEVW AILROH 
i s c z o o s ~  M ~ I R1.911: 258 3 . 0 ~ ~ -  norc/anc emsr m r r i w 4 6  r.ooo 0.000 o.aoo 
(BCZ0119> 8 WCAIR LIYT BJB 3-OPCT liDAC/YMC BWST B3HIIU5J6 d.000 0.000 80.000 
t a c z a r r r  MCAIR LSVT 258 ~ . O P C T  nn&c<nxc 8msT  ~ BW : SM J ~  4.009 5.900 3o.@oo 
WACS o.t6n 
REFEREHCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0000 SO. FT 
LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.0000 FT. 
XWUP 0.857: REF1 
YMRP 0.01100 FT. 
ZYRP 0.GIBO REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 63 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA Y T  J IYBU .  CCU f l tURAT IW  DESCR IPT IW  ALPHA ELEVCU AILRM)  REFERENCE tNFORMATlON 
YAW I NG HOMEFIT COE;FICIENT. CYN (BODY AX I S I  
OITA SET STWEN Cf f lF IGUDATI f f l  DESCRIFTlCN ALPHA ELEVf f l  AILRCN REFERENCE lNFORMLTiOH 
SREF S.OG0D SP. F T  
LREF 6.0009 FT.  
BREF 5.0Ond FT. 
XMRP 0 .8575  REFL 
THRP 0.0030 FT.  
ZMRP 0 . 0 100  aEFL  
'SC*LE 0.0500  SChLEU(UI 0.166 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

OAT* S T  31880C CWIFZGURATICN OESCRIPTIWI ALPHA .ELEVON AILRON REFERENCE INFORUATION 
&auoen> 9 n c r z a  Lsur 2 3 s  3 . 0 ~ ~ 7  u o A o u n c  w s r  estiiluj.r 4 . 0 0 ~  +.ooo 0.000 WE$ 9.D0DO $4. FT 
IBCZGOSl MCAfR LSW 258 3.OPCT WIIACIMMC BODST 83N l lU5J6  4 .000 0.000 20.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
18CZOl.l 0 MCAIR LSW  a38 3.OFC'I POAClMUC BODST 6 3N l I U I J 6  4.000 5.000 30.000 BREF 6.0000 FT. 
XURP 8.6373 REFL 
YURP 0.0020 FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.55U5 SCALE 
YACH O.Zb(i 
PhGE 66 
~ ~ ~ , ~ [ f f t ~ f ~ l ~ f ~ ~ f f ~ ELEVON EFFECTS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3N! 1W5J6 AT ALPHA =4 ~ ~ f f f l f , f ~ f ~ ~ f f ~ f , , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f , , 
SIDE SL!P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

CATA BT'S1WBOL CW F l G U R l T I W  OESCR IPT IW  ALPHA ELEVW AILRCU REFERENCE INFORUATION 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LBMGLT. CHARACT. d CONFIG. B3NllW5J6 AT ALPHA =4 
.e 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA 9CT SrN80L CCUFICURATIOH DESCRIPTIOH ALPHA ELEVOH AILROH REFERENCE INFQPWATION 
SREF 5.0000 SP. Ft  
LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.0000 FT. 
XWaP O.CS75 REFL 
YWRP 0.OC"O Ft. 
ZWRP 0.0100 R IFL  
MACH 0.26D SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 68 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3Nl lW5J6 AT ALPHA 54 
. 1 Q l l l l l , l l l l l , , t I 1 , , , l , I I , , , ' , I 1 1 l I l , l , l l l l l l l l l f l ~ 
SlDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

ALPHA E L E W  AILRON REEREHCE fNFORWATt(W 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 

O*TA X T  SIXSOL CWFZGURATIW QESCRIPTIW ALPHA E L E V W  AILRON REmRENCE INFORMATION 
<ACXOD31 XCAIR L a m  238 3.OPCr HOAC/MmC B m S l  6 3 h i i W J I  4.000 0.000 O.OOO SREF 3.0000 So. F T  
iACZOOO) YCAIE L S W  258 3.OPCT MOAC/UWC B M S T  B3NliU5.16 *.000 0.000 P0.OOI) LREF 6.0000 FT.8 

IACZOl42 1CkXR LSWT 268 ~IOFCTJDAC/MRC B m S T  8 3 H l l Y S J 6  4.000 3.000 3O.DOO 	 BREF 6.000C FT. 
XHRP 0.8175 REFL 
YWRP 0.0300 FT.
- 0.0100 BEFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEHACH 0 . W J  , 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
9 ALPHA ELEVOW A I L RW  REFERENCE INFORWATIONDATA SSTSYMBQ CWFICURATIOW OESCRIPT~CH CAULlO31 WCAIR LSUT 258 3.OPCT MOACIWC -ST B I M I I W J B  4.000 9.000 0.000 SREF 9 .0000 SQ. FT  CAUOOP1 MCAIR LSWT 258  I.OPCT WGACIMMC -ST B U I l l Y J I 6  4.000 0.000 ZO.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
I1CZB11> MCbIR LSYT 256  3.OFCT 'IWACIIIMC BOOST B3NI*.W5JI 4.000 5.000 30,100 BREF 6.0000 FT. XlRP 0.d575 REFL 
VWRP 0.ObDO F T  
ZMRP 0.0100 REFL 







PAGE 7 4  
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SXHBOC CWF I CURAT IW  OESCR IPT IW  
I B C Z O ~ )  YCAIR LSYT 23s 3 . 0 ~ ~ 7KDACIXUC IXYJSIBJI(%IU)JC 
I B C I O 1 0 1  8 YCAIR LSYT 251) 3.OPCT HOACIMWC BOOST B 3 H l 1 Y 5 J 6  
l B C ZO i 5 J  HCAIR LSUT 256 J.0PCT 'IOACINHC 6 0 0 5 1  B 3 N l l U 5 1 6  
. 
ALPHA 




~ . G G G  
0.000 
5.500 





SREF O.OOOO SQ. FT 
LREF 6 .0000  FT. 
8REF S+OQBC FT. 
X l R P  0 . 3 575  REFL 
YHRP O.OGOO FT. 
ZURP G.OiOO REFL  
WAC# 0.260 
SCALE O.OJO0 bCAL f  
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT; CYN (BODY AX I S 3  
OAT* P T  S118U. CCUFKCURATICH CESCRIPTICH ALPHA ELEVW A I LRW  REFERENCE INFORYATlQN 
SREF 9.00UO SP. FT 







YYRP 0.Od00 FT. 
Z l R P  0.OtD0 PEFL 
HAW 8.?66 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA; DEGREES 
5ATA SET SVUBOL CCWFlZURIT141 DESCRIPfICli  . ALPHA ELEVW 
::8% 8 :gig ::$2;::%::C8::4 E%: :::::$:: AILRW REFERENCE INFORUATtON ,:::%
333.050 
SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  5 9 .  FT 
LREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
8 1EF  6 .?1008  F7. 
XMKP 0 . 8 5 ? $  REFL 
YWRP 0.0UOO FT. 
ZRRP O.OIOO RPFL 
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
::%: ::% 

i BCZO i5J  HCIlR LSYI  25% 3 .0PCT PDACI'RIC -1 8SNS:USJ6 6.3300 5 . 0 8 0  
ELEVBN EFFECTS BN LBNGIT. CHARACT. RF CBNFIG. B3NllW5J6 AT ALPHA =6 
.06 
S I D E  S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
C*TA SET SYMBOL CCNFICURATICN DESCRlPTICN ALFHI ELEVOH AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATION 
$REF 9.0000 SQ.  FT 
LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.0000 FT. 
XWKP 0.8375 REFL 
lWRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZWRP 0.O10O REFL 

XICH 5-BCO 




.ELEVBN EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3Nl lW5J6 AT ALPHA =6 \ \ \ { 1 [ , , , l 1 1 ~ ~ \ ~ \ ~ ~ 1 1 1 1 , 1 ' 1 1 , 1 1 , ~ 1 , f 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 [ [ 
'SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
-.. . .. ALPHA ELEVOW AILROW
::z:::: Q :z:: Y:: 2: 
c~czol51 o n c m  rsur 25s :::;5:
 3.npcr 
::::::;:E:: ::;::z::uo~c/w~c
emsr B3NllU5J6 6.000 0.000 0.000 
6.000 0.000 20.000 
6.000 5.000 30.000 

PAGE 79 
ELEVSN EFFECTS ON LONG IT .  CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3NllW5J6 AT ALPHA =6\ 1 1 ' 1 \ , 1 \ \ 1 [ 1 1 , 1 1 , , , 1 , 1  
SIDE SLIP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CWFSCURATIW OESCRlPTIOl ALPHA ELEVOH AILROH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IACZODO HCAIR LSYT 8 5 8  3.OPCT WDACIMMC BX lST  83N l lUSJ6  6.000 0.0GG 0.000 SREF 9.0000 $0. FT 
lLCZOI.3 MCA1R LSWl  818 3.OPCT YDAC/MMC 800ST B3H l l YSJ6  6.000 0.000 20.000 LREF 6.0000 FT.@
1ACZOlSI  UCAIR LSYT 258  3.OPCT MDAC/MMC BWST  B3N l l Y5J6  6.000 5.000 30.000 BREF 6.0002 FT. 
XHRP 0.8515 REFL 
YHRP 0.0300 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.200 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 8 0  
ELEVBN EFFECTS BN iCiNGfT. CHARACT. 8 F  CBNFIG. B3N! 1W536 AT ALPHA =6 
- 4 0  
.I3 




























- a s  
-.10 
-.as 
-s2 -to - a  - 6  - 4  - 2  a e L 6 8 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA T T  4?*BDC C(XYF1GURATfW OESCRIPTlW ALPHA E L E V W  A I L R M I  REFERENCE INFORHAT1ON 
SREF S.OO00 SOt F T  
LREF 6 .0000 F T .  
BREF 6.00DC FT. 
XLRP 
YHRP 
0 .357)  
0 .0300 
REFL 
F T .  
ZURP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 81 
- - SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORWATION DATA Y T  SVWBC+ COWFIOURATlw DESCRIPTICN ALPHA ELEVOhl AILRON 
PAGE 82 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OAT* SET S IYB IX  CPIF ICURATIW OESCU1PTIaY 
6ACZOLUl 8, I ICl fR  LS(n ZSd 3.0PC. UJACInXC BWST  BIHSZUSJS 
I ACZO IO I  HCAlR L SV f  258 3.OPCT MDACIMIC B m S T  B S N l l M J 6  














SREF D.0000 SG. FT  
LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.0000 FT. 
XHRP 0.9575 REFL 
?HIP O.OCO0 FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0100 REFL 
MACH 0.Z60 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OITA SET S I M BQ  COIIFIGVRATICH OESCRIFTICH ALFHA ELEVW A l LRM I  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IflCZ110S) 
i s c z m t >  
lBCZ0161 
@ UCA1R LSYT 2 1 8  3.OPCI McAx. L s m  era a.oPcr 
HCAIR LSUT 258 J.OFCT 
KOIC/MMC BCOST 63HixwSJ6 
mo*c/r*c e m r r  e aN s r u s r s  

















0 . 3 5 7 ~  




YMRF 0.OCOO FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 





SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. CEGREES 
ALPXA ELEYON AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATION 
MACH u.asn SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
MACH 0.263 
PAGE 86 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS1 
DATA S T  SIHBLX CWFIGURATIW OESCRIPTIO( . ALPHA ELEVOW A I LRW  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$REF 9 . 0000  80 .  FT  
LREF 6 . 0000  FT. 
BREF 6 .0000 FT .  
XWRP O+USTL REFL 
'TWRP 0 . 0000  FT.  
EHRP 0.01GG REFL 
MACH 0 . ~ 6 ~  SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 
PAGE 87 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, .DEGREES 

DATA S T  SYMBOL . CWFICURATIW DESCI(IPT1LY ILPHA ELEVON AILRON 
8 . 0 D O  0 .OOO 0.000 
8.000 B . 0 0 0  20.000 
8 .ODQ f .OQD 3 0 . OOU  
ELEVSN EFFECTS BN LBNGIT. CHARACT. BF CBNFIG. B3NllW5J6 AT ALPHA =8 
- 0 6  
+05  













SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA SET SYHBQ 
IBCZOO5t 
( BCZO l I I  $ 
IBCZ0161 
CCUF1CVRATIW OESCRIPTIW 
I I U I R  LOUT. 256  3.0?Ci UOIClXYC 831111bTJ6 
YCIIE UUT 2%  3.OPCI HDACTMIIC W S T  i j 3 I l I I Y I J 6  














SREC 9.0000 SQ. F T  
LREF 6 . 0000  FT. 
BREC 6.000'1 CT. 
XXRP D.8575 REFL 
VURP 0 .0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.01Oll REFL 
MACH 0 .260 SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 
l ~ t l , , f , ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ , f ~ ~ ~ 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3N!lW5J6 AT ALPHA 58 
~ ~ f , [ ~ ~ , ~ ~ f i , , f ~ ~ , f ~ ~ ~ , , , f ~ 
S IDE  SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYMBOC CCNFICURATICN OESCUIPTICN A L P ~ A  ELEVW AXLRW REFERENCE XNFORHATIOH::g;;;; 9 ;I:; E::s;g yA:IiE z;;:t;ESlgj: y m ;  ;:;; 2t33g;; SREF SQ.::st& 9.8000 F T  
LREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
l A C Z O l 6 l  0 MCASR L S W  a58 3.OPCT IIOACIHWC B W S T  83Nl lV5J6 8 .000 5.000 30.000 	 BREF 6.0000 FT.  
XKRP O . S f 7 i  REFL 
lWRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZURP 0 . 0 1 0 0  REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  LCALE 
PAGE 9il 













SIDE SL lP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATP SST SVWBa CWFICURhTlOi l  DESCRtPTXOl ALPHA E LEVW  A l L RW  REFERENCE INFORWATlON 
SREF ?).OD00 SQ. FT 
LREF 6.000Q FT. 
BREF 61000L  FT.  
XhRP Elad575 REFL 
YMRP O+OJOO FT. 
. 	 ZMRP 0.01011 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEYAW 0.260 
PAGE .91 
I 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LGNGIT. CHARACT. UF CONFIG. B3N! IY5J6 AT ALPHA =8 
1 0  i e  
SIOE SLbP ANGLE. EETA. DEGREES 
ELEVQH &1LRQH REFERENCE IHFORWATfON 
< A U 0 0 5 1  9 XCAfR LSWr 2 5 6  3.UFCi HO*CfUWC W S i  6SXSib5JS B.DOD 0.000 0.000 SREF 3.0000 $9 .  FF 
<ACZ0111 UCAIR LSUT 2 3 8  3.OPCT HDAC/MHC 80091 BJNl lUSJ6 8.000 0.000 20.000 LREF 6.0000 F f -
l A U O l s 2  0 WCAlR LSUT 255 3.OPCf YDAC/(IHC BOJJT BINXiUSJ6 8.000 5.000 30.000 BREF. 6.OOOC FT. 
DATA k T  S Y H 0 a  ' ,CWFlGURATIW OESCRIPTIW ALPHA 
XllRP 0.857, REFi 
YHRP 0.0305 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0lOU sEFL 
SCALE 0.010U ICALE  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYMSa  COHF IGURAT ra  DESCRIPTlOH ALPHA ELEV* AILROH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF SrDUDD SO+ F T  
LREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FT .  
%REF 6 . 0 0 0  1 FT .  
XYRP b.B5:5 REFL 
I Y RP  0.COOD F7. 
ZYRP 0.DZOC REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0 1 00  SCALE 
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F l  EVON FFFFCTS l3td I l3MGIT. CHARACT. BF CONFIG. B3N! 1W5J6 AT ALPHA =8 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES' 

DhTA 5 7  SYtIS01 CQlFZCURATfOl DESCRSPTXW ALPHA ELEVOH 'hIUIMI REFERENCE INFORWATlON 
SREF 9 . 0000  SQ .  FT::ZZ:: 8 ::::::;::E:: :K: D:::::: OE:: !:i::S:Z ::%: ::% a::%: LREF 6 .0000 FT. 
CAU0 1 6 1  0 HCAlR LSYT 158 3.OFCT~DACIYYE 83N1.LUSJ6 8.000 5.000 30.0011 . BREF .6+000C FT. 
XhRP 0 .9575 REFL 
YWRP 0 . 0300  FT. 
ZWRP O.OIDD REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE
~ A C H  0 . o ~  
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ELEVON EFFECTS 8N LATERAL CHARACT. 8F CIIINFIG. B3N;1W5JBV9 AT ALPHA=-$ 
'SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

CArA S T  SYWB05 CCHFICURATICH OESCRIPTICH A L P H ~  ELE& AILRW RUDDER REFERENCE INFORUAT~ON 
CBCfOOlJ WCI I f f  CSWT 256 S.OPCT W0AC:YHC BOOST 83N;;YJ1SV9 - l .000 0.llOO 0.000 0.000 SREF S.0000 SU. F T9 
( B U O 2 7 1  WCIXR L S W  Z58 3.OPCT YOACIYYC 8 0 0 5 1  B3Nl lw3J6YS -4.000 0.000 20.000 0:000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT, 
BREF E.ODQ*. FT. 
XWRP 0.8575 RCFL 
YKSP 0.0003 FT. 
ZWRP O.UIOU REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEMACH 0.260 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES. 

DATA JET SYMBOL CCUFIGUPATXCU DESCRIPTlW 
IEUO21) 9 SCAXR LSW 23s 3.0PCT SDACfXYC BOOST SJHliU5J6V9 














SREF 9.0500 SB. FT 
LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.00GZ FT. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
YURP 0.0000 FT. 
. ZHR? 0.0IOO REFL 
WACH 0.260 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
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SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PiTA Y+SI*B% CCNFICURATIOII DESCRIPTXCN ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:sz::B ::: :;z:,:::::::::;:::::G:E:::::;: :I: :::::Z:i:: 9:: :::::: E: FT 
BREF c.oonJ FT. 

X*RP D.6575 REFL 
YYRP O.UOQO FT. 
LMRP 0.01V0 3EFL 




YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN [BODY AXIS]  
CLTA S T  SYWBOL CDNFIGURATICH DESCRIPTICH 
CBCZOEII 8 YCAXU LSUT 2SS 3.OFiT YOkC/MWC ROOST SlhiixSJ6i.9 












0 . 000  
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0000 SQ- F T  
LREF 6 . 0000  FT r  
?REF 6.00CD F T r  
..WRP ri.85r5 REFL 
YURP 0 .3000 FT. 
ZURf O+OIOD REFL 
n ~ c n  O.ZSO 
SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 
.SIDE SL lP  ANGLE- BETA. DEGREES 
DATA ST SVYB% CO~F~GURATIONDESCRIPTIW ~ L P ~ AELEVW AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
<BU021) WCAlR LJWI ilS5 3.OPCi HCAUUUC 800.5: BJ)iliYIJD'dS D.0DC $.iiOO 0.000 0.000 SRCF . 3.0000 $a. fl 
iBCZD+Sf *CAlR L3W X58 3.OPCT UDACIWWC BOOST BJNllUJJbYP 0.000 0.000 20.000 O.OOO LREF S.DDO0 FT.8 
CBUOJ.II WCAZR LSYT 218 3.CPCT HDACIYMC B W S T  BJNllU5J6V9 0.000 5.000 30.000 0.00D 	 BREF 6.DOOC FT. 
XllRP 0.8373 REF-
IYRP 0.0300 FT. 
ZWRP 0.010b REFL 
SCALE D.UlDD ?C*LS 
PAGE 99 
-- 
SIDE SLIF ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA P T  SVWBa CCUFIGURATICH DESCRIPTIW ALPHA ELEVCU AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORWATION 
lBCZ02E> %AIR LSUT E18  3.OPCT tlDACIWMC E M 9 1  BSnll!&r6vS 0.0UO' 0.000 O.0OQ 0.000 $REF S.UU00 SO. FT 
CBUOt ( l l  9 "CAI* LSUT rJ8 3.OPCT IDAC/I)(C BOWT 83Xl lYft6V9 0.000 0.0(11) ZO.000 0.000 LREF 6.00Ult f T r  
lECZOS4> 0 MCAIR LSUT ZS8 3.OPCT YDACIMMC BDOST 83N?lUSJ6V9 0.000 5.000 3D.000 0.000 XWRP 6.8003 FT.BREF 0 515 REFL 
7YDP D.LUOO FT.. .... 
ZWRP 0.0lUO TEFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGF 100  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFIC IENT.  CYN [BODY AX IS 1  




ELEVBN EFFECTS UN LATERAL CHARACT. CIF CUNFIG. B3NllY5JEV9 AT ALPHA=4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA P T S r H E U .  CWFIGl l?ATSW C E S f f I P T I W  ALPHA E L E Y W  AlLROH RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I9CZO231 HCAXR LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT UOAC/HYC BOOST 831111Y5J6V9 4.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9 .0000 89. F T8tBCZ0D.J UCAIR LSb i l  25.f.OPCT YDAC/Y*C BOOST 8 3 W f l Y 5 i 6 V 9  4.0~30 0.900 LO.DO0 0.09. 	 LRLF 6.0000 F l .  
CBCZU3I I  UCAlR LSW 2 5 8  3.OPCT YDACIYHC BOOST BSNl lY516V9 4.000 5.000 30.000 0.000 	 BREF E,OOt? FT. 
XHRP 0.8675 REFL 
YMRP 0.0060 FT. 
ZRRP 0.0100 TEFL 
SCALE 0 .0306 SCALEMACH 0.260 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
ALPHA ELEVON A I LRM l  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
PAGE 104 

SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA bET SVMBW. CQIFICURATIU4 DESCRIPTIW ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORIATIOX 
PAGE 105 
YAW.1NG MOMENi COEFFICIENT. CYN [BODY AXIS1 
.",.. "."".< . .. 
ZWRP 0.OlQQ iEFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 106 
ELEVBN EFFECTS BN LATERAL CHARACT. BF,CBNFIG. BJNllW5J6V9 AT ALPHA=6 
S i D E  SLIP ANGLE. BETA.. DEGREES 
OAT& ssr s r u ~ a  COXFICI~RATIW OESCRIPTIW 	 ALPHA ELEVW AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
::gEgi .% H U I R  L S W  2 5 6  3-OPCT UOAC/WHC B m S T  B 3 N l l M J 6 V S  6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SB. P i  
UCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT WOAC/YWC 80097 83Nl IUSJ6VB 6.000 0.OEiO 20.0UU 0.000 LREF 6.0OO'J Fi. 
twco~s i  0 n u r a  r s w r  zss 3.oPcr aorc/uxc 8 0 0 s ~BIHII~JSYS 6.ooo 5.000 3 0 . 0 0 ~  O.OOO 	 %REF C.OC~.O FT. 
XIRP O.BS7S ' REFL 
lHRP 0.0600 F i r  
ZYRP 0.0100 REFL 
UACH 0.260 SCALE 	 0.0300. SCALE 
PAGE I07 
I 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYWBC& CQIFIOURAIXM OESCR IPT IM  ALPHA ELEVMl  AILRGU RUCOER REFERENCE IKFORWkTXON 
I B C Z OU I  MCAIR L J W  258 3.OPCT WDACIMHC 80057  B3NllW5J6YB 6.0011 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SQ. FT 
<SWOSOI  WCl lR L 9 W  258 %.OPCT ID*CIl lHC SW.97 03Nl lYSJ6YS 6.DOe D;OL10 2O.OOD 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT -9 
I aC2036 f  XCAIR LSW? 258 3.OPCT VCAC/HUC B M S T  83Nl lW5J6VS 6.000 5.000 30.000 0.000 BREF 6.00nC FT. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
YMRP O.OJ00 FT. 
LMRP 0.0100 kEFL  
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE )MIU1 0.1SG 
PAGE I08 

DATA SET SYUBCL COUPXCURATIOU DESCRIPTIOH 
fBCZD I4 t  9 IICAIR L3xf 238 3.OPCT KDAC tmC  WOS7 83Ei%M3t$$9 
f I ICm fO>  IICAIR LSU7 256 3.OPCT YDAC/WWC WOOST WSNllYSJ6V9 
( l lCZ036J  0 UCAIR LSWT 258 3.OFCT WOACIWC 8035r 83Nl%USJ6V9 


















SREF 9.0000 50 .  FT 
LREF 6.0000 FT. 
8REF 6.OOOD FT. 
X1IRP G.BIT3  REF: 
YWRP 0.0900 FT. 
Z lRP  0.0106 REFL 
SCILE 0.0300 JCALE 
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AX I S 1  
SAT* SET  SY*SU, Cf f lF ICURATI f f l  OESCRXPTIQI ALFHA E L EYm  AtLROH RUDOER REFERENCE INFORHATIOU 
<BCZOS r l  
<BCZOJOl  
I BCZO36 1  
@ W U l R  L l r n  258 3.DPCT I C A l R  LSUT Z5B I.OPCI. 
U U l R  LSUT 258 3.OPCT 
UOACfUUC B W s r  6 3 N l l Y 5 J 6 V 9  
UCACIMWC BORIT 8 1N l l ! i 5 J 6V9  
%EACfUYC 5 0 0 8 T  8 3N t lU 5 J 6VO  
6 . 0 0 0  
6 . 0 0 0  
6 .000  
0.0OD 
0.0DO 
3 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0  
. 2 0 . 0 0 0  
3 0 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0  
0.00. 







9 . 0 0 0 0  
*.BOO@ 
e.OOtJt. 
0 . 8 1 7 5
-.---. 
5.OfOO 






WACH ' 0 . 2 6 0  
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
- - 

































-re -20 - a  - a  - 4  - +  o . e 4 6 8 10 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

UAIA ST SVMBO~ CWF~CUIIATIOHDESCRIPTIOH ALPHA ELEVW AILRW RUCDER REFERENCE fNFORI(ATIM1 
XYRP 0.8576 AEFL 
YMRF O.OO0O F?. 
ZHRP 0 . 0 1QD  REF!. 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE
MACH 0.260 
PAGE 1 1  1 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OAT* SET SIMBP- CCHFICUQATICH DESCRIPTICH ALPHA ELEYW  A I L R W  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
XHRP 0 . 8 5 75  REFL  
YHRP D.0COO Fr. 
ZIIRP O.(11OD REFL 
MA01  0.9611 SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALT 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORUATION 

CBUOf51 9 WChIR L9WT 248 3.OPtTRCACIUYE BOOS; =ZW:lk7JG'J9 8.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF Q.0000 $9 .  FT 
IBCX0311 WCAIR LbW 258 3.OPCT HDAC/UYC BMST 83NllYSJ6VQ 8.000 0.ODO ~0.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
IBCZ037t 0 MCrIa LSW 2SB 3.OPCT MDAC/WRC SWST BJNII+4SIIYe 8.Oa 5.000 35.000 0.000 BREF 8.0001 FT.  
DATA S T  BrMBOL CWFtGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA fLEYm 

X D.85i5 REFL....... 
YMRP D.COD0 FT. 

Z!RP, 2 - 2 E  
PAGE 113 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN [BOOY A X I S 1  
DATA PISIX$% CC*IFIGURATICN CESCRlPTICH ALPHA ELEYON ASLRON RUDDER REFERENCE IHFORWATION 
f S U O Z S >  XCAIR L S l i l  2 5 d  3.DPCi YDAClYHC BD09T a3X2iYSJ6VS B.OOO 0.00O OiOOO 0.000 SREF S.0000 $0. FT9 
lBCX031)  HCAIR LSWT a 5 0  3.oPCT *UAC/MHC -ST 8 3 N l l Y 5 J 6 V S  8.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
c s u o s 7 1  9 wura  ~ s v ims 3.oPcr v o A c r w r c  soosr e n a t r u s r s v s  s.ooo s.ooo so.oqn 0.000 	 %REF 6.0000 ST+ 
XH3P O.ES79 REFL 
YMRP O.OC00 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 R I F L  
SCALE O.OID0 SCALE 
ELEVJN EFFECTS BN LATERAL CHARACT. BF CBNFIG. B3NIlW5JGV9 AT ALPHA=IO 
1 I 1 1 1 1 1 l I I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA Y T  SIllBDL CUiFXGUVlATICU OESCRIPTrCU ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 8( 8 6 1 0 2 6 J  U U I R  LSYT 258 3.0PCT IIDACIYWC BWST 83NllUSJ6V9 l0,OOII 0.000 0.000 0 .055 	 SREF 9.0000 SP. FT 
IBCZO3ZJ M U I R I.% 258 3.0PCT WOACIHIIC B W S 7  BSNllUSJ6V9 iO.OO0 0 .000 ZO.000 0 .000 	 LREF 6.00011 FT. 
BREF fi.DOP4 FT. 
XYRP 5.8575 REF& 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP' 0.01nO SEFL 
u ~ c n  0.266 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES. -
DATA X T  Srn80L CCHFIGURATIQI DESCRIPTlPl  ALPHA ELEVOH AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATIOH 
CBCZDi.6f UCIXD LSYT U S  3.OPCT HII*C/WtIC BX)ST I UH t lM J 6Y 9  10,OOO D.f(OG I t r 059  0 .000 SREF . 9.9000 SQ. F T  
l B U 0 3 2 1  WCAIR LSW 258 3.0PCT MDACIMMC BMST SSNllY5J6YS iO.000 0 . 000  20 .900 0 . 000  LREF 6 .0008 F T .  
nDFF %.SO93 IT..- . . .. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP 0.OCDO FT.  
ZMRP 0.5300 ZEFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA 55T S W 8 4  CWF ICURAT IW  OESCRIFTIW ALPHA ELEVCU AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1BLZOmJ ,!MCAI, LSUI 2 3 8  3.0FCr UbAc,nnc SWST  6 5 ~ 1 i u 5 s 6 V ~  iO.aD0 a .000 0 .000 0 . 000  SREF 9 .0000 $4. FT 
fBCZO l2 l  NCAlR LSYT 2 5 6  3.OPCT WD&CIUUC BOOS7 lnXlIWJ6V9 10.000 0 . 000  20 .000 .O.OOO iREF  6 .0000 FT. 
BREF 6.000Q FT.  
X8XP 0.8373 REFL 
YNRP O.OOJ0 FT. . 
ZNRP 0 . 0100  RCFL 
SCALE 0 . 0300  SC-if (11- 0.260 
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN CBODY AXIS) 

DATA E I  SYMBX CCUFIG'JEATICN OESSR1PTfCN 
tBCZOtS1 9 NC l fP  LSWT 256 3,DPCT NOAC/HYC BmST EJRIlW316V9 












0 . 000  
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$REF 9.11000 SQI FT 
LREF 6.0OCO FT. 
RREF E . Q i J 0  FT.  
XHRP e.9515 REFL 
YYRP 0 . 0000  FT. 
ZMRP O.OiO0 REFL 
UEH 0.560 
SCALE 0.08011 SCALE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. SETA. DEGREES 
DATA STS Y N 8 a  CCUF~GI'RATICU O E S ~ R ~ P ~ I W  ALPHA ELEYOW AILROW RUOCER REFERENCE IHFORIlAT1DH 
I-%* NC.4IE LSUT 255 3 .OPCT HDACIIIYC 80047 83NllY3JBVS - 4 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0.0011 t l . 0 0 0  $REF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SO. F T8 
lBCZo27J HCAIR LSYT 258 3.OPCT HDACIHWC 8001'f83 l l l Y3J6VS  - 4 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  t O . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  LREF 6 . 000 . )  FT .  
BREF S .OGS0  F T I  
XWRP 0 . 8 5 7 3  REFL 
YHRP 0 . 0 0 0 D  FT .  
ZUPP 0 . 0 1 0 0  R fFL  
YlOl 0 . 2 6 5  SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
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ELEVBN EFFECTS RN LRNGI T. CHARACT. OF CBNF IG. B3Nl IY5J6V9 AT ALPHA=-4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OdTA S T  SIHBCC CUIFICI'RATIUI SESCRIPTICH ALPHA ELEVOH A l L R W  RUDDER RE-RENCE INFORHATION8I B U O Z i )  MUXR LSUT ZBS 3.0PCT UOACIIOJC -ST B 3 N l l Y 5 ~ 6 V S  -*.Om 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 SREF 9 .0000 SO- FT 
I B U D E I l  U U I R  fSW il3S 3.QPCT YCACIUMC BCUSi BSUlIYJ>SVP -a.0110 11.0011 2U.0011 0 .000 	 LREf 6.0051 FT. ' 
BREF G.OC-J FT. 
XURP 0 . 8575  REFL . 
YHRP O.UOUD FT. 
ZMRP 0.01UO REFL 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE
' MACW 0.160 . 
PAGE 120 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LONGI1. CHARACT, d CONFIG. 33Nl lU5J6V9 AT ALPHA=-4 
I I I I I [ I I f I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 : 1  
SIDE S L l F  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA JET SXMBOL CWFYGUR4 l IW  OESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVCU AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
~ 1 ~ 0 2 1 ~9 YUIR LSYS 238  ?I.OPC$ noAcmnc  BWT a~r t t t i rs rs  -*.no@ rr.ouo 0.0no 0.000 SREF ~ +ODOO  SP. FT 
l A U 0 2 7 J  MCAlR LSYT 2 5 8  3+0PCT WDAC/YYC BOO51 BSUilW1JSVS -4 .000 0.000 20 .000 0 . 000  LREF 6 .0003 FT .  
SREF 6 .0002 FT. 
XURP 0 .8375 REFL 
YURP O.GOO0 FT. 
LWRP O.Ot00 XEFL 
~ CA L E  o.a?~oo SCALEMACH 
FAGE 121 
ELEVBN EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT, OF CONFIG. B3NllW5J6V9 AT ALPHA=-4 
































-it -10 - 0  - 6  - 4  - B  e 4 6 8 1 0  ie 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
CAfA SET SVMB0L Cff lFfCURATICU DESCRIPTICH ALPHA ELEVCU AILROEI RUDOER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IACXOZlJ  ME119 LSYT 256 3 OPCT WDAC/XMC EOMI f l3nt iWS16r9 -4.GIla O.05Cl O.OOI3 I3.000 y l € F  9.00nD SB. FT 
t*CZ%3Zr3 3 .MC&IR C5YT 918 ~:DPCI MO*VWMC 80357 83HllY.(J6Y9 -8.000 DIDDO I0 .000 0.550 LREF 0.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.UOC3 FT. 
XHRP 0.8515 R E F i  
YMRP O.bOD0 FTI 
ZURP D.01OU RE f L  
IUCM a.eba SChiE 0.I3300 SCALE 
PAGE 122 
DATA SET STYSOL 





u c n  
PAGE 123 
SIDESLIF hNSL.E. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA JET srusa CCUF ~GURAT I ~~ ~ s c a t ~ r r t x r  ALPHA ELEVON AXLRON RUOOER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( A U O Z l t  8 "C I IR  LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPtT I(OACIJIJIC EOOS* S3NiZXjJSVP -4.GOll I I .000 0 . 000  0.OIIO SREF P . 0000  $9. F T  
l ICZClE7I  HCAIR LSYT 258  3.VPCT UCAC/WHC 652.91 B3NllWSJ6VS -1.000 0 . 000  80 . 000  0 . 000  LREF 6 .0000 FT.SREF 6 . 0003  $11  
XYRP 0.8575 REFL 
lWR? D,L,300 FT. 
XWRP O.OIO0 REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
SlOE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES : 
01TA' S T  SY1B01 COUFlW'lrZTlM DESCRIPT101 ALPHA ELEIO?I AXLRCU RUODER REFERENCE INFORNATION 
IAUOElI 2 UCAIR LShT 258 3.OPlT ?1CAC/MUG B O M T  S S N l l ~ ~ J S Y S  -4.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 3.0000 SQ. FT 
lAUOZ7.I IICAIR LSUT 258 3.OPCT WDACIIO1C -ST BJ!lllUSJ6VS~ -4.000 0.000 IO.000 0.0OO LREF 6.0500 FT+ 
BREF 6.0OD'1 FT. 
XYRP b.85:3 REFL ' 
YlRP 0.OOOO FT+ 
ZWRP 0.0155 REFL 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALEUACH 0.8CO 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA SET s v n w a  ~ C U F I G U R A T Z ~DESCRIPTICN ALPHA ELEVW AILRW RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lQC7.0341 0 MCAIR LSW 25a 3.0PCl  YDACIHMC WOOST W3N1:USJ6V$ 0 .000 5.000 30.000 0 .000 WREF 6 .000C FT. 
XNRP D.d573 REFL -
YMRP O.Ola00 FT.  
ZUPP 0.0100 REFL 




ELEVCIN EFFECTS ON LCIidGIT. CHARACT. CIF CONFIG. B3NI IW5J6V9 AT ALPHA=O 
1 l l , 1 1 { 1 1 \ [ 1 1 1 , 1 [ [ 1 1 ! 1 t 1 [ { 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 f 1 
S.IDE SLIP ANGLE. BZTA. DEGREES ; 
C1 IA  SET SYHBCC COHFIEVPATIW DESCR IPT IW  ALPHA ELEVOH AILRCH RUDDER REFERENCE XHFORWATICH 
CSFZOZZL g, n c A m  ~ s r rzre n.o~cr worc l nuc  w s r  saw%%ws~svs 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 0.000 SREF e.oooo SO. FT 
1BCZOPeI HCAIR LSW 258 3.0PCT lDAC/ IUC BOOST 83N1iWJ6V9 0.000 0.000 20.080 D.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
reCZOS61 0 UCASR LSW 256 3.0PCT tfDACrH*C BWST BSMZ;U3J6VS 0.000 5.000 30.000 0,000 BREF 6.00C" FT. 
XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YIRP 0.OBDO FT. 
' Z lRP  O.OI00 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEMACH 0.260 
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ELEVaN EFFECTS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. OF CBNFIG. B3NllW5JGV9 AT ALPHA=O 






















-.PI t  -10 - a  - 6  - 4  - E 0 2 4 6 8 
S I D E  S L I P  ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET JVHBM. CW F I G V ~ A T SW  DESCR1PTIW ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
l A U 0 2 2 >  MCAIR LSYT 258 3.0PCT MOAC/MYC -ST 83NllWSJ6Y9 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 , 000  SREF 9.0004 5P. FT 
< *U0 * * 1  WCAIP LSYT 258 J+(IPCT WDAC/WMC %WST sJNl lYSI6Y9 D.000 0 . 000  ZO-DO0 0 .000 LBfF S.OOOf? FT.8 
lACZO34l  MCAfR LJU I  258 3.OPCT WDACIMMC 80091  B3NilW516V9 0 .000 5.000 30 . 000  0 .000 BREF C.OOFU FT. I 
XMRP 0.857s REFL . 
W R P  U.QCO0 FT.  
ZMRP 0 . 0100  REFL 
SCALE OrU300 SCALEU G H  0.368 
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ELEV3W EFFECTS L?N L6NGIT. CHARACT, d CBNFIG. B3NllV5J6V3 AT ALPHA=O 
. I 0  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES--- --. 
DATA P I  SYWBU. CalF:CURATICr( C E S CR I P T I a l  ' ALPHA ELEVOH *ILRQH RUOOER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IACZOZi?) MCAlR LSW258  3.OPCT MDAC/HWC BJOST 8 3H l lUS J SYS  0 . 0 0 0  0.GOO O+OOO 0 . 0 0 0  SREF  9 . 0 0 0 0  SO .  FT8
IACZ* tBI  YCAIR LIYT 258 3.0PCT WPAUWWE 8 0 0 9 7  8 3 N l l Y 5 3 6 Y 9  D.000 0.000 EO.000 0 . 0 0 0  UlEf 6.0OOP FT .  
l ACZD34 l  YCASR LSW 258 3.OPCT UOAC/IIYC -ST B3NI IWJSVS 0.000 5 . 0 0 0  3 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  BREF F . 0 0 0 0  FT .  
XMRP 0 . 8 3 7 5  REFL 
YURP 0.OCBU F l .  
ZHRP O .O I 0 0  REFL 
RACY D.PBD SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
PAGE 129 
.-.< 






























-SZ -10 - a  - -1 - e  n 	 6 8 - 1 0  1 2  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET srma COHFICUIIATICH DEBCRIPTICH ALPHA E L L V ~  AILROH RUOCER REFERENCE INFORNITION 
(AUOWI UCAIR r s n  z s e  a.o~cr euAvanc s a s r  a m i r ~ ~ 6 ~ s  o.ooo o.ooo o.005 $REF s .oonn sa. FTo.000 

(ACZ02@) MCAIK L S W  8 5 8  3.OPCI YOACIHWC BOOST BJNl lUSJ6Y9 OiOOO 0.000 2O.OOLl 0.000 LREF 6.000'1 FT.
8 
I A U O l 4 l  UCAIK LSYT U 8  3.OFCT MDACIYUC 8WST BSH:lUSJ6V$ 0.000 5.005 30.0011 0,000 	 BREF 6.51102 F i .  

XdRP 0.8575 REFL 

YNRP D.CODO FT. 








urn  0.?60 
PAGE 132 










- PAGE 133 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LONGIT, CHARACT. OF M N F I G .  B3NllW5J5V9 AT ALPHA=4 
1 1 1 [ 1 1 1 ,  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1  1 : l l l l l l l 1 r I I l l l l 1 1 1  
l l l l l l l t f l l l i l l t l l i I I  l  i  l  l  !  !  l  !  ~  ~  !  !  
SIDE SLIP AkGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
ZnRP n;o%no REF& 

SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGC 134 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT, OF CONFIG. B3Nf fW5J6V9 AT ALPHA=4 

1 1 1 [ 1 [ 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 [ 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1 ; f 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 [ 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
, , , I f 
SIDE SLlF ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 

DATA ZT SYMBOL CCUFIGURATICU DESCRIPT~CU ALPHA ELCVCU AILRCU RUODER REFERENCE IHFOR*ATION911CZU2SI WChlR LSWT 238 3.OPCT YOAVNWC 6 3 3 5 1  B3Wl IY3lbVV 1.00U G.000 0 .000 0 . 000  SREF 9 . 0000  SO. FT 
I A U O W I  MCAlR L S W  238 3.0PCT MOAC/UMC BOOST B3NSlUSJ6Vs 4 . 000  0 .000 20 . 100  0 0 0 0 0  LREF 6.00011 F f .  
cACZO35, 0 HCAIR L$UT 258 3.OPCT WDAVYYC 800ST B3N:1Y5JSV9 4.000 5.000 3O.OQO 0.000 BREF 6 .0003 FT. 
XNRP 0 .8575 REFL 
YYRP 0.GnOO Fl. 
ZMRP 0 .0800 aEFL 




ELEVSN EFFECTS ON LONGIT.  CHARACT. B 3M11~5~6~9OF CONFIG. AT  ALPHA=4 
. fD  
.ea 
SlOE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DITA SET SYMBOL CCNFlGURAlXOH DESCRZPTfOl ALFUA ELEVMI  AILROW RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
( A U U B ~ )  YCAIR LSW a56 d.noo 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.00oo SB. FT9 ?I.OFCT ~OAC/YUCB M S ~~ ~ H ~ ~ W ~ L ~ V S  
(AUOZS) YCAIR L SY I  ZSS 3.OPCT YDACIYUC BOOST BSNlfUJJ6V9 4.000 D.OO@ 2D.ODO O.OOt? LREF 6.f10011 FT .  
CACZOs51 0 YC&l I l  LSVT a58 3.BFCl YDIClWWC BOOST 83NliWJSV9 a.000 5.ODO 30.0OO 0.000 BREF 6.0001 FT.  
X lRP 0.8Vf5 REFL 
*YAP 0-COO0 FT. 
ZWRP O.Ol0G QEFL 
YICU O.Zb0 - SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
FAGE 136 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3MllW5J6V9 AT  ALPHA=4 
.4D 

,S!DE SLIP AhiG1.E. BETA. GEGREES 
-.-- . - ..-.-
WRPI D.LtD0D FT.  
Z l R P  0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.5300 SCALE 
DATA S T  SINSOL CMFXCURATIa*  DESCRIPTIUd ALPHA ELEVCU AXLRW RUDDER REfERENCE INFQRXATIW 
WRP  0.8175 REFL . 
VYRP 0.JOQO FT. 
ZURP 0.OlOO REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0 300  SCALE 
PAGE. 138 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 

BAT* JET SYMBOL CCUFiCURATlff l  CESCRIPTfffl ALPHA ELEVffl AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
l A U O 2 3 )  
l A U 5 Z S l  
IACZO35> 
@ YCAIR LSY1  2 5 8  3+0?CT HDAUWIIC -ST 83Nl iW1a6V9 

























YMRP 0 .0000 FT. 
ZWRP O+DlOO REFL 
MLCW 0.Z6G SCALE 0.0300 8C I LE  
PAGE 139 
SIDE SLIF ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

D ~ T Anl s ~ u s a  c w r r c u a r r r a r  OEKI(~PTION 
IBUOUJ PICAIR LSYT 2 5 8  ~ . O P C T  MDAC/MUC emsr 0 5N l l v j r 6W 9
lBCZO50, 8 4lChIR LSYT 2 5 8  J.OPCT MCACIHUC EW5T BUlllWSd6Y9 
















9 .000  
REFERENCE t N F aRN h i r o x  
SREF 9.0000 SQ. FT 
LREF B.nOD11 FT.  
BREF 6.0093 FT.  . 
XdRP 0.8575 REFL 
YURP O.GO!tO FT -
ZWRP 0.010G l E F L  
NICH U.260 SCArE O.OS00 SCALE 
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ELEVBN EFFECTS ON LONGIT.  CHARACT. d CBNFIG. B3Nl lW5J6V9  AT ALPHA=6 
I l l f l , l l l , l f t t l f i l \ l l + I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ' ! ! l l ! ! ! ! ? ! r l ! l  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SIMBN- CWFICVRAlSQI OESCRfPTIOH ALPHA ELEVE* AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORSATION 
(CICZOZ4I fIC*IF( LSVT ESB 3.OPCT UOIC/HXC B M S T  E3HIIYS16Y9 6.000 O.OG0 0.G00 D.OD0 SREF 9.00GD $0. FT$( B U O 3 O I  Y U I .  L S S  258 I.OPCT MDACIMWC 8 W S T  B3N$iY5>6VO 6.001) D.OO0 10.1100 0 .000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
L B ~ ' J O I O  11CAIII LSWT 256 3.0PCT UUACIUHC B M S T  B3HiiUSJIVO 6.0110 5 .000 301000 0.000 	 BREF 3.OOnll FT. 
XWRP 01BS7l REFL 
7NRP O.OGC1) FT.  
ZHRP 0.0d00 REFL 
SChLE 0.11301) SCALE
* A M  0.P6G 
PAGE 141  
.7 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3N: 1W5J6Y9 AT ALPHA=6 
.B' 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETW. 'DEGREES . 
O A ~ Awi STMBU. CCUF I~PAT I ' ~~  OESCRIPTI~~.  ALPHA .ELEVON AILRON RUOOER REFERENCE INFORUATfON 
I I C Z O U I  i@CAIEiW  r58 3.OFCT wDACfw*C Boos7 83Nl lUSJ6V3 6.000 0 .000 0 . 000  0 .000 SREF. e .0000 S9. FT9 
IACZtl301 MCAIR LSYT 256  3.OPCT UOAC/MUC 800.57 83Hl IU5J6V9 6 .000 0 . 000  20 . 000  0 . 000  LREF 6 .0000 FT -
<1CZ016> 0 UCAtR LSLn 955 3.OPCI AO*C/WWC BOOST 8 3N I lW J 6VS  6.000 ?.OD0 30 .000 O.OU0 BREF 6100C* FT. ' 
XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP 0.ODO0 FT. 
ZWRP .O.OSOO PEFL 
SCALE 0 .0100 SCALE 
WACn 0.260 
ELEVON EFFECTS W LONGIT, CHARACT, BF CBNFIG. B3NllW5J6V9 AT ALPEfA=6 
1 [ 1 1 1 \ ] , 1 1 [ 1 [ [ 1 , 1 [ \ I I  l : I I I I I I I I I I I I I l l l l 1 1 1 1 ~  
S1DE.SLfF ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
OriTA Y 7  SYHBCC CCUFICURATIPI DESCRIPTIGY ALPHA ELfVON AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( A U D Z l f  U U I R  LSYf 2.58 3-OPCT MACIfiMC BWST 63N1fWlJ6VW 6.005 0.OVG 0.500 0 .00U SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SP. FT 
(ACZD101 WCAIR L9Wl 23s I .OPCT MDACIWMC 6 W S T  B 3 N i l Y S J 6 V S  6 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  2 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  LREf 6 . 0 0 0 5  FT .8 

i1CZO36f M C l l R  L S n  235 3.QPCT *DAC/WMC 80051 63M!IY3J6V9 6 .000  S.OB[I 3 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  	 6RCF 6.0043 FT. 
XdRP 0 1 8 5 7 5  REFL 
YHRP O.Ge00 FT. 
LMRF 0 . 0 1 0 0  REFL 
XICH O.i.60 SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
ELEV(Ili EFFECTS (IN L(lN6;IIT. CHARACT. (IF CONFIG, B3Nll~W5J6Y9AT ALPHAz6 
. . 




DATA S T W+Ba  C W F I G ~ A 7 1 WDESCRIFT~U~ ALPHA ELEVW A I ~ R M I  RUODER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I AUO2 * J  MCAlR L9WT 2 5 s  3.0PCT MOAC/MMC WO9T  BJnlzU.)>SVS 6.000 G.000 0.000 Ll.000 SREF 9.11000 9. FT 
$*CZOJ*> MEAIR L S U I  25s 3.OFCT YDAC lMC  BWST BJH11Y5J6Y9 6.000 0.000 QO.oOO .rl.OOD LREF S.iIOt?O FT. . 
.L ICZOJSJ MCAIR LSUT 858 S.OFC7 MDACIMWC Bm S T  B3NllWSJ6VS 6.000 5.D00 30.000 rl.000 BREF .6.00CO 
hYRP ii .BI?S ::;L L* ' 
YWRP 0.3000 FT. 
ZHRF 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE G.0390 SCALE -r + r& c t i  D.269 . 
I )  * 
i t, . PAGE 144  
>, 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CATA ar srwea 'CCHFICI'RATICU DESCRIPTIQI ALPH~  ELEVCU AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LACZOUL 9 MCAIR LSYT 258 3.GPCT MOAC/#1C =ST BJNl lU5J6VS 6.000 0.000 0,DOO 0.000 SREF 9.0U.O SB. FT  
LAC20302 XCAlR LSWS U S  3.0PCT WPACINWC BWST  83N l fU316V9  6.000 0.OOU 20.000 8.000 LREF 6.0009 FT. 
IACZOSEI 0 MCAIR LSWT 258 3.OPCT YDACIMMC 80097  83N;IUSJ6V9 6.000 5.000 30.000 0.000 BREF Z.OC-d FT. 
XHRP 0.8575 R E f L  
YMRP 0.U000 Fl. 
%YIP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 145 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA S T  S IN801  CCUFIOl'RhTICU OE9'71IFTICU ALPH* ELEVW A l LRW  RUDPER BEFERENCE INFORMATIOH
::Fg$: 9 :$ Ezz z;:::: Eg:;: E:=;::3;j::X $ . W ~ . O O O  0 . 000  0 . 000  SREF *.OD00 SQ. F T::;:: ::%::::;;: :::% :::: :::$: 
0<ACZo3*1 W A I E  LSWr l 5 s  3.OFCT' YCACIMWC 80391.BSN11YS16Y9 
XWRP 0.P575 REFL 
YMRP 0.OOUfl FT. 
ZWRP 0 . 0100  REFL 
9UCU 5.260 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
S!DE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DlTd SET SYMBOL C U I F l r U R + I I W  CESCRIPIIOW ALPHA ELEVCH AILROW RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
18UClS51 KCAIR LSYT 258 3-OPCT HDACIYMC 8 W S T  BSNIlLOJBV9 8.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 54. F T8 
GBUflSl> IICIIR LSYT 255 S.OPC7 llDAC/IOSC 8 W S T  83Nl tW5J6V9 8.005 5.a05 20.OilO 0,000 	 LREF 6.000i l  FT. 
t E C Z S l 7 >  0 UCAIR LSUT 256 3.OFCT &DAC/HHC 60095 83Hl iUSJ6V9 B.000 5.000 30.000 0.000 	 BREF 6.0002 FT. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
TMRP 0.0DOO F t r  
LURP 0.0100 ReFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALEX ICH  O.ZC0 
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-sz -10 - 8  - 6  -I - e  o e 4 6 8 s o  1 2  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET S1WBOL CCUF IWRAT IP I  DESCRIPTICU ALPHA ELEYON AZLRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION 
lBCZOL.5J WCISR LSWI 2 5 8  3.IIPCT MDACIHHC SQ)ST B3N l l Y5J6V9  8.000 G.008 G.000 0.0110 SREF 9.0000 SP. FT8' BUD I S >  WCIIR LSWI  258  3-OPCI  MOACIWMC 8W57 83Nl lU5JSV9 0.DIIO 0.1100 '20.0011 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 

IBCZlI37> MCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT YDACIWWC 8-T BJHl:W5J6V9 8.000 5.1100 30.1100 0.000 BEEF 6.0009 Fr.

"3E :.:IS EFFL
."". -.....--. c .  
ZNRP 0.0100 REFL 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

ALPHA RUDDER QFFERENCE INF(XI!lATION 
8.080 0.000 	 SREF S.DU00 S B .  FT 
8.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
8.000 	 D.000 PREF S.OOIO FT. 
XWRP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP O.OJC0 FT. 
ZYRP 0.0iOG REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALC 
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~ ~ [ [ ~ 1 1 1 ~ l 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 
ELEVShi EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT, OF C6NFIG. B3Nl lU5JSV9 AT ALPHA=8 
1 1 ) ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ~ , [ ~ ~ ,	 ~ 1 ' ~ ~ ~ 
'SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
W T A  SET STUB% ECUFKCURAT101 DESCRLPTICH ALPHI ELEVOH AILROH RUDDER REFERENCE INFORYATION 
IACZOQSJ MCAIR LSYT Z5B 3.GFLT YDAC/MYS 8335i 63Nffrjj6VS 8.0DO 0.OOZ 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SB. FT 
CACZ0315 UC*IR LSUI 5.58 3rOPCt WDACIIWC BOCIST BJHllW16VS B.000 S.000 ZO.OD?t D.ODD LREF 6.0001 FT,.8 

IACZ03rl MCAIR L S W  258 3.OPCT MOACIUYC 80097 BSNllYSJ6V9 8.000 5.000 30.000 0.000 	 BREF 6.0001 FT. 
XdRP 0.85Y5 REfi 
YYRP 0.COOO FT. 
Z8RP D.OlOE SEFL 
YACY 0.2611 
 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE, 

PAGE 151 
SIDE SLIF ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYKBDL CCNRCVRATXaY DESCRIPTlm ALPHA ELEVCU AILRW RUDDER REFERENCE ItlFWHATI0t4 
CICZOZSI KCAIR L S W  258 3.OPCT MDACIMMC BmST BJNllYJJ6V9 8.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF ¶.DO00 So. F T  
(ACZ.31I @ MUIR L S W  25. 3.OPCT HOAClHHC BCOST BJHllY5J6V9 8.0110 0.000 E0.000 0.000 LREP 6.OD.J FT. 
llCZO37I MUIR LSUI i.58 3.OPCT YOACIHWC BMST 83NllYJJSV9 8.000 5.000 30.000 0.000 BRfF 6.0093 FT. 
XURP O.BS75 REFL 

YWRP 0.G000 FT. 

ZHRP 0.0100 PEFL 
MACH 0.7eo , SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 152 . 
SlDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OITA P T  SYMBOL CCHFIGUQATICH ~ESUIIFT~W ' ALPHA ELEVOH AILRCH RUOOER REFERENCE 1NFORYATION 
(~UOPOS WCAIR LSW 23s S.DPCT ~311af~5fsv9 %.OW 0 . o ~  o.oan o.aOD SREF 9.000'4 SQ. FTYDLOU%C 1 ~ 0 9 78
ChCZO l l l  WCAIR LSYT Z5B 3.OPCT HD*C/I*C 80091 8SHllY516~9 8.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.OOOL' Fir 
l A<Z031>  UCAIR L S Y I  7.38 WOACIYUC %US7 8.OOD 3U.000 BREF F . 0O l i ~  FT.3.DFCI BSW l l y 5 Jbv9  5.000 O.DO0 XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP .D.OC30 FT. 
ZnRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
MACH 0.265 
PAGE 153 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DA7A SET 9 Y W 8 a  CQIF IGU'1ATIW OESCSfPTIaY ALPHA ELEYMl AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFQRWATION 
(BCZoZ61 WCAIR L9YT  Z.6 3-OPCT MUAUWHC -ST BU(LlW5J6VS 10.LiOO 0.000 0.000 o.000 SREF 9.0000 Sa. FT8 
IBCZ0321 WCAIR LSYT 258 3.OPCT *DAC/WYC BOOST 83NllU5J6Y9 10.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.ODDf FT. 
BREF 6.0OC1 FT.  
XWRP 0.81?5 REFL 
lWRP 0,UOYD FT. 
lWRP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.260 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
ELEVBN EFFECTS BN LBNGI T. CHARACT. BF CBNF 16. B3Nll W5J6V9 AT ALPHh=l O 
I I l l 1  1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
I l l I 4 l l l i l i t i ~ l t l I l I l t l l ~ l i ~ t t ~ ~ i r 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OhlA BET STUBOL CQ(FICMAT1CH DESCI I IPTIW ALPHA ELEVON A1LRW RUDDER REFERENCE IHFORMATION 
l B U O 2 6 )  9 HCAIO LSUT 256 3.0PCT HDACIXHC 80097 S fX l lUS16V9  10..00 0 .000 0 .000 0.000 SREF 9 .0050 - SB. FT 
IBUOSZI  WCAIR LSU I  258 J.OPCf UDACIYMC 800ST B3Nl lUSJ6V9 10.000 0 .000 ZO.ODL1 0 .000 LREF 6 .0000 FT .  
BREF 6 . 0 0 0 1  FT. 
XXRP 0.8575 REFL 
WRP O.COOO FT.  
ZNRP O.Oi0G SEFL 
l l C X  D.Pb5 SCUE  0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE I55 

.ELEVON EFFECTS ON LONG1 T. CHARACT. OF CONF 16. B3Nl lW5J6Y9 AT ALPHA=lD[ 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 [ 1 [ [ 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 ~ f I l [ [ ~ I I , ~ I i , [ [ ~ [ [ ~ [ [ [ ~ ~ [ ~ [ [  
I l ! l l l l l l l l l l l i i l i l l l l l l l i l l l l l l l l l l ! l ! ~ 1 ! 1 ! !1 1  
S IDE  S L I P  ANGLE. BE7'A.  DEGREES 
SIWBO- CQIPIGUQATIW O E S C R I F I I W  ALPHA RUCCER 
WCr\IR L S W  258 3-OPCT UCAC/MWC BOOST 63NllY5JSV9 10.000 0 . 0 0 0  

UCAIR L S W  238 3.0PCT WOAVWWC BOOST SIN1LY5J6V9 10.000 0 . 0 0 0  

PAGE 156 
ELEVBN EFFECTS BN LBNGIT. CHARACT. flF CBNFIG. B3N11W5J6V9 AT ALPHA=IO 
t i i i i i i i i i i i l i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 8 i i i i ! i ! i i !l i i l  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA S T  SIYBIX. CQIFfCURATIffl DEJCRIPTIOI ALPHA ELEVON AfLRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION8IACZOZSI YCAIR LSUT 2 5 6  3.0PCT WDAOHNC BJOSl' B3NllW5J6Y9 1Q.000 0.1100 0 .000 0 .000 SREF S.0000 Se. FT  
IACLP3.Z) Y U I R  ISWT 2 5 5  3-OPCT HDACIWXC 80097 63Hl lYSJSY9 10.050 D.5Oa 20 .005 8 .000 LREF 6.00OU FT. 
. BREF C.OO%J FT.  
XlPP 0.8571 REFL 
IKIP 0 . DEW  FT. 
ZWRP 0 .0100 l E F L  
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 157 
ELEVON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3N: 1W5J6V9 AT ALPHA=] 0 
I I 1 1 1 1 I I I I II l l i l 1 ; l l l l l l l l l l l l i l l11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
-15 - 0  - c  - 4  - 2 a z 4 

SIDE SL IP  ANGL.E. BETA. DEGREES 

CCUFIWRITSCU DESCRZPTtOH ALFHI ELEVQI AlLriW REFERENCE INFORHATION 
UCAIR LSYI 256 3.DPCT YDACIURC BCaST SREF %.OD00 S9. FT 
Y U I R  LSYT 238 3.OPCT YOACfWIIE 800ST LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.000'. F T .  
XURP 0.8513 REFL 

YYRP OIDOJD FT. 

Z*RP O.D*DD RLFL 

SCALE O.03DO SCALE 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
8 ALPHA ELEVON A I L RW  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION LAC t026>  NCAZR L S W  258 3.OPCT UOAC/WUC W S T  B3NllU5JSVS 10.OOU 0.090 0.000 0.1100 SREF 9.0080 SQ. FY CAT* JET SIWBW CCNFZWR~TIW DESCRIPTION 
CACZO3ilJ MCblR LSUT 258 3.OPCI. UO*CIWMC 80097  B3NflUSJSV9 10.000 0.000 20.000 11.000 LREF 6.110011 FT. 
BREF '.OORJ FT. 
XnRP 0.8575 REFL 
l YRP  0.0000 FT. 
ZNIP 0.nloO aEFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
W4CH 0.OQG 
PAGE 159 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES ' 
DATA SET SYYWX CfflPlC'IEATIffl  CESCRIPTICU ALPHA E L EW  AfLRff l  RVCEER REFEREHCE f H F ~WA T I f f l  
t rCZO i . 6 ) - WCAXR LSYT 25s 3.OPCT UCACIIIIIC W S T  W3N21WSJSV9 10.000 0.000 (1.000 0.000 €REF' 9.0000 SQ. F Tii) 
 3.OPC.T WDACIMMC &30ST B1Nl lY5J6V9 20.000 0.000 20.000 0.000. LREF 6.0000 FT..LACZ9.2) "CAI. LSYT 858 r 
RREF S.OCI0 
F1.
::;+ . .xnap o.ekt75 
INRP ~0.OGEO 
a,. 
ZCRP O.OI(15 REF& 
SCALP 0.0300 SCALE 
rWACH O.!36G 
, 'PAGE 160 
I 
S!DE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
C1TA Y T  SYIIBe- CECHFZGU~ATICU DESCRIPTXW ALPMA ELEVCU A I l R O n  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 B C L O Z l I  UCAIR LSYT L 5 B  3-OPCT MDACIMWC B W S T  8 3 N l i W S J b Y 9  -4.000 0.000 0.0DO D.000 SREF 9 .0000  SO. F T8 
l B C Z O 4 5 J  WCAIR LSUf 2 5 6  3.OPCT MOACIUMC BOOST B 3 N t t U 5 J 6 V S  -4.DOO 0.000 0.000 10.900 	 LREF 6.DOOC FT. . 
l E C Z 0 5 l J  0 U C A i R  LSW 258 3.0FCT MOhCIMWC B W S T  8 3 M i i Y 5 J S Y 9  -4.00~7 0 .000  (1.OOU 20 .000  	 BREF S.OOPd FT. 
XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
lMRP 0.0038 F i r  
ZMRP 0.0500 H E F L  
SCALE 0.03OO SCALEU C H  0.26U 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA S T S7MBQ 
l B U S S % f  
lBUO.15> @
l S U O S 1 l  
COUFfCURATIOU CESC!iXPTIOH 
UUSR  LSYT 258 S-OPCT WUACIWMC EmST B3HilW3J6V9 
WCAIR L S W  258  I -OFCT WOACIWWC BMST  BSHllYSJSY9 










0 . 000  
0 . 000  
0.000 
RUODER 




SREF 9 . 0000  SO. FT  
LREF 6.00.0 FT.
BREF . 6.00P8 ST. 







WCU  0.26Y SCALE 0.0SOQ SCALE 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. EETA. DEGREES 
O A ~ A~1SYWB@- CCUFICUSATIOH DESCRIPTIOI ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFEREKCE XNFORXATfON 
18511121) M U I R  LSYT 258 3.OPCT IIDAVXMC BCX)DT B3Ni IY53SV9 -4.000 0.UOO 0.000 0.000 SREF $.DO00 SR. F T  
'SCZO45l YCAIR L S W  258 3.OPCT MDACIIIMC BOOST B3NIIYSJ6V'J -4.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 LR51 b.DDO0 FT.8 

lBCZD51> YCAIR LSWT 25s 3.OPCT IDAUWMC BCWST 83Nl lY53SYS -1.DL1D D.000 ff.000 ZO.OOD 	 %REF F.0DBh FT. 
XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP 0.0001 FT. 
ZMRP 0.OlOD REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALEMAC# 0.260 
YAWING HaMEY7 COEFFICIENT. CYN [BODY AXIS3 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
EAT* SET SVM8LX CEHFIC'JUATIQH OESCRIPTIO( ALPHA RUDDER RUDRF, RUORS REFERENCE IKFOR~ATZON 
<BUO.Zl  
(SCZOICJ 
YCAIR LSWT 258  3.OPCT 
WCIIR LSYT 25B 3.OPCT 
MDACfUllC BOOST B3NlfW516VS 








9 . 0000  
6.QOCO 




18.000 0 .000 XMRP 0 .8575 REFL 
VXRP O.OGDO FT -
ZURP .O.OlOO REFL 
WACU 0.260 SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DhTI X T  STUB- CCNFIGURATICN DESCRIFTZCN ALPHA RUDDER RUDR6 RUDRB REFEREND IHFORUATIQH 
:~ZZZ:e :%::i: ~ ~ : ~ ~ :, ~ : ~ ~ ~s E F  SQ.2: kg= zg::: ::gjz g:~ 9.0000 FT::gz:$: 8 ::: :$ z:: ::::::i;::;::: %::3::E 20.000 LREF 6.0000 FT.
B R ~ F  G 1
iO.OoO 0.000 X*RP 0.8$15 REFL 
ruff$ O.COOO FT. 
ZIUP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.ZaC SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
WlCH 
PAGE 167 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS1 
CAT& YT S~WBU. 	 ALFHA RUDDER RUDR6 RUDRB REFERENCE INFORNATION CCWF1GURATICW OESCRIFTIW 
LBffltel UCAIR LSYT 258 3.OPCT UDACIYUC B C W T  83NIIySJ6Y9 U.000 U.000 SREF 9.0000 SP. FT 
:;g;;f; 8 UCAIR LSYT 218 3.OPCT::;: LREF 6.ODOD FT.
HDACIWYC BOOST B3NlIUSJGVL) 
y;;g;:;~3;:;; 0.000 iD.000
y;; 20.DOO 
CBCLO.61 23: ::;;:;:;::;% ECA:; BREF 
 6.000E FT. 

iD.000 0.000 	 XMRP 0.8675 REFL 

YNRP 0.OUBB FT. 

ZMRP O.O$OO REFL 







RUDGEH EFFECTS ON LATERAL CHARACT. BF CBNFIG. B3&11#5J6V9AT ALPHA=4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
5A1A S T  SYNE1. Ca(FIGt*RATIa( DESCRiFTICN ALPRA RUDCER RUCRD RUDRl SEFERENCE INFORMATION 
$REF 9.0000 94. FT8 LREF 6.0000 FT. LB'GS53, XChIP LSWT 258 3.OPCT RDAC/)INC 80037 83NllWSJ6V9 4.000 2O.OUO BREF 5.OGCO FT-:%% 52 :$: k% g:: ::L2 :2:$!:: 2% :::::0:25 2: 2:E 
IBCZ073> YCdXR LSYT 258 3.0PCT MD1IC/UMC S W S T  BSNilU5JBVS 4.000 10.000 0.000 	 XRRP 0.8575 REFL 
VRRP O.OGCO FT. 
ZYRP 0.0100 REFL 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
8 
ALPHA RUDOER RUDR6 RUORB REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SEEF 9.ODOD SO. FIOATA SET S r Y B U  CDIFIGL'RATIW DESrR IPT lD I  tBCZ523> WCAIR &JUT 25s 3.0PCT YDAC/(IIC BODST B3Nl lU5JSY3 *.OOD 0.OOD CREF 6 .0007 FT.
<BCS.47> MCAIR L S W  216 I.OPCT YDAC/NYC BOOST B3N11Y5J6YP 4 .000 10 . 000  89EF i.OG?O FT. 
l 0 . 000  0 .000 XWRP O.PS15 REFL 
WRP  0.0DGD FT. 
0 .0105 9EFL 
0.0300 SCALE 
I I ICH 0.160 
".".-
PAGE 171 
YAW!NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN [BODY AX I S 1  
SCALE 0.03@0 SCALE 
IUCH o:asa 
PAGE 172 
RUDDER EFFECTS ON LATERAL CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3R11WSJ6Y9 AT ALPHA=6 
1 0  I0 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
WTA S T  SVYBR  CMFfCL1RITIOH DESCRIPTICH ALPHA RUDDER RUDRb RUDR8 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
& W U O U 1  WCAIU LSYT 258 S.OPC1 UU lC lW lC  SWST  83Hi lW536V9 6.000 O.DOO SREF 9.OOOO 58. FT 
IWCZO18> .CAI. LSYT 298  3.GPCT HDAC/YYC B M 9 T  89Nl lU5J6V9 6.000 10.000 LREF 6.0000 FT.8 
CWCZOJO MU l U  LSWT 255  3.GPCT YDkCIWC BOMT  83Xl fY536V9 S.OOD E0.005 lREF  G.OC“G FT. 
IBSZOT1) WCl IR LSYT m8 5.OPCI WDlCIYYC 80097  W3NllW5.16V9 6.000 1D.DOO O.DOG XHRP 0.5575 REFL8 
YYRP o.aDoa ST. 
ZNRP 0 .0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
ucn  0.961: 
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SIRE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CWFICU'(ATSa4 CESCRIFTICH ALFHA RUDDER 
MCAIR L J W  258 3.0?CT MDAC/#UC 
WU IR  LSUT 258 D.D?CT WDAC/YWC 




WCltR L SU I  258 3.OPCT WDACIYWC 6.000 
OrC6D 
SIDE SL lP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
E I 7 A  SET 91YBO- CmF ICU9 r l T IW  EESC=IPTIOW... ... . ~..~ ~ - .--. 
CScnt~f g--9lCAZE L S W  258 3.OPCT MDAC/WYC BOOST 6 3 N l l V S J 6 M  
18UO48J UCAIR LSYT 256 3.OPCT WOAC/UYC 8 0 0 9 1  83NI lYSJSV3 
lBCZO51f IICASR LSYT 258 3.OPCT YDACIYWC 80097  83N i i l R$6V3  















SREF 9.0000 SQ. FT 
LREF 6.000C FT. 
BREF C.0022 FT.55; :.,;: RSFL
."". -.""--. ,.
ZURP 0.0100 SEFL 
W lOl 0.260 
SCaLE 0.0300 SCALE 
YAWZNG MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CYN (BODY AXIS1 
DATA S T  SYWEW CCNFIGLRATICN DES:RI?TfCH ALPHA RUCOER RUDR6 RUDRB' PEFERENCE INFORWATION 
::E:%:

















ZURP O.Oi00 REFL 
SAW  0.26U SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 176 
-- -
N O ~ ~ V W B O ~ N I  ~ ~ 3 ~ 3 3 ~ saons asoona v n d i v  W I l d1 ) 13S00  H311V#R'rIdW> 'X)UHAS 130 11VO3 e a u n a  
5338930 'V138 '379NV dI7S 301s 






























8=VHdlV 1V 6h9PSRIfME8 '9IJNQ3 30 '13VWH31Vtl31V1 NO 5133333 MOOfla 
*bCH 0.I60 
PAGE 1'78 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA ?IET SYMBOL CCNFICUSATIW O E S C I I ~ T I E H  ALPHA RIJDDER RUDRS RUDRB REFEREkCE INFORHATION 
SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SP. FT 
LREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
BRCF h.?OOL ST.  
iO .UO0 O . 0 0 0  	 X l R P  D . 8 1 7 5  REFL 
YYRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
ZYRP 0.DlOU RZFL 
YIOt 0.m SCALE O.(tlDO SCI\LE 
PAGE 179 

YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN [BODY AXIS) 












59 .  FT 
FT. 
Ft. 
8.000 XWRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP O.GED0 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.OIOO SCALE 
SIDE SL I P ANGL.E. BETA, DEGREES 
S W B G  CCUTICURATIQI OESCRIPTIQI ALPHA RUCOER RUDR6 REFERENCE INFORIATlON 
UCAZR LSU7 258 3.ORCT UaAC/YIIC 1 0 . B O ~  0.mv $REF 9.CODO S B .  F T8 n c r r a  rsvr 25s s . o ~ c r  HDAC/MMC 80097 10.400 1 0 . 0 0 0  LREF 6.UOG0 FT. 
20.000 20 .000 	 BREF 6.00CO FT.  
1 0 . 0 0 0  	 10 .000 XWRP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP O.*COO FT.  
ZHRP 0 .0100 REFL 
SCALE C.O300 SCALE 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CAT4 JET SYHBCi, CfflFLbUPATIfflDESCRIPTIffl ALPHA RUDDER RUORB RUDRB FEFEREHCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.OOOO SO. FT 
6.OOOn:z:,"::I :: z::E:::%:::::; :;:::; 	 LREF FT.9 :2E : :Z:: %:I2 
20.000 	 F.UOCQ::z£Xzzi 8 :I::: kg%& g5 : : ~ m ~PlEi:lG: yam;zg!::3ij::: :g:iYE; 	 BREF FT. . 
;D.aoo o.ana 	 XWRP I I .BSTS REFL 
VMRP O.OE2D FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 UEFL 
WCU 5.360 SCALE 0.03512 SCALE 
PAGE 182 
SIDE. SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S€T SIKSOC CUIF2CLRAnQ;r DESLQfPTIOf ALPHA RUDOER RUDRS RVDRB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  $0. FT:FS::: 54 :Z;2 ::Z $:",:Z:: i:Z:Z::;::%E;Z: l E:E ,:% LREF 6.0001 F T .  
f 8 Q O f 6 )  *CAIR LSVr  25s 3.OPCT WOACIMHC 8 0 0 9 7  83Nl lUS16V9 10.000 80.000 BREF O.OWd0 F T .8 
lBCZ016J UCAIO L S Y I  258 3.0PCT HDACIMMC B W S T  93Nl lYSJ6V9 10 .000 tLI.DOQ 0.080 	 XWRP O.CS75 REFL 
Y Y P P  D . 0 0 0 0  FT....... ..--
zunp o .oro0 R E F ~  
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
P-AGE 183 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BDDY AXIS) 

OATA Y T  SrWBOL COHFIOL(lAf:O( OESCIIPTlPI ALPHA RUDDER RUDRS RUDRB REFERENCE INFORNATION 
8 :Z:E kZ Zg ::E: :WEE::$ E:E$::Z:Z8 :I:;y& g:: :EiW::: 800300: E3~::EM:~~~::A?:: :ZZZ::gEKZl::; 1:;: :::%C:wJg SREF S.DOOO SQ. FT LREF 6.OOO'l FT. Z 0 . 0 0 0  B3EF b.UOZt0 F T .  
1 0 . 0 0 8  	 0 . 0 0 0  XXRP o.e'i7S REFL 
Y IRP O.DO0U FT. 
ZNRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  3 E F L  
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE ' 
*CH 0 . 2 6 0  































-0.212 -10 - 8  - 6  - 4  - 2  o 2 4 6 	 8 1 0  12 
SIDE SL!P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OATS YTSYWRGL C T Z I F ~ ' ~ ~ A T L O HOESCQIPSIOI ALPHA ELEVOH AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
l B C Z O E I >  MCAIR L S W  2 5 8  3.OPCT UDAUMNC BOOST 8 3 H l l Y S J 6 V 9  - 4 . 0 4 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  SREF  9 . 0 0 0 0  SQ. FT8
ISEL.I .3  HCAIE  L 9 n  23s 3.ClFCr M O K n e t C  S 3 l I i i U 5 l s V 9  -4 .000  0 . 0 0 0  0 .000  l O . 0 0 0  	 LRSF  6.OGO*J FT. 
ISCZO511 WCAlR LSYT 258 3.OPCf UUACIMMC 8 0 0 9 7  B J n l i M J 6 V 9  "4 .003  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  2 0 . 0 0 0  	 BPEF C.OOCJ FT. 
X l R P  V.S57$ REFL 
YWRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
ZHRP 0.OIDO XEFL 
NACH 0 . 8 6 0  SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
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RUDDER EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONF IG. B3Nl lY5JEV9 AT A L P H A 4  

1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1  1 1 1 , f 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 [ 1 1 I . 1 I I I I  
I l l l l l l l l l i l l l i l i l l I l l l l l l l l l l ! l l t l l l l l l l l t l l t l  
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

ZMIP 0.0100 REFL 
SCILE 0,0300 SCALE 
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RUDDER EFFECTS 8N LBNGIT. CHARACT. 8F CL1NFIG. B3N1IW5J6V9 AT ALPHA=-I1 1  1 1 1  1 1  1 1  1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 , 1 , 1 1  l l . l l , l l l l I I I , , I I I I I ~ l ~ ~  
I l l l t l l l l l l l l i l l t i l l l l 
SIDE SLIF ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
0hTA SET SYMBCi. CONFICURATtQl OESCRIPTICN ALPHA ELEVCU AILROH RUDDER REFERENCE INFORM*TION 
fACZO2 l l  H U I R  LSYT 238 3.0PCT *DAC/YMC -1 B3NlZY536VQ -l.OOO 0.000 0.000 5.000 SREF 9.U500 SP. F T  
f A U O I S 1  PICAIR L*Ul 2 5 8  3.OPCT YDAVMMC PD39T 8 3 N l l M 1 6 V 9  -4.000 0.000 0.000 lO.OOD LREF 6.0000 PT. 
fACZO511 PlCAlR LSWT 256  3.OPTT MDACIYWC BWST  B3M:lY5J6V9 -4.000 0.000 0.000 20.000 BREP s.00.J FT. 
x n w  0.8575 REFL 
YYRP o.naoa FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0 i 0 0  PEFL 
MACH 0.r6a SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 187 
RUDDER EFFECTS ON LGNGIT. CHARACT. BF CBNFIG. B3NllW5J6V9 AT ALPHA=-4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA ST 	SIYBOL C~YFICURATIOY DESCRIPTICN ALPHA RUCOER REFERENCE INFORYATXON 
SREF 9 . 0 0 5 0  SQ. F T  
L R E F  6.5000 F T .  
20 .00D 	 BREF C.000* FT .  
XYRP 0.8576 REFL 
YHRP Q.DC00 FT. 
ZYRP B.O%OO REFL 
SCALE O.030S SChLE 
0 . 0 0 01 5  
PAGE 188 
RACT. OF CONFIG. B3NIiW5J6V9 AT A L P H A 4  
1 , 1 1 ~ [ , , , 1 , 1 , 1 ) 1 1 1 , , 1 , , , ( ~ , 1 ) 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

QATA S T  SrMEoL C W F I W R A T ! W  OESCRIPTIW ALPHA ELEVCU AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION . 
t 4 U D t S l  MCAIR LSWT 258 S-IIPCT WCACIWMC S W T  B3NttY536~9 -4 .500 0.000 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 5  SREF 3 .0000 Sa .  F T  
'ACS045> UCAI* L S W  25d 3rOPCT WDACIIIUC W S T  81NllWSJ6Y9 -4 ,000 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 0  LREP 6.0009 FT.8 
I A L T O S I I  W U I R  LSWT 2 5 8  3-OPCT WOACIWMC BOOST 8 3 N l l U ~ J 6 Y 9  -4.000 D.000 5 .000 2 5 . 0 0 0  	 8REF 0 .00ZU FT. . 
XMRP 0.P57S REFL 
7WRP 0 .0003 FT. 
LMRP O.01DO REFL 
MkCH O.ZS0 SCALE 	 0,OSDO SCALE 
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S I D E  SL!P ANGLE. BETA.  DEGREES 
DATA JET JIMBQ CC * F I t t l E A T IW  D E S ~ I P T I O N  ALPHA ELEVCU A I L I ON  RUDCEP. SEFERENCE IMFCUMATION 
<ACZOZ%B 3 IICIIR LW 258 S.OPCT MDAWIII(C 8 0 3 5 7  BSW~%USCIISV?I -~.OOD O.OOO O.OOD o.eoo ncf e .oooo  se. rr 
I ~ L S D ~ S I  MCAIR LSYT n s  3.o~-CT norcmc BWST s m r l l u s t G v 9  -4 .noo  o.ooo o.ooo io.oos LREF G.OOOD FT. 
d 1 3 0 5 1 1  0 UCAII1 LSYT 2 5 8  3.OFCT WDACIMUC 8mST  83NI lYSJGV9 -4.000 0.01121 0.000 20.000 WEF 5,DCCO F T -
XIlPP O.BS75 REEL . 
IMRP  O.OOJO FT. 
ZWRP 0 .0100  REFL  
SCALE 0.DSOD SCALE 
WAC* O.Z6@ 
PAGE 190 
SL I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
ALP^ ELEVON AILRON RUOCER 
83N1iY516V9 -4.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SSN11YfJ6Y9 -4.000 0.000 0.000 10.0on 

B3NllY3J6V9 -4.000 0.000 0.000 
 20.000 

..--SLIP ANGL E. DEM. DEGREES 
DATA 8 1  SYMBOL CCUF1CURATXCN DESCRIPTICN ALPNA RUDCER RUDRS REPEREHCE ZNVORWlTfON 
CBCZO221 
I B U D L S J  
CBUOSt l 













YMRP 0.6000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE. 
PAGE 192 
RUDDER EFFECTS BN LBNGIT. CHARACT. BF CBNFIG. B3Nl lV5JEV9 AT ALPHA=O 
l l l , l I 1 , l [ l I l l  1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l ' 1  
I l l l i l l l l l l l l l l l : l I l l  t l l l l l l l l l i l l l l l i l ! ! ! ! ! ! !I 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

SCALE 0.11300 SCALE 

PAGE 193 


























-12 -LO - 8  - 6  - 1  - e  0 4 6 10 $2 
SIDE SLtP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DbTA SET STUBOC COIFICU4ATlOH DESCRIPTlCH ALPHA RUDDER RUDRS RUORB ZEFERENCE fNFORMbTION 
SREF 9.0000 So. FT::z:::::$3 ::: : :::::;:::5:::::2::z::z:::: ::::: LREF 6.0000 FT.
:;; 8 :g;; :$ ;:::;:;; ;;::I:::E;: iI;;:y3;:;; ;:a;; .?O.OOO BREF F.009, FT. 
iO.oSi? O+lOl 	XXRP 0.8375 REFL 
YWRP 0.OCZI FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 SEFL 
men 0.f6D SCALE 0.030s SCALE 

RUDDER EFFECTS BN LBNGIT.  CHARACT. BF CBNFIG. B3Nl lW5J6V9 AT ALPHA=O [ l \ l l , i l l l l l [ , , l l i f l l l l t l . i , , i [ , l l t [ l t f $ l t l [	 t l l 

I i l I l l I I I I i l I I I 1 ~ 1 I I 1 i J i I I I I l I ! I 1 I l l l I I I I I I i I t I  
S1OE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA Y T  SYSBFC CCUFIWRATICU OESCRIPTICU ALPHA RUDDER RUORS RUDR6 REFERENCE INFORWATION 
lACZOZE1 HCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  3.0PCT WOAC/WC B W S T  B3Nl lY5J6VS 0 .000 0.00D SREF 9 .0000 5Q. F T9IACZIId6) WCIIR t9YT 23. 3,OPCT HDAt!HI(C B W T  B3Nl lY5J6YS @.DOIT iO.ODO 	 LREF 6.0003 FT. 
BREF 5 .0050 FT. 
lO .000 0 . 0 0 0  	 XHRP 0 .6575 REFL 
YHRP D.OtDO FT. 
ZWRP O.D%00 REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALEWACH 0,260 
PAGE 195 

RUDDER EFFECTS ON LBNGIT,  CHARACT. d CONFIG. B3N!lW5J6V9 AT ALPHA=O 
1 , , 1 , 1 , [ 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 1 [ I I I [ I I I : I l , { l l  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 

CAT*. S T  9 1 U B a  CCUFICURATIW OESCRIPTICU ALPHA RUDDER RUDRS RWRS  PEFERENCE 1NFODNAIIOJl 
SREF 9.0000 SP. FT 

LREF S.OOQO FT. 

BREF 6.OOOC FT. 

~O.OOQ o.oon XURP o.asrs REFL 

7HRP 0.0000 FT. 

LWRP 0.01DO PEFL 

SCALE o.oaoo SCALEMACH 11.266 
PAGE 196 

SlDE SLiP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
ZWXP 0 . 0 i O D  REFL 
SCbLE 0.0300 SCkLE 
PAGE 197 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SChLE 0.0500 SCALE 
MACH 0.260 
.E, BETA. DEGREES 
ALPHA RUDDER RUDR6 REFERENCE INFORYATIOII 
SREF 9.OOOO SO. F T  
LREF 6.OOCD FT.  
bREF 6.0000 FT .  . 
XMRP 0.2575 REFL 
YWRF 0.0050 FT. 
ZNRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
RUDDER EFFECTS BN LBNGIT. CHARACT. BF CBNFIG. B3RllV5J6V9 AT ALPHA=4 

f , I I I I I , [ , ,  
SIDE SLIP ANG1.E. BETA. DEGREES 
DHA ET S~YBQ CQIFKSURATIW OESCRIPTIC~ . . ALPHA RUDDER RUDRB RUDRB RLFERENCE INFORWATIOH
::T;E::, 2f5 HCAlR LSYT 258.3.OPCT MDAClYWC -ST 83NllU116Vt 4.000 0 .000 SREF 0 .0000 FQ. f YCAIR LSYT 258 S.0PCT MDAC/WYC: ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~E;:EI$g::'::f $::kz.S::I:: BOOST 83Y11WSJSVS:$:$:! 4.0110 20 . 000 .  r UIEF SsOOCO FT,. 20.0IIO . BRLF 6.00Cm El. 
20.0110 0.000 LYRP G.8575 RECL 
YMRP 0.JOOO FT. 
ZYBP 0.02Dfl ' REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
.8 
RUDDER EFFECTS bN LBNGIT, CHARACT, OF CBNFIG. B3NllY5J6V9 AT ALPHA=4 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA llCT SIUBOC COHFICUSATION DESCRIPTION ALPUA RUOOER RUDR6 RUM8  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$REF 9 .0000 SO. F T  
(ACZO53I 
i *CZOI 1 )  8 KCAIR LSYf  258 3.OPCT YOAC/HUC BOOST B3NllYJJ6VS XCAlR LSUf 258 3.OPCf KDACIKWC BOOST 83HI iW5J6Y9 4.005 4.000 20.000 101000  . 0 . 0 0 0  LREF %REF XMRP . 6.0000 6.50OL 0 .8575 FT. FT. REFL 
YMRP 0.0010 FT .  
ZURP O.Or0D REFL 
YdCU 0.26G SCALE .0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 201 
RUDDER EFFECTS B N  LONGIT.  CHARACT. B F  CBNFIG.  B3Nl lW5J6V9 A T  ALPHA=4 
I E  4 0  - 1 1  - 6  - 4  - 2  0 2 4 6 10 12 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SVII~EL CWFI~#?ATI~ DES~IPTIM ALF.H& RUDDER R W R 6  RUCRa 3EFEffENCE INFbRUdllON 
<ACZOIJ I  HEAIR LSYT 2 5 6  3.OPCT MDACIY(IC 8 0 0 9 5  B3Hl lU5JSVS 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SO. F T  
lACZD41) WCA111 LSYT a58 J.OPCT HOACIWIIC BOOST B3Hl lYSJ6YS 4.000 10.000 LREF 6.000P FT. 
I A U O f J l  WCAlR L S W  258 3.OFCT WDACIMUC BOOST 83NI lY5J6YS 4.000 20.1100 	 BREF E.OOE7 FT. 
88 
IACZO731 YCAfR LSYT IS6 3.OPCT YDACIUNC 8 0 3 5 1  BSNl lY5J6VS 4.000 10 .004 0.OOO 	 XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP 0.30tD FT. 
ZHRF 0 .0 lnD REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEU C H  5.260 
.40 
RUDDER EFFECTS ON LUNGIT. CHARACT. 8 CONFIG. 03NllW5JSV9 AT  ALPHk4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. SETA. DEGREES 
O ~ T ASET SYMBOC COIFICI'RATIOH OESCRIPTICU ALPHA RUDDER RUOR6  EUCRS REFERENCE INFORWITION 
SREF 9.DODO SQ. F T  
LREF 6 . 0 0 0 7  FT .  
BREF G.OGZ0 f i r  
t 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  XURP Q.0575  REFL 
YYRP O.OUO0  FT. 
ZHRP D . 0 1 0 0  REFL 




. PAGE 2C4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SIHBm CL*(FIGIIRITIDPI DESCRIPTtCU 
lrCZOZ3I ICAfR LSUT 258 3.OPCT YDAC/IUIC 80aST BJNliW3J6V9 
(ACZO1II iif WCbIR LSWT 258 3.OPCT WOAClk4C 6DOSf 83HllY5J6Y9 
IlCZ05X1 8 UCAIR LS!dl 258 3.OPCT WCAC/WMC BOOST B3KllW516V9 















SREF 9.5000 SQ. FT 
LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.001.0 F1. 
lHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YXRP 'O.ilCBO F i r  
ZYRP 0.0100 REFL 
UACH o.eec SCALE 10.0300 SCALE 
. 



















rl2 z 0.. 
€-t 






0 2 4 6 S 1 0  22 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA Y T  SYY8Q CWFIGJRATICH DESLIIPTI'JN ALPHA RUDDER RUDR6 RUORB REFERENCE INFOEMATION 
WCAIR LSUT 258 3.OFCT UDAC-IWUC BOOST 8 3 ~ l l Y 5 i 6 ~ 9  6 . 0 00  0 .000  $REF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SQ- F r::gg::: YEIIR LSYT 258 3.OPCT WDIWYYC::: ~ ~ ~ ~ $ : : ~i:g:z:%:8 ::I: 
 ::$::: 5::k:z 
 80053 BONiZWS16V9 =.OD0 10.DOG LREF 6.0OrO F T .  g:: z".ooo 10 . 0 00  0 .000  XUXR E.Gh30 FT.DREF 0.5575  REFL 
YHRP 0.ODUD FT. 
ZNRP 0.0100  REPL* 
SCALE 0 . 0 305  SCALESICS 0.260 
PAGE 206 
.05 
RUDDER EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT, BF CBNFIG. B3Kl lV5J6V9 AT ALPHA=6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
WarA SET S11XBW CCUFIGURAIICU DESCRIPTfCU ALfHA RUDDER ROOR6 RUDRS REFERENCE INFORHATtON 5;18CZO24)  HCAIR LSUT 258 3.OFCT UDAClUnC 6COST B 3 N l l U S J 6 V 9  6.000 OIOGO BREF 9 .0000  5 0 .  F T  
1 8 C Z 0 4 8 1  YCAIR LSWT 2 5 8  3.0PCT WDAClMWC BOOS1 B 3 N l l Y S J 6 V 9  6.000 1 0 i 0 0 0  LREF 6.QOQQ FT,
lBW(l l r l>  *FAIR LSYI 258 3.OFCT YOACIUIIC BDOST 0 3 N > l S J 6 V $  6.005 2D.UQO BREF 6 .0080  FT.8 
fBCZ074> UCAlR LSUT 256 3 .0PCI  WOACIWWC BOOST 0 3 N f l ~ J 6 Y 9  6.000 10.GOU 0 .000  	 XHRP 0 .8575  R E F L  
YHRP o.uSD0 FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0 IOU R E F L  
WACS 0.1160 	 SCALE 0.03DD SCALE 
PAGE 207 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
C-TI Y T  SY*SOC CO(FIGURAT1CS DESCRlPTIW ' ALPHA RUDDER .RUDE6 RUDE8 REFERENCE INFORHATION , 
SREF 9.0000 Sa. FT 
LeEF 6.0003 FT. 
BBEF 6.0003 FT. 
1G+000 0.000 	 XURP 0.8975 REFL 
IURP 0.GC00 FT.. 
ZHRP O.OtOG XEFL ' 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 208 
--- 
RUDDER EFFECTS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. OF CBNFIG. B3Nl!Y5J5V9 AT ALPHA=6 
-12 -10' - a  - 6  - 1  - e  0 2 4 6 10 re 
S I D E  S L I P  ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA r(T 5XU6tC Ci*IFICUE&TIW OEI ICRIPTIW ALPHA RUDDER RUDRS RUDRB REFERENCE INFORHAT1ON 
::2$%:
;$: 8 :%:E E ::%::!EZE: Eg:EE:J:g$8 :g ::-;g: :::A:; :;:I:::~2;;; ;::~;JE 




6 . 0 010  FT.  
lD .005  5 . 0 00  6.6700 FT.0.8375 REFL 
IHRD G.GGO0 FT. 
Z3RP 0.OIOO REFL 
' SCALE 0 . 0 300  SCALEIhCH U.260 
PAGE 209 
S IDE  SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
EATA Y T  STYBrY  CCIIFIGJRATICU DESZRIFT ISH 
I I C X O i l r I  8 MCAlR LSUT 258 3.OPCT MDACIYHC BOOST B3H l lWSJ6V9  
CACZO.51 W U f R  LSUT 2 5 8  I -OPCT UDACIMWC BOOST 83NI lW5J6VS 
IACZOS4)  8 WCAf i l  LSYI 238 3.PPCT MCACIYYC B W T  SSN l I YSJSV9  













0 .000  
REFERENCE INFOEHATION 
SREF 9.OOOO SO. F T  
LREF 6.0DtO FT. 
BEEF 1.OL1?0 FT. 
XHRP 0.4575 REF' 
YXRP D.DOG0 FT. 
ZKRP 0 . 0 1 00  REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300  SCALE 
5IOE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
S1TA Y T  SVWBU CWFISL%*TlW QESCRIFTZW 8LPHA RUDDER RUCRG RUilR8 REFERENCE INFORMATION2
lACZOE41 YCA lR  LSV i  258  3.OPCT WOAClHWC BOOST B3NllW3J6V9 6.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SB. FT  
(ACZO1Bl WCAXR LSY I  2 5 8  3.OPCT HDAC/W)(C 8 0 0 9 7  BSHliY5>6V9 6.055 10.000 LREF 6.5503 FT.  
ilCZ5542 fj *<AIR LSW1 258  S.O'CT HOACIWRC 8 0 0 5 1  BJNllYJJ6V9 6.000 80.000 BPEF d ODiO FT. 
(1CZO711 ICAIR LSWT 258  3.IIFCT WOAWWHC ROOST 8SNllY5J6V9 6.000 1Q.000 0.000 XURP O.e5?5 REFL 
Yh'RP D.050D FT.  
ZHPP 0:OlOO REFL 
SCALE 0.030Ll SCALEWR1 0.260 
PAGE 21 t 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. flFGREES 
DATA SET S Y Y B U  CCUCICLRITIW CiES'E!%FTI* ALPHA RUDDER RUDR6 RUDRB REFERENCE INFmHATIQN 
SREF 9.0000 so. F r  
LREF 6.a005 FT. 
EREF i . a ~ i 0  FT. 







SCALE 0.OJOO SCALE 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETAv DEGREES 
D lXA  S T  STRBOT CaYFIGWATIM CESGlPiIEN ALFHA RUCQER RVCRS RUDRB REFERENCE IHFORHATfON 
:ZZ 8 :::::EE ::Z :::;:::t:R!: E:: i:i::Z::z z : ~ z g  ,z::g: 9.0000 sn.  FT*REFLREF 6.000C FT.
:Ezg::: 8 gZz ::::::zE:f7$: :CQ& :::$; '0.050 BFEF B.OoOv FT. 
fD.000 O.0GD XIIRF 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 EEFL 
WIEH 0.260 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 

PAGE 2 ! 3  











-%z -in - 8  - 6  - 4  - 2  P 4 6 8 1 0  12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 

CAT* Y T  SYUBLL CCP(FfGt'1ATIaY OESCil lPTID( ALFHA RWDER RUDR6 RUDRB REFERENCE INFORHATSON 
fBCZOZ52 UCAIR LSYT 218 I.OFCT HOAC/HHC BODST E3NllW5JSY(I 8.OGO 0.000 . , BEEF 9.0090 SQ. FT9(SCZ049, WU lR  LSYT 2 5 8  3.0FCJ WDAC/UXC B W T  B3Hi1WSJBY9 8.OitD 'D.OD9 LREF 6.0002 FT. 
~ B C Z ~ 5 5 1$ UF4IR LSUT 238  3.OFCT WCAClWHC BOOST e3H+lWSJfiYS 8.000 20.0GO EREF %.GC"* FT. 
I E U 0 7 5 >  U U I R  LSYT 858 3.0PCT YDAC/YHS BOOST ~ 3N I 1W I J BY 3  B.OOD 1o.ono o.ifoo x n w  0.6575 REFL
- YURF n nnno rr .- ,-- - - . .  
Z N ~ P  D.OZOO REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEMACH 0.260 
RUDDER EFFECTS BN LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CBNFIG. B3NllU5J6V9 AT AiiPHAz8 
10  12 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 





2;::::;::g:$gg:$:g:8 :g,*;; :;: z;: ::gm;; :g:c::::$:z:: :$::*$:g,:;;:w:i: y;;:"N:w:T ::3;; SREF 9.0000LREF S.UOOll!ERE: Sa.FT. FT b,oOo'"000 5.000(' FT. 
IO.ODD O.Qfi5 REFr 
YMRP 0.0300 FT. 
ZURP 0.0106 REFL 
XACH 0.ZbO SC1LE 0.0300 SCALE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 




l ACZO751  
%8 H U I R  L M T  258 3.DPCT HCAIR LSYT 3.OPCT WCAIR LSYT 958 3.OFCT 
W-lR LSU f  258  3.OFCT 
YDACI#I1C 80057 B3WIIWSJ6YS 
UDlC lYI lC  800ST B3HJ1WSJ6Y9 
MD IVYXC  ECQST 83HI lY5J6Y9 

















0 . 8 5 7 5  
o.ooon 





ZYKF O.Uln0 REFL 
WICH L1.266 
SCaLC 11.0300 SCALE 
RUDDER EFFECTS ON LUNGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3NllW5J6V9 AT ALPHA4 
~ , ~ , l f l l l l ~ l , f f ~ f l I l f f l f f ~ f l l f f f ~ l l [ f l ~ l 1 1 1 l l l l  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA JET SYMBOL CWF IGUCAT IW  OESCRIPT1CII ALPHA RUDOER RUORC RUUR8 REFERENCE INFORKATION9lACZD25)  MCAXR LSWT 25.3 3.0PCT YOACTMUC BWS 7  63Nl iW5JSV9 S.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SO. FT  
(ACZ049) YCAIR LSW l  2 5 8  3.OPCT YOAC/WWC 8 0 5 5 1  83Nl lW5J6V9 8.000 10.000 LREF 6.0009 FT. 
l ACZD55 I  YCAIR LSYT 258 3.OPCT YOACIYWC BWST  83HIlWJSVP B.OOli 10.000 BREF 6.OOVu FT.8 
I ACZ575 )  WCAlR LSWT 250 3.0fCT WCACIYWC BOOST 83NlIWSd6V9 8.000 10.000 0.000 XURP C.8515 REFL 
YWRP D.OGZ0 CT. 
ZYRP 0.0100 RfFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SC&LLMACH 0.260 
PAGE 217 
A S  

SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

ALPHA RUDDER RUDRS RUCRB REFERENCE INFORHAT1ON 
8.013C 0.1308 SREF 9.13OL1D SB. FT 
&%.DO0 iG.000 LREF 6.OODU PT .  
8.000 20.050 BREF 6 . C W O  FT. 







SCALE 0.U300 SCALE 
PAGE 218 

SIDE SL!P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
EAT* $EZ SVYBCL CCHF2Ct'UbTfCN OESCRlFTlON ALPXA RUDCER RUCR6 RUDRB REFERENCE INFOXHATION 
IBCm26J &IYUXR L9YI E58 3.UPCT WDACIUXC -ST 83NltU5.tSVS tn.OM 0.IIOB SREF 3 . 0 5 0 0  SQ. P7 
~ i ~ c z 1 1 5 0 1  WCAIR LSWT 2 3 8  LOPET (IDICIUWC -ST IO.OOO io.oeo LREF 6 . 0 0 0 0  FI.B ~ N ~ ~ W ~ J S Y ~  
BREF 5 . 0 0 P J  F T .  
1 0 . 0 0 0  	 0 . 0 0 0  XHRP 0 . 8 5 7 3  REFL 
YHRP 0.OGOD FT. 
ZH-P D.OIOO REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 U  SCALEY lCH  0 . 2 6 0  
PAGE 220 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES ' 
CITA Y T  S'IWEOL CaYFIOURATlON CESCRIFTION ALPHA RUCOER RUORI RUORB REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CBCZnZ61 
IBCZO IO I  
IBCZOSSI 
(BCLI I IC1 
LICAIR LSUT 258 3.11PCT HDAVUHC -1 83N l lU5JbV9  
M O I R  LSWT 158 3 OPCT HDICIWHC BWST  8SNl lUSJSY9 























0.0300 - SCALE -
PAGE 2.2i 
SIDE S i l P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
0AT.l JET ALPHA RUCRS ZEFERENCE INFORHATtON 
<ACZG261 
IACZLISD1 





6 . 0001  
55. FT 
FT. 
<ACZOS61 10 .00u BREF 5.008.1 FT. 
<ACZ0761  10.5a5 15.0DU XXRP 0 . 8575  REFL 
YHRP O.OOD* FT. 
ZHRP O.OtDO REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
RUDDER EFFECTS ON LONGIT, CHARACT. AT ALPHA=IIOO F  CBNFIG, ~ 3 ~ : : 1 ~ 5 ~ 6 ~ 9  
SET SYUBW- CONFICUSATICH DESCIZIPT~CH ALPHA GUCCER RUDRG RUDR? ZEFERENCE'INFORHATION 
::g:; : W E  
MACH 
y:g: :::;::~DE: :I::~:;::g:z;; 
0.160 
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- . 0 5  
-.so 

-.151 2  -10 - 8  - 6  - 1  - 8  a 4 6 10 i2 
SIDE' SL iP  ANGLE. .BETA. DEGREES 
FAT* S T  SYU& CfflFICURLTiOH OESiaIPTiOH A L i i f i  BVCOEZ RUCR6 RUDRB REFERENCE INFORHATIOli  
SREF 
LREF 
9 . 0 0 0 0  
6 . 0 0 C 3  
SQ. FT 
FT. 
6REF  6 . 8 0 0 0  FT. 
%G.ODD 0 . 0 0 0  XHRP 0 . 5 5 T 5  REFL 
lURP  0 . 0 0 0 0  FT .  
ZHRF G .01DO REFL 
DATA Y 7  S I W B U  CCUFIX.RATlCU CESCElPTlal 
WUIR LSYT 258 3.QPCT HDdC/HIC BDOST 83HliYSt6VS 
UC4fR LSWT 258 3.1PCT HDAC/WMC W S T  B3NllWS16V9 
UCA1R LSUT 258 3.O"CT MCAWNWC 8 M S T  83NllYSJ6V9 
WUlU LSWT L.58 3.OFCT MDACIHUC BMS? 53Nl%W5J6VS 
w c n  B.L60 ! 
PAGE 229 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 







RREF 5.OFO FT. 
i0.0~6 0.000 XWRP 0.8575 REFL 
YURP U.0~702 FT. 
ZFRP 0.OIOD REFL 
MLCH 0.266 SCALE (1.0300 SCALE 
S!DE SL l P  ANG ~ E . BETA. 'DEGREES 
DATA srnscL C C U F I G U P A J ~ ~CESCPIFTI~ ALFHA ELEVW AILRW RUOCER REFERENCE IN~ORWATION 
;r&g;; 9 :s:g ::;;;:: ;:; :;::::;; zz;:;:;:;;:gg 3:;:; ;:; z;:;;; :;:",; 	;::: ;:;;: ;; FT 
f e C Z l 6 6 >  0 WCAIR LSUT 25s 3.OFCT hDAC/W)IC 8 W S I . 8 3 H l l U 5 J S V 9  -4.0110 O.OI10 -ZU.OOD lD.0110 	 8REf 6 .000F FT. 
XXRP 0.8575 REFL 
7WRP 11.0DGb FT. . . 
ZHRP 11.0100 REFL 
SCALE (t.0300 SCALEUcn a+zau 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
Y4CH 0.25?) 
PAGE 228 
S I D E  S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET S118CW- CCUFlCUWIICH DESCRIPRCH rLPna ELEYON . PlLRMi  RUCDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ZECZOISJ YCAZR LSYT 2 5 8  3.DPCT .IOAC/HHC B W S T  83N11Y5JSV9 (BCZDSDI % YCAiO USYT 2 5 8  3.0PCI HOAC/IHC 8 W S T  BSNIIVSJBYS I:;:;

-4.005 
2;:;:: . :::::: :%: ::%% F6: FT 0 WCAIR.LSYT(BCZS66J 258 3.OFCT YOACIWC BOOST B3N11YSJ6Y9 0.000 	 -2D.DOD 10.1100 BREF F.tlOBu FT.  
XWRP 0.6575 REFL 
YHRP O.OCCD FT.  
ZMRP 0.OtOU REFL 
S I C H  li.O5B 	 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
YAWING MOMENT COEFF IC IENT .  CYN CBOOY AX I S )  
ALPHA ELEVOH AlLRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 

-:I -10 - 8  - 5  - 4  - a  6 8 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
I 8 U O d 6 J  WCAZR LSWT 258 3.OPCT HDAC/WI(C 800S7 B3NliW5J6VS 0.000 0 . 000  0.000. 10 .000 $REF 9 . 0000  SO. FT8
(8ClD611 UCAZI LJWT 25B 3.OPCT MOACIMMC BMST  BIWI IWSJIVY 0 .000 0 .000 2O.000 tO.000 LREF 6 .0002 FT. (BCZ067) HCAIR LSYi  ZJS 3.OWCT HOAUHXC BMST  83HllW5>6V@ 0.000 0 .000 -2O.QOO 10.0130 %REF S.OG10 FT.  
YYSP D .AS75  SF t l....... - .... ..-. -
YHRP O.OUGQ FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0100  REFL 
UhCH 0.260 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
S IDE  SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OITA JET SIMBOS COPIFICURA710N DES~IFTIOH ALPHA ELEVW AILRW RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION: 
I BCZO46 )  YCAIR LSWT E38 3.OPCT HDACIHHC 80051 BS#iIW536V$ il.000 D.OOCl 0.0110 10.50G SREF S.OOOO $9. FT. 
lBCZO6i) WCAIR LSWT ZBB 3.OPCT YDACIWHC 80091 83NliW5J6Y9 0.000 0.000 20.000 lO.000 LREF 6.(1000 Fi .r$ 
18CZ06Z3 HCAIR LSYT 258 3.OFCT IDAVHWC Em93 B3NllY5J6Y9 9.005 11.000 -£5.050 IO.000 	 BREF 6.00110 F1. 
XHRF 0.8575 REFL 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0Z00 REFL 




YAWING MOME&f COEFFICIENT, CYN [BURY AX I S 1  
D1TA SET SYMBOL CCUFICURATIU4 'DESCRIPTICN 
ISCZULBI  9 YCAfR L S W  Z38 31OFCT WDAC/HWC BWST  83Hl lW5JeV9 
L B UO S I I  I ICAIR LSWl  236 3.OPCl UDAC/#WC BWST  BJNllWSJ6V9 














SREF 9.0000 SG. FT 
LREF 6.0000 FT. 








ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
WACS 0.2611 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
StDE SL IP  ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
DATA SET SIWBM. CCNFIGURAlICN OLSCRIPTICN ALPHA ELEVMl AILRCN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORBATION9lBCZO471 RCAZR LSUT 258 3.OPCT WOAClUUC aWST S3N:~VSJfiVS 4.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 $REF 9 .0000 $8 .  F 1  
I BCZ06Z l  WCAIR LSWl ESS 3.OPCT UOACIUWC BCOST BSNllWSJSVS 4.000 0.000 8Q.000 10.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. (BUOSLI) 0 MCAfR LSW 258 3.OPCT YD4CIUBC BWST  B3Nl lUSJ6VS A.000 0.000 -tO.000 iCJ.000 BREF 6.0050 FT. 
XHRP ' 0.8575 REFL . 
YHRP 0.UOOO FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0100 REFL 
SCALE 0103DD SCALEUCn 0 260 
PAGE 235 

SIDE SLIP' ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  SIW& C W F I G U R A T I W  O E S C R I P T I W  ALPHA ELEVON AXLEMI  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CBUO.?> W U I R  LSUT 238 3.OPCS WDACIWHC BOiiST 6 3 N l l U 5 J S V 9  4.000 0 .000  0 . 0 0 0  10 .005  SREF 9 .0500  SQ. F T9 
IBCZD62J MCAIR LSUT 858 3.OPCT UDIC lHMC BCQST 83N l l l dSJSY9 4.00(1 0.000 20 .005  10.000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
1BCZOSe l  0 WCAIR LSUT 818 3.OFCT H O A V W I C  8 0 0 S T B 3 N l l M J S V P  4.000 0 .000  - 2 0 . 0 0 0  10 .000  	 BREF 6.00LO FT .  
XHRP 0.B575 R E F L  
YHRP O.O!lOQ FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0100  R E F L  
SCALE U.OSO0 SCALENACH 0.B6P 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA JET SIMBOL CWF ICURAT IO l  DESCR IPT lW  ALPHA ELEVOH AILROH RUDOER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 SCZO l r l  YCAIR L S W  2 5 8  3,0PCTWDAC/UWC SWST  B3H l tU346V9  4.000 0.OGG 0 .000  10 .000  $REF S.0000 S B .  PT 
CBU11623 YCAIR L S W  2 5 8  f+OPCT MDhCIII l IE Bm9t B5t l i fU3J6V9 0.00. 0.000 ZO.il00 10.000 LRE f  6.OIIGO FT.8 
1BCZ11681 WCAIR LSUT 23s 3rOPCT MAClYWC 80097 83KI IWSJ6VS 4.501) 0.000 -20.000 IO.OOO BREF 6.00L0 FT.  
XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP O.dD00 FT. 
ZYRP O.DlO0 REFL 
SCALE V.DfO0 SCALE,X*CH 0.260 
'PAGE 237 
SYWLDL
.";:;.:$ 2CITII.JET CEHFIGURATXCI( VEFCRIPTIEH ALPHA ELEVON .AILRMI RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION,':::;::; 3 : : w ; K . ;:;,"Cl; :",FT;I::;: :gg g:$;wiL;:;;:yc;;; 

l ~CZD6e l  0 MUXR  LSUr 218 3:OFCi' YDACIWWC 80097 83hllY5>6V9 4.000 0.000 -20.000 tO.UU0 %REF 6.LlPJO ,FT . .  
XWRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP O.GGU0 FT .  
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
UACU 0.26C SC4LE 0.0300 SCALE , 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. 9ETA. DEGREES 
0174 5ETSWWC% COUFIGURATIQI DESCRXPTI(FI ALPHA ELEVCU AILRON RUOOER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IBCZOlBI  WCAIR LSWl 258 X.OPCT UDAC/HHC 80097  B3NilUSJ6VS 6.000 4l.000 0.000 10.000 SREF *.DODO SO- FT 
1BCZ'ib.l #<AIR L S W  ESB 3.OPCT *DIIDTFfC BOOST 8 3 N l l U i i 6 Y 9  6.000 0.000 20.000 10 .000 LREF 6 ,0005 FT. 
(BCXO691 U U I R  LSUT 258  3.OPCT WDAClWHC BOOST 6 3H ~ l U 5 J 6 Y 9  6.000 0.000 -20.000 10.000 BREF S-OGTO F i .  
XHRP 0.8375 REFL 
YYRP 0.OODD FT+  
ZHRP 0.OLDO REfL 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYMBOL COHFICURATIOI OESCRLPTIOX ALPHA ELEVCU AlLRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHAlXON 
CEfZO4St  WCAIR LSWI 255 3rOPCZ YDACIRHC BCWT 83Ni iUSJSV9 6.000 0.OOG 0 .000.  10.0013 SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SQ. F T  
LBCZ0631 .CAT= L 8 W  2 6 8  3.ClPCT )(D*CIHWC B W S T  03N11U6J6VP 6 .000 0i.000 2 0 . 0 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 0  LREF B.0000 F T .8 

CBCZO69; WCAIR LBYT ZSS 3.OPCT HDACIYWC a0051 B3.lllUSJSVS 6 .000 U.DO0 -2O.ODB 10.000 	 B R E F  6.0G1O FT.  
XHRP 0.8375 REFL 
YWRP 0.00DO FT. 
ZHRP 0.D100 REFL 
SC&LE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALEWAC* 0.260 
YAWING MOMEhT COEFFICIENT. CYN [BODY AXIS1 

DATA Y T  SYlEOL CEMFIGURAT l ~DESCRXFTIW ALPHA ELEYON AXLRMI RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATfON 
XeRP 0.8516 REFL 
YHRP O.GOGO F l .  
ZHRP 0.0100 ZEFL 
U G H  (1.I~O SCALE V.03SO SCALE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

OAT* Y T  STUBQ CWFIGURATlD(  DESCRlPTlCH ALPHA ELEVMI A I L R M I  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
<BCZ0191 HCAlR LSUT 2 5 8  3.OPCT MOAC/MMC ,COST 63NI iUSJ6V9 8.000 0.00, 0.000 iO.000 -SREF 9.0000 8 , .  F T8 
LECZO641 U U l R  LSYT 2 5 8  3-0PCT MOAC/H#C B W S T  6 3 N l I U 5 J 6 V 9  8.000 0.00'J 20.000 10.000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
I o CZ ~ l n l  0 MCASR LSHT ZS5 3.OPCT UDAC/M*C 63Kl lW5J6VS a.000 D.000 -2S.000 $0.000 	 BEEF 5.O'ibO FT ,  
XXRP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZYRP 0.0100 REFL 
. W4CH 0.260 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 

DATA S T  4'IWBOL CO1IFICURATICII CESC91PTIW ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDCER REFERENCE SNFORUATION 
XHRP 0.8175 REFk 
. 	 YWRf  U.OOD0 FT.  
ZHRP O.5100 XEFL 




S l D E  SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
."m, "."."" "--. 
SCALE D.O$DO SCALE 

YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY A X I S 1  
DATA Y T  SYYBDL CCHiIbURlTIaY DESCRIPTICH ALFHA ELEVW AXLRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 

ZHRP 0.OIOO REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE
*ACH 0 26C 
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- 4 0  





SIDE SLIP ANGLE.-- RETA.- - - -
- - TIEGRE'FS- - -
OAIA SET SYYBoL. COnFIGURATlOI OESCRIPTfOi ALFXA' ELEVON AILRON RUODER REFERENCE XNFORXATXON 
i(BCZ0301 HCAZR LSWl 258 3.OFCT UOAC/HilC EWST B3Ml lWJSV$ 10.000 0 . 0 0 0  0 , 0 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 0  $REF 9 .0000 5,. F 19 
IBCZO65> IICAXR LSWl 238 3.OPCT HOkC/UMC BOOST BllN11USJ6VS 1D.DOO 0 .000 20 .000 10 .000 LREF S.0000 FT.  

lBCZO711 0 HCdlZ LSWT 250 3.OPCT XDAC/)lllC 8005T 83NllW5.)6V$ 15.OOV 0 .000 -20 .000 l D . 0 0 0  BREF E.OOUt8 FT. 

%"DQ " a*?' me=, - .- - .- ,.-.-
XHRP 0.OODI FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  XEFL 
YACH 0.260 SCALE 0 .0300 '  SCALE 
PAGE 247 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
8 RUDDER I8UO50I NCAIR LSWT 250 3.OPCT MDACIHUC 6OOST 83NllY5J6V9 1O.OOP 0.000 0.000 DATA SET SIYBS. CWFSGURATlW DESCSIPTIQI 4LFX.4 ELEVW AfLtiM( $REF 9.0000 SO. FT 6SU065 I YCAIR LSYT 158 3.DPCT UDAC/YUC BOOST 81HllU5J6Y4 10.0OD I).(iOO QO+OOO LREF 6.00OC FT. 
ISCZDTI1 ICAIR LSWT 258 3.OFCT U0ACIM.C BOOST 83NilW5JSVS 10.000 0.000 -20.000 BPEF 6.00C3 FT. YHRP 0.8*75 REFL 
YHRP O.ODDO FTr 
ZHRP O.DlO0 PEFL 




iSIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES ' 
DATA YT SYMB~L CCNFIGURATION DE$CR~PTICN ALPHA ELEVW AILRW RUDDER REFERENCE ~NFORHATION 
::ZZ,": :EE :E: :E ::E: E:ZE E::!:E:$:::i: :::3: t:EE ,::E ::% 	 ZB ::%E 3:"% 
l s c l o r l i  0 HCAlR  LSUT 259 3.0FC1 YDACIXUC 80091 B3hllY5J6V9 1 0 . 0 5 0  5 . 0 0 0  -25.000 1S*OOO 	 BREF 6.OE'JO FT.  
XWRP 0 .8575 REFL 
YWRP 0 .0030 FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  REFL 
SCALE ' 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
MACH 0.26C 
YAW!NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN [BODY AXIS1 
DATA SET S1)tBCi CCNFICURdTIffl OESCRIPTIEU ALFHA ELEVON ASLRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
FT 
IeU0733 0 HC&tR LSWT 258 3,OPCT HDAC/WMC Bods7 B3NzlWiJ6VS iO.OU0 5 . 000  - 8 0 . 000  10 . 000  l8EF S.OGF0 FT. 
. XHRP  0 . 8 575  REFL 
YHRP o . o oon  FT.  
::z$:;;2 :;: ::::::;:::;::I:::g:;:;::Wgz :g:Ci;; ;:;;: 2g:%E: :::::: gzf 96:::;: :;: 
ZHqP O.OIDO REFL 

SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE  
MACH 0.260  
PAGE 250
-. 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYUBOL CaFICURATICH DESCRIPTICN ALPHA ELEVON ALLROH RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATlON 
(BCZO151 YCAXR LSYT 2SB 3-3PCT WDACIHUC BC0ST BBNllWSJ6YD -4.000 G.OTiG 0.000 10.000 $REF 5.0D00 54.  FT9 
(ECZO601 MCAXR LSYT 258 3.OPCT MDAC/WHC EmST 63MllU5J6V9 -4.000 0.000 20.000 10.0~5 	LREF 6.0000 FT. 
4BCZn66j 0 MCAIR LSUT 258 3.0PCT HOACIMWC BOOST BfNl*YSJ6V9 -4,000 0.050 -20.000 10.000 	 %REF 6.005Q FT. 
XUPP 0 . 6573  REFL 
YWRP O.OC0O FT. 
ZURP D.0108 REFL 
MbCH a.266 SCALE 0.03UD SCALE 

AIL.ERBN EFFECTS ON LGNGIT. CHARACT. OF CBNFIG, B3Nll W5J6V9 W/RUDDER=I O(ALFA=-4 I 
.06 
.a5 
SlDE SLIP ANGLE.. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA @T SYWBOL CQI(FIGURATICH OESCRIFTICP( ALPHA £LEV& AILRON *UDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
i s c z o a 5 i  9 YEAIR LSW nre o.nrcr ao~ciwuc8l?sr e;a%f;TJcvo -r.ooo I.PBD 0 .005  io.ooo SREF P.OODD SO. FT 
C8C'@6D1 UCAIS LSWT 258 3sOPCT IlDAC/llI(C M109T 83NiIYSJSV9 -4.OnU 0 . 0 0 0  Z0 .5OD 15.OOO LREF 6.0000 FT.  
I eCZOSS i  0 UCAIR LsUT 256  3 . 0 FCT  HDAC/HHC B W S T  B3KlXWSJ6V9 - 4 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - 2 0 . 0 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 0  EREF 6 . 0 0 0 9  FT.' 
XHRP 0.85'5 REFL 
YHRP 0,POOO FT .  
ZHRP' 0 . 0 1 0 8  REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALEYACH 0.200 
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-%i? -%a - 8  - O  - 4  - e  o e 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. GEGREES 
OATA i*l S IWBR  CfflFICURIR*TICH DESCRIPTfCH ALFHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( A U o A S )  HCAIR LSWT 856 3-OFCT YOACIUHC €COST B lNI l IFJ16V9 -4.000 D.GG0 0,000 10.000 SREF 3 .0000 SQ. FT8
Cr\CfT)BD> MCAIR LSWT Z5B 3rOPCT XDICIHYC B W T  B3Ni lW516Y9 -4.00Q D.OG(1 ZO.000 i0.OoO LREF 6.OoOQ Fr.Cb tZ0661  YCAfR LSWT 256 3.0FCT YDACIHPIC BWST  B JN I I M J 6VS  -4.000 0.000 -20.000 10.000 BREF 6.0803 FT. 
XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
TURP O.UDS0 FT. 
ZURP D.B l00  REFL 
UdCH 0.160 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
AILERON EFFECTS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. OF CONF IG.  8 3 K l l  W5J6V9 V/RUDDER=l O[ALFA=-43 
















-12 -10 - 5  - 6  - 4  - 2  2 4 6 8 1 0  1E 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 














SQ. F Z  
Fi. 
FT. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP O.UO30 FT. 
ZYRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
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-t2 -10 - B - B - 4 - 2 6 ilt l 10 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. .DEGREES 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0800 SCALE 
PAGE 255 
SIDE SL I F  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
011s SET S?SBCL C~F I tURATL tP (  DESCRIPTfffl  ALFn.4 ELEVOhl ?ILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
L I UOCS l  MCIIR LSWT 258 3.OPCT BIDACIUUC QOOST aZNifWjJ6VS - 4 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 3 3  O.OO(1 1 0 , 0 0 0  SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  54. 
t lCZDSO> B XC l IP  L S n  t4B S.11PCt YOAC/MHC BOOST BSM11"SJW9 -b.OOO 0.flDO PO+DDLI 111.000 LREF 6 . 0 0 0 3  FT. 
IACZOr s J ,  0 HCAIR LSWT 258 3.DPCT YCACIWC BOOST 83HflWSJ6V9 - 4 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - 2 0 . 0 0 0  1 0 , 0 0 0  BREF 6 . 0 0 0 2  FT.XYPC 0 . 8515  PEFL...... - ~-. 
YHRP 0.CDLlO F?. 
0 . 0 1 0G  'EFL 
=La-= "."*"'00 SCALE 
MACH 0.2CIO 
1 
. SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OAT4 Y S  SVRBDL CWF2GURAT IW  CESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
l ACZOr 5 J  UCAIU LSWT 2 5 8  3 .OPCT RDAC/RIIC BSOST  B 3 N l l Y S J 6 V 9  - 4 . 0 0 0  U .UO0  0 . 0 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 0  SREF S . 0 0 0 0  SQ .  F 
< A U 0 6 0 )  WCAIR LSWT 268 3 .OPST  RCAVRHC B W S T  BJNt fW5 . t 6VS  ( l E Z 0 6 6 1  0 HEAIR LSUT 258 J-OPCT WDAElRHC B W S T  8 1 N l lW 5 J 6 V 9  3::;: :::%-:;:::: :::%:kzz: ::%:: 
XHRP 0 . 8 5 7 5  REFL 
YHRP 0.OOOU FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  CEFL 
WAC* 0 . P 6G  SCALE U . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
. . PAGE 257 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA 5ET 57YBCi. CQIFIGURATIQI UESCrZlPTIa) ALPHA ELEYW A I LRM I  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATlON9<SCZDSS> HCAiR L S W  238 3.DFCT HOAC/HMCBDCST B3HliWS3SVS 0.000 0.ODO 0.0OD 10.000 SREF 9.0500 S@. FT 
CBCW61> UCAIR L S W  258  3rOPCT *DAC/WKC BWST 83N l lU5J6V9  0.OOD 0.000 20.000 10.000 LREF 6.00DC FT. 
IBU067, 0 HCAIR LSWT 258 3.0PCT HDAC/HHC BODST 83Hl lUSJ6V9 0.000 0.000 -20.000 lO.0DO BkEF 6.0000 FT . .  . 
YUIP 0.85fS REFL 
YHRP o.nooo r?. . 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
MACH 0.260 
PAGE 258 
I I ~ I < 
AILERON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CtlNFIG. B3N1iU5JSV9 V/RUDDER=I OIALFA=Ol 
. ~ S ~ ~ I I , , I I I I ~ I I I ~ I I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
sruew. ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER 
9 0 . 0 00  o . 5 0 0  lO.OCi00.0nif. 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 1  Z 0 . 0 0 0  10.DOO0 o . ooa  0.1100 -2G.000 10.ODO 
IACN 
PAGE 259 
SlGE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OAT1 S T  SSllBOt C W F I W R A T I W  DESCUIPTlEH ALFHA ELEVCU A'ILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE KNFORWATION 
lACZO46> PICAIR LSWT 258 3.OPCT WOACIWUC 6WST B3NllW5J6VS 0.000 0.000 0.00G 10.000 SREF 9.0000 SQ. FT 
t l U D S Z %  UCIIIR LSW 258 3.OFCT WDACtYHt BOiiST B3tdliLNJ6Y9 0.000 0.000 tO.GO0 10.000 LREF 6.0000 FT.8 

lACZ0671 UCAIR LSWT 258 3.OPCT UDACIWHC 80057 B3NllW5J6V9 (i.000 0.000 -20.000 10.000 	 @REF 6.OCI?B FT. 
XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP O.UODO FT. 
ZURP 0.0SOO REFL 




AILERON EFFECTS BN LUNGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3Nl lW5J6Y9 W/RUDDER=lO[ALFA=Ol
.xu 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYXBa  CCUF'IGUQIITIO( DESEPIPTIiYi ALPHA ELEVMI AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CACZ166) HCAIR LSWT 238 3.OPCT IOAC/WHC 80097 B3HlIW5JSVS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LO.000 SREF 9.0000 .SP. FT9 
tACZ0611 UCAIR LSUT 258 3.OPCT YDAC/YHC BWBT B3NliWSJ6V9 0.000 0.000 10.000 lO.O!lO LREF 6.0000 FT. 
lACZO67% 0 UCAlR LsUT 230 I.OPCT YDAC/#HCBWST B3NllW5J6VS 0.000 0.000 -20.000 10.000 BRBF 6.0001 FT. 
. *YIP D _ B J f f  CFrL.. ... li;Gb"i -
YHRP FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE. 0.0300 SCALEU C H  0.260 
PAGE 261 
~ ~ ~ , ~ f ~ l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
A!LERON EFFECTS ON LBNGI T. CHARACT. OF CONF 16. B3Ejll WSJ6V9 W/RUDDER=101ALFA=03 
i ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l [ ~ l ~ ~ l f f ~ t ~ i l t J t t l ~ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T SVYBU  CQIFIGURATIOH OESCRXPTIOI ALPHA ELEVOH A ILROH RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I A C Z 0 4 6 l  UCAIR LSWT 258 3.OFCT WDACIWHC BOY97 BIN11W5J6VS 0.005 0.0OS 0 .000  1O.BOI) SREF 9 .0000  SQ. F T8
t A C Z O S l f  XCAIR LSWT 2 5 8  3.OPCS WDACIHHC 8 0 0 5 7  81N11US16Y9 B.DD(1 0.1100 20.000 10.0OD 	 LREF 6.00CO PT. 
'A510672  MCAIR L3Wl 258 3.FPCT UOACIIIHC BOOST B 3 H l l U 5 i 6 V S  0.000 0.000 -Z0.000 1Ll.000 	 RREF S.OUJ(1 FT. 
XHRP 0.9575 R E F L  
THRP n.ODOD F T .  
ZHRP 0 .0100  REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300  SCALE 
HACW 0.260 
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORYATlONCCUFIGURITICN OESCvIPTI (H ALPHA ELfVON AlLRON RUDCER.. .. .. 
HDAUUHC 80397 83HliUSJSYB 0.000 O.O(l0 0.000 i0 .500 SREF 9 .0000 SQ. FT  
WCAIR L S W  S58 3.OPCT UDACIYHC B m 3 T  B3HIiY5JSVB 0 .050 0.000 Z0.000 
HCASR LSWT 258 3.0PCT 
10.000 LREF 6 .0008 FT. 
WCAIR LSWT 258 3.0PCT WOACIWMC BOOS7 BJHI iW5JIV9 0.000 O.OBD -ZO.OOO 10.000 BREF b.OOLJ FT. 
XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 





SIDE SL IP  'ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYWSJ. COllFIOURATIW DE I CR I P T IW  ALPHA ELEVON A I t R W  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
XMRP 0 . 6573  REFL 
YHRP 0 . 0000 .  FT. 
EWRP 0 .0100 REFL 
M C H  0.28D SCALE O.0SOD S C A ~ E  
PAGE 265 
S I D E  SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
AILRON RUDDER 
0.nso lU.OD0ZO.000
1 0 . 0 0 0D.ODD
- 2 5 . 0 D ~  
PAGE 266 
AILERON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3N1.1WSJ6VS U/RUDDER=l,O[ALFA=41
I , l t l f l [ l [ l f l f , l , , ( f l l f 1 , , l , , l l [ , l l f l l ~ ] l l l l f f J  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OATA JET SYMB~L CWFICURATIW DESCRIPTION ALPHII ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
l A C Z O 4 7 J  WCAIR LSUT 2 5 8  3.0PCT MDACIWMC B00ST 8 3 N l l U 5 J 6 V P  4 .000  0.000 0 + 0 0 0  l t ) .000 $REF 9 .0000  SQ. FT81ACX06.1 YEIm I.= 250 S.OPC1 MDAC/*IC 8-1 B 3 N l l U 5 J 6 V 9  L .000  0.D.O 2D.000 l0,OOO 	 LREF 6-DlfOC FT. 
IACZO68)  MCAIR LSUT 2 5 8  3.OPCT WOACIMWC 800ST 8 3 N l l U 5 1 6 V S  4.000 0.000 -20.000 10 .000  	 BREF E.OOC?I FT. 
XURP 0.8573 R E F L  
IHRP o.oons FT. 
ZMRP 0 .0100  N E F L  
SCALE 0 .0100  SCALEY l c n  0.260 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
0*1* SET RUDDER 
I A U 5 . 7 1  
l ACW6 i ?>  to.oo(11Lf.L)UO 
f AUOSB  2 1U.OOD 
AILEKON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3NllW5J6Y9 #/RUODER=lOIALFA=41

~ f . f l , f f , f l , l , f j , ~ , ( f f , i f f f f , , , f i , f f f f ( , f l l ( I l  
SIDE SLIP ANGi.E. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SS l  ALPHA ELEVON A ILRM I  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B3NllYSJ6VS 4.000 5.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SB. F T  
BSYiLY5JSV9 4.000 0.000 20.000 LREF 6.0060 F i r  
BSHllY1J6V9 4.000 0.000 -20.000 RREF 6.0C10 F T +  
XYRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP 010000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.860 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 269 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
EATA Y T  SYWBCL C D I F I G U R A T I D I  DESCIIIPTICIV ALPHA ELEVON A ILRON WOOER REFERENCE INFORUATlON 
tACZO(7J W U l R  LSWT 258 3.OPCT HOAUWHC S W S T  B 3 H l l Y S J e Y 9  6.000 0.000 U.UO0 10 .000  SREF S .0000  SQ. FT 
L I C I O E L I  "CAI. L S W  ZSB I - B P C T  UDAC,YUC B m S T  B1Wl iW5JSV9 4.000 O.OUO 20.000 iO.Oo0 LREF 6 .0000  PI'.8 
I A C Z 0 6 S l  WChIR LSWT 2 5 8  3.OPC7 WOAClWUC BOOST B 3 N l l U S J 6 V 9  4 .000  0.000 -20.000 10 .000  	 BREF C.OOCB FT. 
XHRP 0 .8371  REFL 
YHRP 0 . 0 0 6 3  fT. 
ZMRP 0.0100 QEFL 
SCALE 0 .0300  SCALEU*CH 0.260 
PAGE 270 
SIDE SLIP. ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
* A l l  SEC ?LIMBO- CWFICUI I *T lW D E S ~ I P T I C N  ALPHA ELEVM~ AILRON RUDDER RBFERENCE'~NPORMATIOH 
<AUO.7> YCAIR LSYT Z5D 3.0PCT HDAOYWC BOOST BJXILU5J6Y9 4 .000 0.0DLI D.055 fO.000 SREF O/.OOOD 99. F T  
IACZOSZI KCAIR LSWT 258  SIOPCT YOACIMHC 8 m 9 T  BJHI IU5JSV9 4 . 000  0.000 2C.000 10.0[10 LREF8 FT. . 
XYRP 
YMRPZX  0:0100 PEtL 
SCALE 0:OSOO SCALE 
IUCH O.P6(1 
<AUOB81  MCAIR LSWT 258  3.OPCT rlDACIYUC E m s 1  B S N l i U ~ J 6 V 9  4 .000 0 .000 -20.01)O 10.0OD BREF 
PAGE 271 
... SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
- ,  
~ . .- . .... - -.. REFERENCE XNFORHATI~N;.--UCAIR LSUT a58 3.OPCT IIDACIUHC BOOST B 3 N l l U l i J 6 V 9  6 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  SREF S.OUOO so. i r8 WCAIR LSYT 258  D.OPCT WOIC/WXC'8009T 0 1 N l l U S J 6 V 9  6.000 O.000  ZCJ.OCI0 LREF 6 + 0 @ 0 1  FT;0 M U I R  LSYf £58 5.UTCT YDAUWWC BOOST B3H1lUSJ6V9 6.OOO 0 . 0 0 0  - 2 0 . 0 0 0  BqEF . 0.OGTO 
XHRP 0.8575 ;:;L3 

YURP 01OG00 FT .  

ZWRP U . 0 1 0 0  REFL 

SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCCLK . 

PAGE 272 
AILERON EFFECTS ON L U ~ I T .  CHARACT. OF CONFIG. i ~ 5 ~ 6 ~ 9 .~ 3 ~ 1  W/RUDDER~~O[ALFA=~:)' 
OAT* szr'srued. c c n c r c u n r ~ r d iOESCRIPTX~~  . ~ L P H A  ELEYW AZUW RUOOLR INFOR~TIW~LFERENC~  
lSCZO48) 9 ,1ICAlR LSWT 258 3.OPCT NOAC/HYC W S T  S3NIlYSJ6Y¶ 6 .000 0 .000 0 . 000  10.000 SREF 3 .0000 SQ. FT 
1852063)  MCAlR LSYT 2BB 3.OPCT WOIlClllWC @COST B3NilY5J6Y9 6.0011 0.0011, 20.000 10.1100 U E F  6.000?). FT. 
18CZ06S) 0 iWCAIR LSYT ZSB 3.OPCT YOAC/WYC BOOST 83HllYS.16V9 6.000 0 .000 -ZO.OOII lO.000 BEEF k.0OnO. ;FT. 
XURP 0.S375 REFL 
vnnv O.OOQO FT. . 
ZHRP O.OIO0 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 'SCALEWCHj 0 .261 \ :. . 
AILERON EFFECTS BN LONGIT. CHARACT. BF CBNF IG. B3Nl lW5J6V9 W/RUDDER=lOfALFA=6f 
I l l l { l l f , f l , l , [ l j l l I l l , f l , { { t l l , l l  I ( l l l l l l l l l t  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SIHBOL COHFZGUR*TIOH DESCRIPTIOH 'ALPMY ELEVON AILRCW RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU04SI UCAIR L5YT 858 3.OPCT MOACIHHC W S T  83NIlYSJ6Y9 '.4,000 0.000 0.000 tO.QQ0 SREF 9.0000 SOI. FT9 
XHRP 0.BblS SEFL .
- - - .- -
YWRP 0.1000 FT. 








AILERON EFFECTS ON LdNGIT .  CHARACT. OF CONF IG. B3NllW5J6Y9 W/RUDDER=l O[ALFA=61 . 
l ! ! ! l l l l l ~ l l l l l l f f l l I : l l t l l ! ! l l f l l l l t t l ! ! l ! ' ! ! ! f  
! SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  9 1 M B 2  C W F I G U R A T I W  DESCRIPTIW ALPHA E L E V W  A I L R W  RUDDER REFERENCE IHFORWATXON 
I A C Z f l l B J  HCdlR LSYT 258 310PCl  I(DAC/WIC B W S T  83NSlU5J6Y9 6.000 0.000 0.00o i 0 . 0 0 0  SREF 9.0000 SO. FT 
I A C Z 0 6 3 *  XCAIR LSYT 258 S.(IFCT MDACIWXC B W S T  BIH i IU5JSVO 6.000 (i.000 20.000 10.000 LREF 6.OODO FT.9 
I A C Z 0 6 9 J  HCAIR LSYT 258 3.OPC1 WDACIMWC BOOST B 3 h f l Y 5 J 6 V S  6.000 0.00rl -20.000 10.000 	 BREF 6.0C'IO FT. . 
XWRP 0.8578 REFL 
YURP .D.OOOD FT. 
YWRP 0.0100 REFL 
W C H  5.26G SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
. . 
PAGE. 275 
I I , ~ 
AILERON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3Nll W5JEV9 !/RUDDER= 1O[ALFA=61
- 40  I ~ I ~ ~ I I I I I ~ I ~ I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I 
SIDE .SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SETSrlIBU. COHFIGURITlOI DESCILIPTIQI ALPHA ELEVMI AILRMI RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
<ACT0481 HCAIR'LW 259 3.OFCT HOAC/MUC BOOST B3N l lWJ6V9  6.000 0 .000 0.UOO 10.000 SRCF .$.OUnO SQ. FT9 
CACZ0631 HCAlP L S W  258 3rOPCT mAC/XUC 800ST83Hl lY5J6YS 6.OOU O.OO0 2O.OOO IO.DOD LREF 6.00Dn FT. 
l A U 0 6 9 1  0 HCAIR LSUT B58'S.OFCT HDAC/MHC BOOST BJNl lUIJ6V9 6.000 0 .000 -20.000 10.000 S'IEF iQ.OOCJ FT. 
. 	 XHRP 0.es75 XEFL 
YHRP 0.0000 F i r  
ZHRP 0.0100 PEFL 
HAcn 0.26s . 	 SCALE ~D.0300 SChLE 
PAGE 276 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES ! 
CATA SET SVUBOL CDIFZGURATXON DESCRIPKXQI ALPHA ELCVM( AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE PNFORXATXON 
I ACZ f l l S I  Y W I R  LOW1 2 5 8  3.OPCT WDACIWMC 800& B3NllWSJ6V9 6.000 D.000 0.000 10.000 $REF 9iOOOO So. FT 
<1C100.1 YCAZR LSW 2s. 3.LIFCT YOAC/YYC B m S T  83WiZW5JSVB 6.000 0.000 80.000 IO.OOC! LREF SiOOOO FT .8 
( A U 0 6 S J  UCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  3.0PCT WOAUYWC -ST 83NlIW5>6V$ 6,000 0.00n -20.000 1O.OOD 	 BREF 6:OOOI FT. 
XURP 0 ' 8 5 7 5  
INRP O ~ O O G O  EFL 
ZYRP OLOlDO REFL 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE,.BETA. DEGREES 
DATA 9ET SWBCL COIFIOURATICH OESCRIPTIOI ALPHA ELEVffl A1LRCU RUDDER REFERENCE' INFCRUAJION 
'CBU:OLB) 2 XCASR LSWT 258 3.OPCT MDAUHWC 6-7 BIH51WJSYS .S.DOO 0.0OII 0 .000 10 . 000  SREF 9 . 0000  SO. FT  
lLlCZD6.> WCAIR LSWI 258 3.0PCT WDAC/WC 80097  83Hl lY5JSV9 8 .000 0 .000 20 . 000  1O1000 LREF S.OOT0 PT. 
lBCZ070> 0 MCAIR LSUT 258 3.DPC1 WDAC/WUC 800ST 83NflU5J6V9 6.ODD 0 .000 -20.000 10 .000 RREF 5.0E90 FT.  
XWRP d.Bf78 REFL 
YMRP O.OUOO FT. 
ZURP 0 .0100 REFL 
SCALE ?.0300 ,SCALE
MACH' 0.260 
. AILEPBN EFFEGlS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. aF GBNFIG. B3NllV5J6V9 W/RUDDER=IOCALFA=81 
. o s l l l l , , , , l , , , . , , 1 , , r , t , , , , l , l - , , , , . , , # , - , , , , , , , , , I . , 1  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. GEGREES : 
PAGE 280 

AILERBN EFFECTS BN LONG1 T. CHARACT. 8F CBNF IG, B3NllW5JEV9 #/RUDDER=l OZALFA=81 1 1  1 1  1 1 1  ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
OkTA JET SYYBN  COHFICURATIW DESCRIP~~CH ALPHA ELEVMl 'AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION9lACZO4Sl  MCAIR LSYT 858  3.OPCT MOACIWIIC BOOST 83H l l Y516V9  8.000 0.000 6 .000 10.000 SREF -9.0000 SB. FT 
lACZ0641 MCA1R LSYT 258  3.OPCT MDACIMIIC 8 0 0 8 1  83N l l YSJ6V9  8.000 0.000 20.000 10.000 LREF .6.0000 FT. 
1ACZOlOl  0 MCAIR LSWT 258  3.OPCT MOACIMUC BOOST B3N i l Y5JSV9  8.000 0.000 -80.000 10.000 .REF S.OOnJ FT. 
XMRP Ts.8575 -REFL 
YWRP .O.DOOO FT.  
ZMRP 10.0100 2EFL 
n r c n  0 . ~ 6 ~  SCALE :O.O~DO SCALE 
PAGE 281 
AILERON EFFECTS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. OF CBNFIG. B3N: 1W5J6V9 W/RUDDER=l O[ALFA=81 . 
. I0  
.08 
.06 
I ! l l !  ! !  ! ! !  i i i i  i i ! ! ~ i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i - 1  
SIDE SL!P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CAT* SET SYWBCi. CCHFIGURATION OESCRfPTIQl ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INPORHATION? 
lACZO19I  YCAIR LSWT 258  3.OPCT WDAC/WYC BVOST B IN l lU5J6V9  8.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 SREF 9.0000 SQ. .<T 
I A U 0 ~ 1  YCAIR L S W  258  3.OPCT UOAC/UWC BOOST B 3 H l l p J S V 9  8.000 0.000 20.000 iO.000 LREF 6 .0000 F i .  
l ACZO IO l  %AIR L S W  9 5 8  3.OPCT ICACIWYC BWST  83Hl lW516V9 6.000 O.OL10 -20.000 10.000 BREF 6.0OOr. FT.8 
XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
lHRP 0.OOOD F, .  
ZMRP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.260 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 282 
AILERON EFFECTS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. OF CONFIG. B3Nl lY5J6V9 W/RUODER=l OIALFA=81 

l ~ l l l l l l ~ l f l l ) f l , l l l l l l l l ' ~ ~ l l , , , ~ ~ l , l f , l l , l f , ~  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDOER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 	 SREF 9.0000 SO. FT 
8.000 0.000 20.000 10.000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
8.000 	 0.000 -20.000 10.000 BREF 5.110r0 FT. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 283 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
zi :E:Jjz: ALFHI ELEVON
::$:::::$ CWFIOVRAJIM OESCRIPllU4E::::::::: 2::::!: RWlDERE*II SET SYXEOI
8 ::: AILRON REFERENC~INFORMATION 
;:: i::::: :EEg :::::: :;: FT  
tACZ070) 0 MEAIR LSW 058 3.LIPCT WDACIYXC 83NllYS16Y9 8.000 0.000 -20.OOG 10.000 BREF S.OGT0 FT. 
XURP 0.8571 REFL 









SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DITA ST srnea CONFIOURATIOH DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVOU AILRON RUDDER REFFEFUCF IUFORYIrrOY 
-06 
AILERON EFFECTS ON LONGIT. CHARACT. OF CONF IG. B3NllW5J6V9 # / R U O D E R = ~ ~ ~ A L F A =10I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 




0 . 8 5 7 5  
O i D YO l  
REFL 
F.T. 
ZHRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  EEFL  
W I M  0 . 2 ~ 0  SCALE O ! O ~ OO  SCALE 
PAGE 287 
. i 












-ze -so - a  - 6  - 4  - e  D 2 4 s - . a  
S IDE  SLIP. ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SYRB& C o t i F i S U R ~ l I ~DE?CRfPIIOH 
XNRP D.6375 REFC 
YHRP lO.OODO FT.  
ZYRP 0.0100 REFL 
n+n o.eac SCALE . 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 288 . 
AILERBN EFFECTS ON LBNGIT. CHARACT. OF MNFIG. B3N11k5J6V9 M/RUDDER-10tALFA: 103
1 1 1 1 , , 1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ , 1 [ ' , 1 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 [  
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
DATA ST srnwih CWFIGUR*TICH DESCR:FTIW ALPHA ELEVMI AILRMI RUDDER REFERENC~ INFORMATION 
l A C Z 0 5 0 1  U C A l R  LSWT 2 5 8  3.OPCT MDAC/WYC 80091 8 3 N I l Y 5 1 6 Y 9  10 .000  0.0110 O+ODO 10.OOIJ SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SQ. FT 
I 1 C l D S 5 l  % A I R  LdW Z5. 3-OPCT UDAC/UUC -Sf B U n l W 5 1 6 V 9  10.000 L1.0OD 2O.OCC 10.000 LREP S.OOC0 FT .8 
l A C Z 0 7 1 t  W U I R  LSVT 2 5 8  J.BfC1 UDAC/UMC B w S T  83N l iW5J6VQ 10 .000  0.000 -10 .000  10 .000  	 BREF s.OL-30 F T .  
XHRP 0.9575 R E F L  
lWRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
ZURP D.0100 RECL 
SCALE 0.OYOD SCALEJUCH 0.260 
PAGE 289 
I 
AILERON EFFECTS ON LBNGI T. CHARACT, OF CBNFIG. B3Nl lW5J6V9 v/RuDDER=! O[ALFA= 1 03 
.re 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGRE5S 
Lli\TA S T  S1W80L COWFICURATIOn'OESCPfPTIW ACPHA ZLEVOH A I L R M I  RUDDER RCF€RENCE' INFORHATlON .: 
lACZLI50> UCAIR LSWT 238 3.OFCT WOACIMHC BOOST 8 3N i iWSJ6V9  10.000 0.000 0.000 111.000 SREF 9 .0000  5 0 .  FT, 
LAC20651 HC4 IR  LSWT 2.58 3.0PCT #OAC/W#C BOOST 83N i$U5JSV$ 10.000 0 .000  20 .000  iO . 0 00  LREF 6.0080 FT .  -
<1CZDl i>  0 XCL IR  LSYI 258 S.OFC7 HUACIUXC 80051 B3H l l Y 5 J 6VS  iD .000  8.000 - 2 0 t 0 0 0  iO . 0 00  BREF 6.nOGS FT. . 
XWRP . 0.8$75 RETL ' 
YHR? O.OOU0 F i r  . 
ZHR? 8 .0300  REFL I., 




BASE DRAG C3EFFICIENT. COB 
. . 
mmm 











---  - - 
S IDE  S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CAT* YT SYMBOL COHFICURATIW OESCIIIPTIOH A L FH ~  ELEVMI AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE'INFORHATION 
(BUOZZ )  UCAIU LSWT 858  3-OPCT MOACIUWC -ST B3HllWSJ6V9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9 .0000 SP. FT9 (BCZO80) UCAIR LSWI 258  3.OFCT UOACIWC 8 m S T  BSN11USV9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
lBCZO88l  YCAIR LSWT 258  3-OFCT AOACIMC SOOST 83Nl lWSV9 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 BREF 6.00." FT.8 
lBCZ0461 UC I IR  L S M  258  3.0PCT UOACIIIWC BOOST B3Nl lYSJ6V9 0.000 0,000 0.000 l 0 . 0 0 n  XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YURP 0.0000 FT. 
ZURP OID100 PF I i  
SCALE 010300 SCALE 
PAGE 293 . 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA LFT  SYMBU  CCUFICURATICU CES<EIPTICU ALPHA ELEVOH A I LRM I  RUCCER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
L B U 0 2 2 1  WCAIE LSYT 258 3.OFCT MCACIHXC 8 0 3 9 1  85N l l Y5J6V9  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SO. F T  
( BUD8 0 1  WCAIR L S Y i  2 38  3.OPCT WCACIIUC -ST 83N11YSV9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
YWRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0200 REFL 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA 5 7  SIHaCC CCPIFIGURITIOW OESCRIFTIm4 
CBCZo23) 9 WCAIR LSWT 258 3.OPCT UDAC/llUC BWST  B 3 # l l M J 6VS  ALFHA A.000 ELEVON 0 .000 AILRON 0.000 RUOOER 0.005 REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 3.0000 SQ. FT 
CBCZO8lI 
CBCZOS91 
'BCZo47) 8 U U l R  LSWT 258  3.OPCT WCAIR LSWT 258  3.O'CT I I C l l i l  LSWT 258 3.5FCT YDACIWWC -ST 83NLlWVS WOAC/#UC -ST B3Nl lVSV9 WOACIWMC BCQST R3Nl lHSJ6V9 d.000 4.0tlU 1.000 0.OOD 0.000 O.OO(i 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 10.000 LREF BFEF XHRP 6 .0001 6.00.0 O.e.75 FT. F T  REFL 
YMRP 0 .0000 FT. 
ZMRP 9.0105 XEFL 




YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AX!Sl 

DATA rr.srnec+- C ~ F I G V R A T I ~ ~DESCRIFTICN ALFHA ELEVMI. AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION . 
LSCZOZSJ 
LBUD8 1 >  
MCAI I  LS IR  258  3.OPCT MOAC/HIIC 000STB3N11WSJ6VS 





0 . 000  
O.00B 
0 .000 









YURP 0.oOoo .FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0100 REFL 




































6ASfirlNSQ lSOO0 3llM13VObI 13dD.C 
6A9PSllTTHCB IEWS 3HMI>VPH I>dO.C 
1191IMllNCB ISCOB 3IiHI3VOiP L3dO.P 
BIZ UIS7 8IV3ll 
851  1.67 a r n M  
#S t  UIS7 81V3M 
O8 :goolog:ltZ07.3.> 
NOILVHLIOINI 33Nlb33311 1309n1 NO#lIV NOA313 VHdlV WlldlLI2P10 HDIlVII15IIYO> 
~ - . .- .. 
70e110 1-
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YAWING MOMENT CBEFFICIENT. CYN CBODY AXIS1 
DATA PT SVIBU EOIFICURATICN OESCRIPTICN 	 ALPHA E L E V W  A I L R W  RUDDER REFERENCE SNFORWITION 
::Z;Z: @ ::::; :ZZ g:: ::52: Ez::::::$$E : : : D O 	 E ;::DO :ZE;::::: 
 FT 
IBCZDaZI XCAlR LSY1 2 5 8  3-OPCT MOAC/MWC BOOST 8 3 N l l Y 5 V 9  6 .000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0  0 .000 	 EREF S.0OW FT. 
XMRP 0 .8575 REFL 
YURP 0.DOCI FT.  
ZHRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  REFL 
WACH 0.260 SCALE 	 0 .0300 SCALE 
EFFECTS .OF J6 OM RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS WITH V9 AND AILERBN=O (ALPHA=81 
t;;lillrllll.illlllll111111111111111111111111.1111.]
¶I? a -10 - 8  - B  , - 4  - *  =: 	 LO 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
01x1 CZI SVUBOL CWFICUR*IIQI OESC*IPTIW ALPHA ELEYON AILRON RUOOER REFERBNCE'INFORHATION 
8lDCL0OII *CAI. L O W 1  g 5 O  S.OfC1 UDACIUUC 80001 83N l lV IVO  8.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 BkEF 6.0000 FT.IOCZODl% *CAIll L O W 1  298 S.OPC1 HOAC/MHC aWS1 ClNlIW5V9 8.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 	 XHRP O.BZ75 REFL
- .  
lWRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 UEFL 




YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)  
DATA JET S~YBOL CEIFICURATICU DESCUIPTICI~ ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORYATION 
(8CZ0831 
(BCL091)  8 MEAIR L S U I  2 5 9  3.0PCl "CA1R L S U I  259  3.OPCT UOAC/HHC B W S l  B3N l lU5V9  UOACIHWC BWST  B3Hl lU5V9 9.000 8.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 BREF XHRP 6.OEW 8.8515 D l .  REFL 
YHRP 0.0GOO FT. 
ZVRP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.Z6G SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
S I D E  S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES- -
DATA Y T  SI'MEOL COIlFIGURATICII OESCPIPTICII 
(BCZO22) 9 MCAIR LSUT 2 5 8  3.OPCT YD4ClHHC BODST B3Hl IY5J8Y9 
lBCZO8OJ MCA I I  LSYT 258  3.OPCT MOACIUYC BWST  83H l l Y5V9  
lBCLO85: H C A I I  LSh7 258 3.OPCT NOAVUMC -ST BSNl lU5V9 























SREF 3 .0000 SO. F T  
LREF 5.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.11067. FT. 
XHRP 0.8175 REFL 
YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300.  SCALE 
. . 
PAGE 309 : 
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EFFECTS d J6 ON LBNGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND A!LERON=O [ALPHA= 01 
S IDE  SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA ST s w ~ a  CMFICURATIQI OESCRIPTIOH ALPHA ELEVOH AILROH RUDDER REFERENCE INF~UAT ION  
" n """0 rr....... -.- - - - . .  
lWRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALEMACH O.Z6G 
PAGE 31 0 



























-.%t -10 - s - s - ., - e 0 B 4 8 10 re6 
SIDE S L I P  AMGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SIUQC44 CWFICURATICH DESCRIPTICN ALPHA ELEVOH AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
YHRP 0.0030 FT. 
ZHRP 0.OIOO REFL 
M C H  0.260 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 311 


































-1e -10 - 0  - 6  - - e  0 z 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OAT& SET s r n a m  COIIFICURATIEII OES-RIFIICH A L P ~ A  ELEVW ASLRCW RUD~ER  
:XZ.'E 8 ::: YE E: ::E: !::Zll: 3;:CH::$i9"v9 : : : : 
::zz::8 : :E :::::z::::::::;.E:::::::::',, : : : : 
MACH 0.260 
BEFEPENCE INFORNATION 









ZHRP 0 . 0100  REFL- -
SCALE 0;0300 SCALE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYMBOL C ( I Y F 2CURA l l ~  D E SG I P T I W  ALPHA ELEVON AILROH RUOCER REFERENCE INFORHATrON 
YHRP 0 .0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0100 REFL 






h 5 5 5 5 3  

8 eaaaz  
000)o P 










S IDE  S L I P  ANGLE. BETA .  DEGREES  
CAT4 SET SVMBQ CCUFICURATIW DESCRIPTICH ALPHA ELEVW A I LRW  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CBCZOZSI @ MCAIR LSW 258  3.OPCT MDAC/MNC 8CQST B3N l lWJ6V9  4.005 0.000 0 .000 0:000 SREF 9 .0003 SO.. FT  
CBUOS l )  *CAI1  LSWl 2 5 8  3-OPCT YDAC/YMC -ST B3Nl lYSV9 4 .000 0.000 0.000 0 .000 LREF S.OO"0 FT.  
YMRP o.ooon FT. 
ZMRP 0 .0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEMAW 0.260 
PAGE  316 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

OLTA 5ET  SYHSU COIFICURATICU DESCRIFTICN ALPHA ELEVCU AILROH RUCCER REFERENCE INFORHATION
:."s;;:;8 :cA;: ;;::Lw:;: p3:; ;:;:aY;g"v9 ;:Ao"t ;:gm; ;:Em; ;:om; F T2s $2;::;: ;:mi:;;SF ;::
::z;::: 8 ::".:;: '2:: :::;::2%:::::: :g:; ::::i",::',,, ::mz ::::: ;::mm :::m:m :::: ::::;; ;:;L 
YHRP O.OUOO FT.  
ZURP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.260 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE . 
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EFFECTS OF J6 (?N. LONGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERON=O [ALPHA= 41 
I I I l r l l l l l l l l l l l l l I , I I I  
I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I L . 1 . I l 1 1 1 1 
SIDE SLIF ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
bTA SET SYMBOL CCWFIGURATICW OESCRlFTICW ALPHA ELEVON AILRM* RUCDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
iCZOZ>> MCAlR LSYT 258  3.0PCT MOACIMUC 5WST  B1NI lk516V9 4 .060 0.000 0 .000 0 . 000  SREF 9 . 0000  SB. FT8 
ICZOBII YCAlR LSYT 258  3.OPCT HOAC/WMC BQQST 83N l lY5V9  4 . 000  0 .000 0.000 0 .000 LREF 6.n00n FT. 
L.ZOS9J MCAlR LSYT 258  3.0PCT MOAC/WMC BWST 83NLlU5V9 4.8DO 0 . 000  0 .000 10 .000 BREF 6.OOqr FT.  
CZ0.73 XC11R LSYT 258  3-OPCT HDAC/WMC 80057  B3HllYSJ6VO 4 . 000  0.000 0 .000 10 . 000  XHRP 0 .8575 REFL .8 
lYRP 0 . 0030  FT.  
ZWRP 0 .0100 SEFL 
MACH O.?6G SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
EFFECTS OF J6 ON LBKGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERBN=O [ALPHA= 41 
1 1 ' , 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 , 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 [ , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.  BETA. DEGREES 
D11A S T  SYMLIOL CWFICURATIOU DESLIIIPTICIL ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUCOER REFEREkCE INFORMATION 
IAUOZ~I M ~ I R  LSWT ~ 5 8  8,s; ~:N;I!~J~v~ e.ooo o.000 0.000 0 .000 SREF s.oooo SQ.g 3 . 0 , ~ ~  a o A u n n c  FT 
I ACZOB l I  UCAIR LSYT 258  3.0PCT MOACIHHC BOOST B3Nl IY5VS 4.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
l A U O 8 9 1  *CAI8  LSYT 258  3.OPCT IICAC/HHC B m S T  B3Nl lYSV9 4.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 BREF 6.000:: FT. 
CACZOI1) *CAI. LSYT 258  3.OFCT WCAClMMC BCOST B3HI lW3J6Y9 4.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 XWRP 0.85>5 REFL8 
IHRP 0.0300 FT. 
ZURP 0.01DO REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEWac* 0.260 
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EFFECTS OF J6 ON LONGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERBN=O [ALPHA= 41 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 




















EFFECTS OF J6 ON LONGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AI'LERON=O (ALPHA= 61 
.-
-1e -lo - s - s - 4 - 2 e 4 

SIDE SLIP ANGL .A.  DEGREES 

DATA Y T  SYYBU. CCWFICUEATICU DESCRIPTICW ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUOCER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
L B C Z O U I  HCAIR LSYT 2 1 6  3.OFCT )IOAC/MHC B W S T  6.000 G.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SO. F T  
CBCZOIBI @ *CAI= LSWI 256 3,OPCT HDICIHHC B4)ST 6.000 0 . 0 0 1  0.000 LREF 6.11000 FT.0.0GO1 00 
I B C Z O ~ Z I  UCLIR LSYT 5 5 6  3.OFCT YOACIWYC 80031 6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 BREF 6 g o n e  FT. 
XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YMRP 0.OOCD FT. 
ZMRP , 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE U.0300 SCALE 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA JET SYYBOL CCUFICURATICH OESCRIPTICN ALPHA E L E V W  AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
r ruoe r ,  *am r s n  ass 3 . 0 ~ ~ ;~cnc/uucw s r  saa i rws ,s lsys  6.000 9.000 0.000 o.ouo REF 0.0000 SP. FT 
[ I C Z D I . )  H U I R  LSYT 2 5 8  5.OPCT UOAC/WHC -ST B3HllW5JSV9 6.000 0.000 0.EOli 10.000 LREF 6.0000 FT.8 
[ACZOBZI MCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT HDACIMWC 80097 B3NllWSV9 6.000 0.000 0,OOQ 0.000 	 BREF 6.0000 FT. 
XKRF 0.357, REFL 
YYRP O.OCO0 FT. 
Z l R P  0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEWAC# 0.260 
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EFFECTS OF J6 ON LONGIT. CHARACTERISTICS VITH V9 AND AILERON.0 (ALPHA= 61 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
?AT4 SET STHBOL CCUF15URITICU OESCRIPTIOi ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUCOER REFERENCE lNFDRWATION 
A U D Z 4 1  HCAIR LSWT 2 5 8  3.OPCT HOACIWMC BCJST B 3 H l l Y 1 J 6 Y 9  6.OGO 6.000 0.000 O.GO0 SREF .9.0000 3s. F T8
l C Z O I 8 i  Y C A I I  LSWT 9 5 8  3.DPC.T WCACIUHC 8 0 0 5 7  B 3 H l l W J 6 V B  5.000 0.009 G.000 1O.OOO LREF 6.0000 F i .  

ACZ88Zl MCAXil LSWT 2 5 8  3.OPCT I~DACIWMC BOOST BJNl:U5V9 6.000 0.000 0.050 0.000 BREF 6.00111 FT. 

PYCP. . . n nrrs nrc , 
.. . . -.-- .- ..-. -
YHRP O.OGDD ii. 
ZHRP 0.0100 R i F L  
%ALE 0.0500 SCALE 
EFFECTS CIF 36 CIN LBNGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERBM=O [ALPHA= 61 
I f i l f l l l l f l f l ] [ [ lf 1 1 [ ' [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1  
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET S I 'MSX CUdFICURATIQI DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVOH AILROH RUDDER SEFERENCE INFORHATIOH 
(ACZnZa) *CAI* LSYT 258 3.QPCT MDACIWIIC 80037  B 3N l i M J 6V 9  6.000 0 .000 0 , 0 0 0  0 . 000  SREF 9 . 0000  SB. FT
::I::::z:::: gz: ::$:: :28:2: Ez::z:3i:v9 ::::: ::::: :;C F;:8 :::g I::::: 
XWRP 0 .8575 REFL 
IHRP. 0.0UOO FT. 
ZMRP 0 .0Z00 REFL 





EFFECTS BF J6 BN LONGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERBN=O [h'iPHA= 81 
- 1 ~  .-lo - 8 - e - - e 1 0  I 2  
S IDE  S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. 0EGREE.S 




WCAIR L S W  258  3.OPCT HDAC/IWC
:::::: $:::::::g::8 
YMRP O.OOJO FT. 
ZWRP 0.OIOD REFL 
*1CH 0,260 SCALE S.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 330 
:::::I::Es::$BOOST B IN l i Y5J6V9  8.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 6.0000 FT.::::: ::%: :::% :::::: ;:;' 1::::: %:; 
tFFECTS OF J6 ON LONGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERON=O (ALPHA= 81 
1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I f I ' , I f I I , I I [ l l [ l [ ( 1 1 1 1 ; \  
SI'DE SLIF ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA JET SVWBOL CCVIFICURATIW OESCRIPTIW ALPHA ELEVOH AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORIIAT1ON 
ISCZOZSI UCAIR LSWI 255 3 rOFC I  YOACIMUC B P S 7  a3HiiG26V5 8 . 000  0 .000 0.008 O.SO0 SREF 9 .0000 SQ. F T9 
I B U 0 4 9 1  WCAIB LSWT 255 3.OPCT MOACIMMC 8005T  83NllWSJ6V9 8 . 000  0 . 000  0 . 000  10 . 000  LREF 6 . 0000  FT. 
(BUOSJ)  *CAI1  LSWI 250  I.OPCT MOACIIMC BOOST W N I I W V S  (i.000 0.000 0 . 000  0 .000 BREF 6 . 0002  FT. 
(SCIOO12 ICA IR  LSYT 258  I.OZCT YOACIIHC BOOST 83WilW5V9 8 .000 0 .000 0 .000 10 . 000  XIlRP 0 .8575 REFL8 
YWRP O.GO00 FT.  
ZMRP 0 .0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE
*Ic n  0.zeo 
SIDE SLIP AkGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCUFICURATIEH DESCRIFTICN ALPHA ELEVON AILROH RUCDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C A U 0 2 5 1  UCAIR LSYT 258 3.OPCT UDACIUUC BMST B3N11WSJbV9 8.OGG 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SO. FT9 
(AC20491 UCAIR LSW 258  3.OPCT MDACIWWC BOQ3T B3Nl lW5>6V9 8.000 0.000 6.000 10.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
( ACZD I3 I  WCAIR LSYT 258  I.OPCT YDACIUWC 80097 B3Hl:U5V9 8.000 0.000 0.060 0.000 BREF S.011C" FT.8 
LAU0 9 1 )  UCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT UDACIWWC BOOST B3Nl lW5V9 8.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 YHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP 9.DYD0 FT. 
ZURF 0.0100 REFL 
nrcn 0.260 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 332 
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:tz:z: O E ~ C R I P T I ~EZ:;::: E:: ;:$: ALPHA: ELEVCU AILRMI RUDDER: : REFERENCE INFORMATION96:::;:s w e a9 c a u r ~ c u a ~ n m;g:i :Fd $2: 2::;
 F T  
CAUOSS) *C I IR  LSWT 258  S.0PCT YOACIUMC BOOST B3NllW5VS 6 . 000  0.000 0 . 000  0 .000 BREF 6.0050 FT.8 

l l U O 9 1 )  MCAIR L I Y T  258  S.OPCT MDAC/UWC BWST B lK l lY5V9  8.000 0 , 000  0 .000 10 . 000  XMRP 0 .8575 REFL 
YHRP O.rJ000 F T  
ZYRP 0 .0100 REFL 
M*CY 0 .  t q 0  SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
EFFECTS OF J6 ON LOtiGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERON=O [ALPHA= 81 
SfUE SL I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL C(NF1OURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVW AILRCU RUOCER REFERENCE INFORMATIOH 
lACZD251 MCAIR L S W  258  3.OPCr MOAC/*MC BCOST 63NixYjJ6v$ 8.000 O.000 0 .000 0 . 000  SREF 9 . 0000  SP. FT2 

lACZ0491 MCAIR LSYT 258  3.0PCT WOACIMYC BOOST B 3N l l M J 6V 9  8.OOO 0 . 010  0.000 10 .000 LREF 6 .0000 FT .  
lACZOSS? UCAIR LSYT 258  3.0PCT WOAC/MMC BOOST BSNllW5V9 8 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 . 000  BREF E.OOOC FT.8 
l A U 0 9 1 1  M U 1 1  LSYr  258  3.0FCT MDACIMUC SCOSl 63Nl lW5V9 8 .000 0 .000 0 .000 iO . 000  XMRP 0 .d515 REFL 
YWRP 0 .000Q FT. 
ZMRP O.OL00 EEFL 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
ALPHA ELEVCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORWATION 
O.OGG0 DOO G.0OG 0.0011 
II.GGG 
0.000 
PAGE 338 , 
PAGE 339 : 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN caOoY AX I S ]  
CAT* SET SIYBW- CECHFICURATI(H OESCSIPTIECH 
(BCZD283 9 YCAIR LSW  2 5 8  3.GPCT WOAClUHC B m S T  B IN l lUSJ6Y9  ALPHA 0.000 ELEVCU 0.000 AILRON 20.000 RUDCER 0.000 XEFERENCE ZHFORHATION SREF 9.0000 SO. FT  
I B C Z O ~ O  MCAIR LSYT 256 3.OPCT UOAC/UWC 80057 B3N11USV9 0.000 0 .000 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.000C FT. 
BPEF 6.00C3 FT. 
XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP 0.OOUO FT. 
ZURP 0.0100 PEFL 
MACH 0.i60 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
.-
SIDE SLlF ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET S I Y B U  CCNFIGURATICN OESCRIPTICN ALPHA ELEVCU AILRON RUODER REFERENCE INFORMATION2
CBCZOZ9.9) V U l R  L S W  258  3.OPCT SOACIMVC BJ0S l  a3N11k3JbV1 4.GOG 0 . 000  20.000 0 .000 SREF 9 . 0000  SO. Fr 
LBCIOBS) Y U I R  L S W  258  3.OPCT WDACIRYC 8WST  B3N11W5V9 4 . 000  0.GOO ZG.000 0 .000 LREF 6 .0000 FT. 
BREF 6 . 0001  FT. 
XURP 0 .8515 REFL 
WRP 0.GOOO FT. 
ZVRP 0 .0100 REFL 
WACH 0.260 SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 


YAWING MOMEN7 COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS1 

DATA Y T  J I Y 8 0 L  CCNFIGURATI(IY OESCRIFTICH 
LBCZOi.OI 8 MCAIR L S W  258  3.OFCT MOACIYMC W  T 8 3 d l i C j J G V 9  A L PM  4.000 ELEVW 0.000 A I L RW  20.000 RUDOER O.00G REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 9 .0000 Sa, FT 
lBCZD85J MCAIR LSVT 2 5 8  3.0PCT MOAUEIMC -ST 8 3 N l l U 5 V 9  4.500 0.000 '20.600 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 









R l F L  
MAW 0.268 SCALE 5 .0350 SCALE 
SIDE S L I F  ANGLE. RETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCUFICURATICU OESCRIPTICU ALPHA ELEVCU A ILRON RUODER REFERENCE INFORWATIOH 
( B UO I 1 )  MCAlR LJWl 258 3.0PCT HOAC/)IMC BJOSl B3Nilrji6V1 B.GGO O.OG0 20.000 G.PUU- SREF 9 . 0 0 00  SP. FT  
lBCZOS7J  MCAIR LSUT Z5B  3.0PCT *DAC/UWC W S T  83N1 lW5V9 8.00~7 0 .000  Z0 .000  0.000 LREF 6 .0000  FT. . 
BREF *.OD*> FT. 
XMRP G.B l73  REFL  
VHRP O.OCD0 F?. 
ZMRP 0 .0100  REFL 




YAWING MOMEhT COEFFICIENT. CYN [BODY AXIS1 

DATA SET SYYBQ COIFICURATICII CESCILlPTIOI ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFEKENcE INFORHATION 
:::,'::12EDA1:: 1::::g:::: 8 ::: kg$ $:: ::!:4:,"" g:::," :;:::: ::::: :::: z::::: ;: FT  
BREF 6.000; FT.  
XNRP 0 .8575 REFL 
YYRP O.GCOO FT. 
ZYRP 0 . 0100  REFL 
HICW 0 . 260  SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 348 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 

DATA S T  SIIIBCL COIFICURATIOI  OESCKIPTXW ALPHA ELEVW AXLRW RUDDER EEFERENCE INFORMATION . 
IBCZOWJ  YCAIR LSWT 250 3.OPCT UDACIMUC BODST 83Nl lW5J6V9 0.000 0.000 90.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 $4. FT  
I B U O 8 d J  RCAIR L S W  236 3.0PCT UOACIUWC BOOST B3Nl lW5V9 0.000 0.OOG 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 F l .  . 
ESEF @.Don> FT. ' 
XURP 8.8575 PEFL 
YURP 8.OOJB FT. 
ZMRP O.OIO0 SEFL 
MACH 0.160 SCALE O t 0300  SCALE 
PAGE 349 , 
EFFECTS BF J6 ON LBNGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILER8N=20 [ALPHA= 01 
. 0 6 ~ > I 1 I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I l I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 I I I l  
S IDE  SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OAT* SET SYMBOL CCNFICURATISN QESCRIPTIOH ALPHA ELEVMl AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE IHFORRATION
::g;;:,":9 25 ::;;:;:;::I:::ps;p::m;9"vs ;:I;; .a:;;; g;:; ;:;;.a :;.Q; z:;;;; ;::KN: F l  
BP.EF 6.0DC1 FT.  
XWRP 0 .8575 REFL 
YURF 0 .0000 FT. 
ZURF 0 . 0100  SEFL 
SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALEMAUI 0.260 
- - 
EFFECTS OF J6 ON LBNGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERON=20 [ALPHA= 01 
1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 [ 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 , f [ , 1 ( 1 1 [ \ 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 \  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA SET C P I F I i U R A T I W  DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVCU A ILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I ACZO2Q I YCAIR L S Y l  2 5 8  3.0PCT UOAC/#MC BW S T  83N1116.16V4 O.OOG G.ODD 2G;OOO O.OG0 $REF 9 . 0 0 00  Sa. F T  
l 1CZOB1 )  UCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  S.0PCT UOACIUHC BWST 01N l lWSV9  0 .000  I1.010 20.GDG 0 .000  LREF 6 .0000  FT. , 
BREF 6 . 5 0 0n  FT: 
XMHP 0.8575 REFL 
YMRP U.OGDD FT. 
ZYRP 0 .0100  REFL 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

OAT1 SET SIWBCi CCHFICURATIaY OESCRIPTICH 
lACZOZ81 2 UCAIR LSU l  258  3.OPCT MOAUWMC BWST  83Nl iY516V9 ALPHA 0 .000 ELEVW 0.000 AILRON ZO.000 RUDDER 0 . 000  RFFERENCE INFORHATIOtl SREF 9 . 0000  5 0 .  FT 
lACZD#.> U U I R  L SU l  2 5 8  3.OPCT MOACIUMC BOOST 83Nl lYSV9 0 . 000  0 .000 20.000 0 .000 LREF 6 .0000 FT. 
BREF 6 .000P FT. 
XHRP 0 .8575 REFL 
YHRP 0.OOOC FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0100  R i F L  
IUCM 0.ZSD SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 
EFFECTS OF J6 ON LONGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERON=20 [ALPHA= 03 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DAIA YT  SYIIBQ C~FICURATIW CESCRIPTIW ALPHA ELEVCU AILRMI RUCDER REFEEENCE INFORHATION 








XHRP . 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP O.OOG0 FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0100 RLFL 





S I D E  S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA PT s r m a a  CCNFICURATIQI OESCRIPTIQI ALPHA ELEVOH AILRON RUDDER RE'ERENCE INFORMATION 
( 8 U O Z 9 1  HCAIR LSW 258 3.OPCT WDAC/)IMC -ST B3N1lY5J6V9 1.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 SREF 9.UOOO SP. FT9 
IBCZOa51 UCAlR LSYT 2 5 8  3.0PCT HOAC/HHC 80097 8 3 N l l Y S V 9  1.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 5.5000 FT. 
XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
IHRP 0 . 0 0 0 ~  FT. 
ZHRP 0.OIOO RFFL 
n ~ c n  0.i.60 SCALE 	 o.oaao SCALE 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. 3ETA. DEGREES 
GATA Y T S l Y B C C  CWF ICURAT IW  OESCRIPTIW ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUOOER ZEFERENCE INFORHATION:E","Dz:'9 U U l R  LSWT 2 5 6  3.GPCT HDACIUWC BOOST B3Xl lY516V9 4 . 000  0 .000 20 .000 0 .000 SREF 9 . 0000  SP. FT  
*LAIR LSUT 258 3.GPCT HOACIHHC BWST B3Nl lY5V9 4 .000 D.000 90 . 000  0 . 000  LREF 6.00011 FT.  
BREF 3.OG30 FT. 
XMRP 0.P575 REFL 
IMRP O.OUG0 FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0100 REFL 
U C N  0.260 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 357 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
ATA JET SYIIBCX CCNFISURATIM D E S C D I P T I M  ALPHA ELEYON A I L R W  RUDDER RZFEREWCE INFORMATION fzzz; 9 :z;: g2: ::;::::;::I:;:E;:;:$9"V9 :;; ;:%; g;:; :;; 	 ::E z:;;;; :: F T  
BREF 6 . 0 0 0 1  FT.  
XMRP 0 .8575 REFL 
YWRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 PEFL 
MACH 0 .260 	 SCkLE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALE 
PAGE 358 
EFFECTS OF J6 ON LONGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERgN=20 (ALPHA= 41 
. in 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES 
CAT* P T  SIMBOL COIFICURATIQN DESCSIPTIcN ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUDCER FEFERENCE INFORMATION 
(IffoLDl UCAIR L S W  P58 3.OPCT H D A U W C  BOOST B3Wl lLnI6V9 4.005 0 .000 2 0 . 5 0 5  0 . 0 0 0  	 SREF 0.0000 SP. FT2 	 .' r )CZO.*)  *CAI. L M 218 3.OPCT MOACIMMC B m S T  83Mi ILnY9 4 . 0 0 0  5.G00 20 .000 0 .000 	 LREF 6.00OP F T .  
BREF C.OOJ3 FT. 
XMRF 0.8575 REFL 
YMRP O.DGG3 FT. 
ZMRP 0 .0100 QEFL 
SCALE 0 . 0 3 0 0  SCALEMACH O.L*60 
PAGE 3-59 
.40 
EFFECTS OF J6 ON LONGIT. CHARACTERISTICS # ITH  V9 AND AILERON=20 [ALPHA= 41 
SIDE S L l F  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET S I Y BW  CCUFICURATICH OESCRIPTICH ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION9lACZOZ91 Y U l R  LSUT 258 3.OPCT MDACIMMC Bm S T  3 3M i i w 5 i 6 k 9  4.000 0.000 20.000 0 .000 SREF 9.0000 SP. FT 
CACZOB?o YCAIR LSUT 258  3.OPCT HOAC/HUC -ST 83N11WSV9 4.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.00QJ FT. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
lMRP O.GOOD F I .  
ZMRP 0.0100 PEFL 




SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 






1 . 000  
Z0.000 








BREF 5.OC"A FT.  
XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
YMRP 0.UO00 FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0100  REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 363. 
EFFECTS OF J6 aN LBNGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILEUON=20 (ALPHA= 81 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
>AT1 S T  SYMBN CCNFIGURATICN OESCRIPTIW ALPHA ELEVCU AILRON RUDDER PEFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 BU0 3 1 )  % MCAIR L S U l  258  3.OFCT MOAC/MHC -ST BJHl lY5J6V9 8.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SB. FT  
IBCZ087) MC I IR  L S U l  258 3.0FCT MOAC/MMC 80057 83H l l YSV9  8.000 0.DGO 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF 6.OOE3 FT. 
XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
YMRP O.OOOO FT. 
ZMRP 0.0100 WEFL 
W1CW 0.260 I SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 


























-se -1s - a  - s  	 - 4  - r  n 2 4 6 B 

SIDE SLIP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA SET SrMBff- C O I I F I W R A T I P I  W S E P I P T I D I  ALPHA E L E V W  AILROH RUDDER REFERENCE INFORYATIW 
l A C Z 0 3 1 1  UCAIR I S Y T  2 5 0  3.OPCT UOACIWHC BOOST 83NLIUSJ6VS S.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SO. F T9lACZ087)  *CAI. L S Y I  PSO 1.OFCT UDACIU#C BOOST 83NHYSVS 8.000 0.5GO 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.OOOr FT. 
BPEF 6.00C3 FT. 
XYRP . 0.8575 REFL 
YYRF 0.0000 FT, 
ZWRP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH O.ES0 SCALE , 0.0300 SCALE 
EFFECTS BF J6 ON LBNGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILERON=20 [ALPHA= 8) 
S I D E  S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
AT4 S T  SIHBOL CWFICURATIQI DESCRIPTIQI ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 9A U O S I J  MCAIR L S U I  258 3.OPCT UDAClWMC B W S T  B 3 N i l M 1 6 Y 9  8.000 0.000 20.000 0.GGO 	 SREF 9.0000 SQ. F T  
ACZOB71 MCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  3-DPCT HDAC/HMC BODST B3NllW5V9 8.000 0.GLlD 80.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF S.DOCC: FT. 
XMRP 0.e575 REFL 
YHRP 0.OUDO FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.260 	 SCALE 8.0300 SCALE 
EFFECTS OF J6 ON LBMGIT. CHARACTERISTICS WITH V9 AND AILEROM=20 (ALPHA= 8 3  
1 , 1 1 , ) 1 , 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 l 1 , 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 
I ! ! I I I ! I I I I I I ~ ; I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  
S!DE S L l P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CAI4 LET 5 IUBQ  CQIFIGURATIQI OESCRfPTIOI ' rLFHA ELEVW AILRON RUOCER REFEEENCE INFORMATION 
BRBF 6 .0002 FT. 
-	 XHRF 0.8575- REFL 
YYRP 0-DOGG ST. 
ZHRP O.OiO0 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300' SCALE 
PAGE 367 . 

- - - . . ,. 
XHRP 0 .8575 REFL 
IWRP 0 .0c10 FT. 
ZWRPSCALE :::::: :::kE 
PAGE 369 
COMPARISON OF V8. AND V9 LATERAL  CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERON= 0 (ALPHA= 01 
.zo 
. I 5  





-12 - 1 0  - 0  - 6  - 4  - 2  0 2 . 4  6 8 
SIDE SL lP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
EAT1 Y T  SYMBCL CO IF IGURAT IO I  OESCRIPTIOI  ALPHA ELEVCU A ILRCU RUDDER €?EFERENCE INFORMATION 2
1 8 U O a D >  WCAIR L S W  2 5 8  3.OPCT WOAC/WUC BOOST 8 3N l lW5V9  0.000 LI.000 0 .000  G.000 SREF 9 . 0 0 00  SP. FT 
1 B U O S L )  WCAIR L S W  2 5 8  3.OPCT MDACIUMC -ST B 3 N l l w 5 v e  0.000 G.oGG 0 .000  0 .000  LREF 6.0000 FT.
::Z."::: 8 kE ::::::;:::E:ZEE: :EZ: E:::::::: ::::: ::::: ::E :::::: !::: :::::; :;iL 
YURP O.OOC0 FT. 
ZURP G.0100 SEFL  












COMPARISON OF V8 AND V9 LATERAL CHARACT. W/B J6 AND AILERBN= 0 (ALPHA= 41 
-20 






























1 2  -10 - 8  - 6  - 4  - B  2 4 6 10 12 
S IDE  SLIP ANGLE. EETA. DEGREES 
OATA SET SIMBCL CCHFTCURATI(IV OESCKIPTIW ALFHA E'.EVON AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:rg;:t: 3 it:;~WSW $2: ::;A:; y ~ ~ : ~::!: ;;$ !:;; ;:;; ;:;A; y: FTz: ;:;; : E K ~  
YHRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRP D.0100 REFL 
*Ai l (  0.2611 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 


YAW!NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS1 

DATA SET SYUBCL CCWFIGURATlaY OESCRIPTIM ALPHA ELEVON AILROH RUOOER KEFERENCE INFORHATION 
IBCZOBI)  
' B U D 9 3 l  
IBCZO89J 
%8 YCAIR LSWT 258  3.OFCT HCAIP LSWZ 258  3.OFCI HCAIR LSWT 258  3.O'CT WOACIIHC B M S T  B3N l l Y5V9  *.OAC/UWC BOOST B3N11W5V8 WOACIMUC BOW7 BLINIIWSVS 4.000 4.000 4.009 . 0.000 G.000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 SREF LREF 89EF . 9.0000 6.Oli.l 6 .0062 SB. FT. FT. FT 
I B U Q 9 9 1  MCAIR LSWT 258  3.OFCT WOACIUWC 8 M S T  83HllWSVB 4.000 0.000 0.000 10 .000 XMRP - 0.e575 REFL 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZWRF 0 .0100 PEFL 
HICW 0.260 SCALE 0.0300. SCALE, 
- -  --- S l D E  SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATI SET 5 7 u e a  COWFICURATIQI DESCQIPTIOW ALPHA ELEVCU A ILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION .:: 8 krd g: ;Kz$;,": E;::3;;,":::: :::::I Es: 8.000 O".UO 0 . 0 0 0  0 .000  SREF 9.OOOO SR. F T  
::%: ::::: ::: k:; z::::: ;:
XMRP REFL 
( B U 0 9 1 i  *CAI. L 5 U I  2 5 0  3.OPCT HDAC/*#C BOOST B 3 N l l U 5 Y 9  
(BCZ*OGI 8 1::::: *CAI. LOUT 9 5 0  0.OPCT *OAC/*HC BOOST 8 3H l l Y 5VO  8.000 0.000 0 .000  10.000 0.8575 
YHRP 0 .0000  FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0100  SEFL  






VAWiNG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN [BODY AXIS1 

04\11 SZT SVWBOL COLFICURATIW CESLRIFTIC; 
(SC7SD31 2 MCAIR LSWT 256  3.OPCT MDAC/MMC 8W S T  B3NllWSVS ALPHA 6.000 ELEVMl 0.00, AILRON 0 . 000  RUDDER 0 .000 REFERENCE INFORHATION SREF 9 . 0000  So. FT  
18CZ09.I YCAlR LSYT 256  3.OPCT WOAC/WMC BWST 83HZlWlV8 8 .000 0 .000 0.000 0 . 000  LREF 6 . 0002  FT. 
YURT 0 .0000 FT. 
ZWRP 0.01OD REFL 
U10( 0.260 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 381 
S lDE  SLIP ANGLE. BETA. EEGREES 
EAT. SET J IYROL COUFICUeATICII OESCllrPflCII 
- .  .. . 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SRPF 9.0000 SQ. FT 
0.00l I.DO0 0.000 8.000 LREF 6.0003 FT. 
11.000 o.000 0.000 IO.OOO 
0.000 0.000 OrOO1l 10.000 





IWRP 0.0%00 REFL 

SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 

COMPhRlSON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERON= il [ALPHA= 01 
t l l l l l l l l l l l l l i l i i l i i l l i l i t ? i l t l l i l i i l l l i ~ i i i l i l ~ .  
1 2 . - L O  - 8  - 6  - 4  - 2  1 0  1 2  
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
M-<A SET SIUBOL CCUFICURATIM DESCR IPT IM  ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IBCZOBOl HCAIR LSWI 258  3.OPCl !1OACIWWC BWST  W3Nl;Y5V9 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 BREF S.OOC*. FT.8 
IBCZD981  M U i R  L S n  258  3.OFCT H04CIYUC 8WST  83MlfWSV8 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 XWRP 0.85T5 REFL 
lWRP 0.COOC FT.  
ZURP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.260 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. RETA. DEGREES 
ALPHA ELEVW AILR& RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.UO0 G.GOO 0.000 5.OUO SREF 9.0000 So. F T  
0.000 0.095 0.ODO 0.000 LREP 6.0000 FT .  
0.OOU 0.000 G.000 10.000 BREF F.DO!lb FT.  
0.000 	 0.OOO 0.000 10.000 XMRP 0.8373 REFL 
YWRP O.OCGO FT .  
ZWRP 0.0100 REFL 
* SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 384 



















0 2 4 6 8 . 18 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CWF:OURATIOI CESCR IPT IW  ALPHA E LEYW  A1LROll  eUDOFe RFFEPFNCE INFO.YITrOH 
.. 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 385 
COMPARISON OF VO AND V9 LONGIT .  CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERON= 0 (ALPHA= 01 
I \ \ l , ( l \ l l [ , l l l l l , l f l l , l l l l l i l , l f , l l l 1 l f 1 1 f 1 1 1 f  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

ALPHA ELEVCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATZON 
SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SQ. F T0.000 0.000 0.000OOGG G.GG0 0 . 0 0 0  LREF 6.000W FT.1
0.oon 0.000 	 BREF b . l G U i  FT.000 0.000 	 1 0 . 0 0 0  XHRP 0.8'75 REFL 
YHRP 0.00OG FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0 1 0 0  EEFL 






SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DbTA SET SYMBU  CWFICURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVW A I L RW  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION::sg:; ,8 WCAIR LSUT 258  3-OPCT MOAC/MMC 0-T 63Nl lW5V9 4.000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SO. FT  UCAIR L S M  258  3.OPCT MOACIHHC B O S T  63Hl lU5VB 4.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.0001 FT. I E U O B 9 1  MCAIR L S M  2 5 8  3.O=CT YDAClWMC BWST  83Nl lUSV9 4.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 89EF E ODZD FT. 
i BCZ0991  YCAIR LSVT 258  3.OPCT UDAC/UHC BMST  83Hl lW5V8 4.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 XMRP 0.8575 REFL 
lHRP 0.0003 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0100 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEWACH 0.260 
PAGE 389 
COMPARISON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERON= 0 [ALPHA= 41 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

DATA Y T  S 1 H B K  CCIIFXCURITIOI GESCSIFTICII ALPHA ELEVON AILRCU RUDDER kEFERENCE INFORHATION
::z:::: z::
::;::$Yy;::ti:: :: ;:: ::::::1:g:; ::::: ::::: ::: 







 ;:; ;:iL 
YHRP O.0000 FT. 
ZHRF 0 . 0100  EEFL 
HAUI 0.260 SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 
PAGE 390 

COMPARISON d V8 AND V9 LOMGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERON= 0 [ALPHA= 41 
.8 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA P T  97WBoL COP2FIGIIlzIT.CN nF+C.rmTIIY ALPHA ELEVMl AILRON RUDDER EEFERENCE INFORMATION. 
4.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 SREF 3.0000 SO. FT 
4.000 G+GOO 0.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.00011 FT. 
4.000 0.090 G.000 10.000 	 BEEF - b.OOCJ F T  
4.000 	 0.000 0.0110 10.000 XYRP 0.8575 nEFL 
yaup o.oioo ~ 7 . -
ZWRP O.DI00 2EFL 
SCALE 0.03110 SCALE 
PAGE 391 
COMPARISON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERBN= 0 [ALPHA= 41 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES ' 
OATA SET SYMBU  CCUFICURATICU OESCRIPTICU AlPUd ELEVCU LILlRRO RRUODEP PEFERFIILF lUFDl lYIT lOH 
SCALE 0 .O100  SCALE 
PAGE 392 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CATA Y T  SIMBQL CCHFIWRATIEN DESCkIFTIOi  ALPHA ELEYW AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lACZO81> MCAIR LSWT 258 3.OPCT UDACIYHC BOOST B3Nl lY5Y9 4 . 000  0 .030 0.000 0 . 000  SREF 9 . 0000  SQ. FT8,
IACZ0931 UCAIR L S W  258  3.3PCT YDACIYWC BOOST B3N11W5V8 L .000 0 . 000  0 . 000  0 . 000  LREF 8.DODG FT. 
IURP o.oaoo FT. 
ZHRP 0 .0100 REFL 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL CQIFIWRATIQI  DESC9 IPT IM  ALPHA RUDDER KEFERENCE INFORUATION 
8.000 0 .000 SREF 9 . 0000  SB. FT 
8 .000 0 .000 LREF 6.00011 FT.  
BREF 6.OOLJ FT. 
XURP 0 .8575 REFL 
YURP 0 . 0000  F T  
ZURP D.O1OO l E F L  
MACH 0.260 
8.000  111.0000.0  
SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 
COMPARISON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERON= 0 [ALPHA= 81 \ \ \ \ 1 , , , \ 1 \ 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
EhTA S I  SYUQU CCUFICURATlCU OESCRIPTlW ALPHA ELEVCU A I LRM I  RUOOER QEFEREHCE INFORMATION 
:BCC:~; 2 21;;:; $2: ::;A:; :;::;:::E;;:;::;:;; : : ; ;  ; ;; ;:;;., FT 
16U09i> YCAIR LSYT 258 3.0SCT WOAC/WMC 80037  B 3 N l l W V 9  8.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 B IEF  d.OOi0 FT. 
' 8 U l 0 0 )  *CAI. LSYT 258  IeDPCT MOACIWYC 8 0 0 3 1  83N l l Y5V8  8.000 Cl.000 0.000 10.000 XWRP O.t.75 REFL8 
YWRP 0.0ODD FT. 
ZWIP 0.0100 REFL 




COMFARISON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. #/I3 J6 AND AILERON= 0 (ALPHA= 81 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE.' BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET S Y M B U  C W F I C U R A T I f f l  C E S C R I P T I W  ALPHA ELEYCU AILRON RUDDER ZEFERENCE 1NFORHATION 
l A C Z O B 3 l  H U I R  LSUT 1?58 3.OPCT HDAClMYC BOOST B 3 N l l U 5 Y 9  8.000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0  0.000 SREF 9 .0000  SQ. FT9 

l A U 0 9 1 I  *CAI* LSUT 258 3.OPCT HDAC/HYC BOOST B l N l l Y S Y B  8.000 O.GO0 0 .000  0.000 LREF 6 .0005  FT. 
I A C Z O 9 l i  MCAIR LSHT 8 5 8  3.OFCT HDACIMYC B W S T  B 3 N l l Y S Y 9  8.000 0.000 0.000 10 .000  BREF 3 . 0 0 5 0  FT .8 
I A C Z l O D J  MCAIR LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT HOAC/HYc B W S T  8 3 N l l U 5 V 8  8 .000  (1.000 U.0UO 1 0 - 0 0 0  	 XHRP 0.8575 R E F L  
YHRP O.OOG0 FT. 
ZMRP 0 .0100  REFL 
SCALE 0 .0300  SCALEY*CH 0.260 
PAGE 398 
COMPARiSBN BF  VS AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERON: 0 [ALPHA= 81 
.in 














-12 -10 - 8  - 5  - 4  - Z  0 2 4 6 8 1 0  12 
S I D E  SL!F ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DbTA El SYYBC% CCI IF IWRATIO(  DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVW A I L R W  RUDDER PEFERENCE INFORWATION
:f;g:g:: 2 HCAZR LSYT 2 5 8  3.OPCT MOAC/UMC W S T  83Nl lYSV4 8 .000 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SO. .FT 
l l C d iR  LSUl  2 5 8  3.OPCT UOAClUIlC 8 0 0 5 7  B I N l I U 5 V 8  8 .000 0 .000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0  LREF 6.000. F;. 
YHRP 0:OOQQ F T .  

ZURP I - D I D O  REFL -





























-12 - 10  - - 6  - 4  - 2  0 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

C I T A  SET SIWBOi CLIIFICURATICN OESCIIIFTIffl ALPHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE IHFORUATION 
(ACZO831 MCAXR LSWI 256 3.OFCT UOACIUUC %COST B 3N l lWV9  8.000 0 .000 0 . 000  0 .000 SREF 9 . 0000  Se. FT9 
l1CZ0943 MCAIR LSWT 256  3.OFCT UCACIHHC 8oOST B3NlSWSV8 8 .000 0.000 0 .000 0 .000 LREF 6.OOOP FT. 
IURF D.OOO0 FT. 
- ZMRP 0 . 0100  REFL 
M C H  0 . i 6 0  SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 400 

PAGE 4 0 1  










SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. 
DATA Y l  SlllSOL COhiFIGURATIff l  OESCZZPTIQL ALPHA 

0.OOB::: 8' :z::::z:::::,";::;;::::::%; :::::g: 0 . 0 0 0  
DEGREES 
AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORUATION 





YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AX IS1  
CATA Y T  SIWSOL CCNFlCURbTIOH CEECRIFTIOI ALPHA ELEVOn AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:z::: :::::::::;:::::E::::::z:: : : : : 2;; :::::: : FT 
RREF S.OiJO FT. 
XMRP 0.5575 REFL 
YWRF 0 . 0000  FT.  
ZHRP O.OIOO REFL 
MACH 0.26CI SCALE 0 . 0500  SCALE 
COMPARISON OF V8 AND V9 LATERAL CHARACT. W/b J6 AND AILERBN=2O (ALPHA= 41 
1 0  12 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S€T SIWBOL CCUFICUBATIDI DESCCIPTICU ALPHA ELEVW A I LRW  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORWI\TION:=;:; 2 ;: :;s z:: ::;;:;;;:m;::Bc&x; E::;;;~ ~:g; ;:a;: g;:;; ;:;; ZR: ',:",", ",",:FT  
BREF 6 .3002 FT. 
XURP O.BI75 REFL 
YYRP 0 .0000 FT. 
ZWRP . 1 . 0100  EEFL 




YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS1 

DATA SET SVYBCL ~ m ~ l 6 u R A T I f f lCESCRIPTI f f l  
l BCZBB5 I  8 UCAIR LSYT 258  3.OPCT WOAC/YMC BM S T  B3Nl lYSVS ALFHA 4.000 ELEVOH 0.000 AlLRCU 20.000 RUDOER 0.000 PEFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 9.0000 SO. F T  
L B U 0 9 6 )  MCAlR LSYT 258  3.DPCT MDANMWC BWST  B lN l l YSVB  4.00P O.OO0 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.0000 FT. 
BREF €.OOCU FT. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
YMRF O.OGDO FT. 
ZMRP 0.0100 PEFL 
WACM 0.260 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
COMPARISON BF V9 AND V9 LATERAL CHARACT. N IB  J6 AND A ILERt lN=20  (ALPHA= 8) 
S IDE  SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SAT* SEi SIMBCC CWF ICURAT IW  CESCRIPTIW ALFHA ELEVCU AILRCU RVDOER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
:;':';; g y;;:;sf& 2:: ::;::;;;:o,::w;:: ;",;:::;y;;: z:;;; ;:;:; 2;:;;; ;:;; y; ;:m&m; rr 
%REF 5.0033 FT. 
XWRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRP 0.OEOI FT. 
ZRRP 0.01DO REFL 
MACH 0.860 SCALE 0 . 0300  SCALE 











YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AX IS3  
CAT6 9ET S V l l BM  COYFIGURATSOY CESCd i P T I a  
fECZ5871 2 UCAIR LSWT 2 5 8  S.OPCT WDAC/WIIC BOOST B3NllU5VB 





0 . 000  
O.OD0 
AfLRMI  
20 , 000  
20 .000 
RUQCER 
0 . 000  
G.000 
REFERENCC INFORWATION 
SREF 9 .0000 SO. F T  
LREF 8.DUDL FT. 
BkEF 6 .0000 FT .  
XWRP 0.8575 REFL 
YHBP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0 . 0100  REFL 
WEIc 0,zs'J SCALE 0 .0300 BEALE 
S I D E  S L I P  ANGLE.  BETA .  D E GR E E S  
CATA SET SYWBUL CCPIFICURATI*Y 'DES?RIFTIOI ALPHA ELEVCU A I L RW  RUDDER SEFERENCE INFORHATION 
1 8UOSd )  % UCAIR LSIIT 258  3.OFCT WOAC/MUC 8 0 0 9 1  S3NI lYSVS 0.000 0.0.0 21.100 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SO. FT  
18CZ095J *CAIR LSYT 258  3.OPCT HDACIMUC BWST  B3NllWSV8 0.000 0.000 2D.000 0.000 LREF 6.DOOB FT. 
eREF i .OD iO  F T -
XMRP 0.P575 REFL 
YURP 0.0003 FT. 
ZURP 0.0100 REFL 
UbCIl 0.26s SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
P AG E  415  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA JET SYMBOI. CQIFIGURATIQI D E S t S I P T I Q I  ALFHA ELEVCU AILRCU RUDDER REFERENCE INFORuC I I O N  
I W C Z OO l >  HCaIR LS, 2 5 8  3.0PCT MOACIMHC -7 B 3 N l i M V 9  0.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 ,REF 9 . 5 0 0 0  SQ. F T9 
lBCZOS51 HC4IR LSUT 2 5 8  3,OPCT MDACIHMC BOOST BJNl lUSV8 0.000 D.GOD 2D.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.000G FT .  
BREF 6 .0063 FT. 
XURP 0.8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 .0000  FT. 
ZUEP O . i i 0 0  9EFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGE 416 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OATA SET S1MBQ CCUFICURATIOI OESCRIPTIC#4 ALPHA ELEVCU AILROH RUDDER hEFERENCE INFORMATION 
IACZDD1? MCAXR LSUT 256  3.OFCT UfiAC/WWC ,COST B 3 N l l W V 9  0.000 0.000 ZO.!lOO 0.000 SREF 9 .0000 Sa. FT9 
l A U 0 9 5 1  WCAIR L S W  256 3.OFCT WCAClUYC @COST B3N l lU5VS  0.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.000'3 FT. 
B3EF b.OOb0 FT. 
XWRP O . ~ S T S  REFL 
YWRP 0.0000 E l .  
ZWRP 0.0100 2EFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEMACH 0,260 
PAGE 4 1 7  
COMPARISON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. V/O J6 AND AILER3N=20 (ALPHA= 01 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

OAT- 9E1 SYH6oL CQIFIGURATIQI OESCIIIFTI(II ALPHA ELEVQI AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFrnWATION9( AUS S ' 1  *CAIR.LSYT Z58 3.OFCT HDACIUHC B(iOST 83NllY5V9 0.000 0.000 EO.000 ,0.000 	 SREF 9.0000 SB. FT 
CAC ZO ~ S J  nCAIP LSW zse a.opcr HOAC/HHC BWST s3~11~5va  O.GOG ~ . o o o  ao.ooo 0.000 	 LREF 6.0051 FT. 
BREF 6.0200 FT. . 
XURP 0 BSIS REFC 
YURP 0.ODIO FT. 
ZURP O.Ol00 REFL 
MACH 0.06s SCALE 	 0.0300 SCALE 
PAGt. 418 

COMPARISON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERON=20 (ALPHA= 01 
l l , l l l l f l l l l l { ( l , , , , [ l l l l , l , ) l l , l l ] , l l l l l l l , l , l  
,SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA P T  SI l lBCi  CONFICURITICH C E S C R I P T I l i  ALPHA ELEVON AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
( A U D O 4 )  UCAIR LSYT 258 3.OPCT YOAC/IWC 0-T B3NllUSV9 0.000 0.000 2 1 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 1  SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SO. F T9( A U I O I I  WCAXR L W  258 3.DPC.T MCAC/U#lC ,,ST S ~ N % Z W ~ V S  0.000 0.000 20 .000 0 . 0 0 0  	 LREF 6 .0003 S T .  
BfEF 6 . 0 0 ~ 0  FT. 
XWRP O.PS75 REFL 
YHRP 0 .0000 FT. 
ZURP 0 . 0 3 0 0  REFL 
MACH 0.260 SCALE 	 0 .0300 SCALE 
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-12 1 0  - 8  - 6  - 4  - 2  0 2 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
: l r A  SET SIYBCC CCHFICURATICH CESCJIPTICN ALPHA ELEVON +.ILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BCZOQI I  YCAIR LSYT 258 3.DPCT UDAC/WHC B W S T  B 3 N l l Y 5 V 9  4.0011 0.000 20 .000 0 1 0 0 0  SREF 9.000C 5 0 .  FT8 
BC7.0961 WCAIR L S W  2 5 8  3.OPCT *DAC/WHC BOOST B3NI lUSV8 4.000 0.000 20.000 0,000 	 LREF 6.0002 F T  
BhEF 6.0000 FT. 
XWRP ' 0.8573 REFL 
YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 UEFL 
MACH 0.260 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 422 
COMFARISON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERBN=20 [ALPHA= 41 
_ 0 6 - t r . I I I I I I I I I I , , I I I . I . ~ . I I I I I . I t I I I I I . . I I I I , I ' 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA Y T  S I U B U  CCHFIGURATICH CESTRIPTIQ( ALPHI ELEVON AILRON RUDDER LEFERENCE INFORHATION 
BQEF i.OG7G FT. 
XHRP 0.8575 REFL 
YWRP O.OOG3 FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 REFL 
MACH 0.260 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 423 
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-12 -10. - 8  - 6  - 4  - 2  0 2 4 6 LO I2 
SIDE SLIP P.NGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYM80L CWFICURATIOH C E s ~ R l F i i C i i  ALPHA ELEVMI  A I LRM I  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ACZ0851 PICAIR LSYT 2 5 s  3.OPCT WDAC/WMC BCOST 83Nl lW5V9 4.000 0 .000 20.000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 So. FT 
l A U 0 5 6 1  WCAIR L S W  258  3.OPCT MDACIMWC BOOST B1H'lW5V8 1.0.0 0.000 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.00OI FT. 
BREF 6.0000 FT. 
XHRP O.Ld75 REFL 
YWRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZWRP 0.0100 REFL 





SIDE SLIP BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S&? SYURa  COHrIGURATSOII CESLRIFTIOY ALPHA ELfVOH A I L I M I  RUCCER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lBCZOBTl MCAIil  L SU I  258 3.0lCT MDACIMIC 803ST BlNllWSVS B.000 0 . 0 3 9  2V.GOO 0.000 SREF #.OOOO 88. FT  





FT .  
XHRP O.LS75 REFL 
YMRF 0 . 0000  FT. 
ZMRP 010100 RLFL 
MACH 0.265 SCALE 0 .0300 SCALE 
PAGE 429 
COMPARISON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AILERON=20 (ALPHA= 81 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
IT* SET 51HBOL CCUPICUR4TICII CESiRIPTlC% ALPHI CLEVW &ILRM( RUDCER REFERENCE INFORHATION2
I CZOs l J  YCAIR LSWT 258  3.OPCT YDACIWUC BOIlST B3NllW5V9 8.000 0.000 25 .000 0.000 SREF 9.0000 SB. FT 
ICZO97) WCIIR LSYT 258  3.OFCT WCAClWHC 80397  83HtlW5YB 8.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 LREF 6.00C0 FT. 
6REF 6.0000 FT. 
XYRP 0.2175 REFL 
IYRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP O.OZ00 REFL 
SCALE 0.0300 SCALEMACH 0.260 




























S I D E  SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
'IT* Y T  SYMBOL CCHFIGURATIQI OESCSIPTICH 
ACZ08 7 1  9 MCAIR LSWl  258 3.OPCT UOhCIIUC BOOST B3Hl lW5V9 ALPHA 8.000 ELEVON 0 .000 A I LRM I  20.000 RUDDER 0.500 REFERENCE INFORHATION SREF 9.0000 SO. FT 
h U 5 9 7 1  MC I lR  LSWT 259  3.OPCT UDACIWHC BM S T  83Nl lW5V8 8.000 0.GGO 20.000 0.000 LREF 6 .0008 FT. 
B IEF  6.000: ET. 
XURP 0.8G15 REFL 
YURP O.5OYE F T .  
ZURP 0.0100 PEFL 
n ~ c n  0.860 SCALE 0.0300 SCALE 
CBMPARISON OF V8 AND V9 LONGIT. CHARACT. W/O J6 AND AlLER8N=20 [ALPHA= 81 
12 -10 - - 6 '  - 4  - 2  0 2 - 4 6 8 I 0  
SIDE s ~ i pANGLE. BE?'A .  DEGREES 
ALPHA ELEVON AILRCU RUDCER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
83Nl lU5Y9 8 . 0 0 0  0 .000 Z l .DG0 0 . 0 0 0  SREF 9 . 0 0 0 0  SQ.  F T  
B3HIIWSV8 8 .000 0.OGO 2O.dO0 0 .000 LREF 5 .000C FT. . 
BEEF S . ~ O C Y  Fl. 

XWRP 0 .8175 REFL 

YHRF 0.OOOD FT.  

ZHRP - 0 . 0 1 0 0  BEFL . 





CCMPARISBN OF V8 AND V9 LBNGIT. CHARACT. W/B ;6 AND AILERdN=20 [ALPHA= 81 
SIDE SL;P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA Y T  SIHBOL C O I F I C Y E A T I O I  C E S C R I P T I O I  ALPPA ELEYMI  A I L R M I  RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION,l A C Z O 8 7 1  DICAIR LSWT 2 5 8  3.0PCT YCAC/MYC K O S T  B 3 N l l U 5 V 3  8.000 0.000 20.000 0.000 	 S R i F  3 . 0 0 0 0  SP. F T  
LACZOSIJ MCAIR LSWT 258 3.OPCT WDIC/MYC 8 0 0 5 7  B 3 H l I U S Y 8  8,000 0.000 20.000 0 .000  	 LREF 6 .0000  F T  
BREF 6 .0000  FT. 
XYRP 0.8575 REFL 
YYRP 0.OOrO FT .  
ZHRP C.OIdO REFL 
SCALE 0 .3300  SCALE 
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